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ABSTRACT 

Currently most commercial nuclear power stations are based on 

thermal reactor designs called burner reactors which are. net consumers 

of fissile material. These power stations form one part of a larger 

system that generates electricity from uraniura. However, in addition 

to producing energy, such systems also consume energy, in the form of 

various fuels, during construction and operation. This thesis 

describes the use of energy analysis to determine the total energy 

required by these systems. 

A number of factors are shown to influence energy consumption 

and, in particular, the effect of extracting uranium from different 

sources is studied in detail. For ores, an important inverse 

relationship between energy use and ore grade is investigated and 

quantified. The physical limit at which the energy input to the system 

is equal to its output is shown to correspond to an average grade of 

15 parts per million of "triuranium octoxide". Analysis of proposals 

for extracting uranium from seawater indicates that the only schemes 

giving a positive energy balance are'costly (ý500/lb U300) and limited 

to low production rates. 

The effects of feedback within fuel systems are analysed and. 

the results are used to formulate an economic model in which nuclear 

electricity prices determine uranium ore costs as well as vice versa. 

The model demonstrates-that, with present'techniques, the average 6 

economic limit to ore grade is 50 ppm U308 with subsequent resources, 

on current assessment, of only 107 tonnes U308. This contradicts most 

traditional studies which, by assuming fixed, non-dependent fuel costs, 

suggest an ore grade limit of less than 4 ppm U303 and economically 

recoverable resources in excess of 1010 tonnes U308. 
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1 GOAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Energy analysis 

Although energy can be simply defined as the capacity for doing 

work, it appears in many different guises and originates from 

various sources. Energy analysis is the study of the use of 

energy in the production of goods and the provision of services 

and hence the most important energy sources examined here are 

those called fuels. These sources of energy are consumed by 

machines and appliances to provide heat, light, motive power, 

etc., and the current list of common fuels includes coal, 

petroleum products, natural gas and electricity. Feedstocks, 

which are fuels used as sources of raw materials rather than 

sources of energy, are also included within the scope of energy 

analysis, whilst energy sources such as labour and food are 

excluded. 

Fuels provide the energy employed in processes to effect changes 

in materials. To transform a naturally-occurring material, or 

resource, into a final product, individual processes are 

frequently combined into groups known as production systems. 

The total industrial system which supplies all the goods and 

services required by society is a collection of these 

production systems. Since energy in-the form of fuels is a 

fundamental ingredient of industrial operations, energy 

analysis is an important means of studying certain aspects of 

this complete, system. 

Chemical and production engineers sometimes investigate the use 

of energy in specific ' processes 'to discover 'ways of minimising 

fuel consumption and production costs. " This"can involve the 
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comparison of actual fuel consumption with the theoretical or 

practical minimum amount of energy required by processes. 

Such analysis can reveal the immediate effects and direct 

significance of particular fuel conservation measures. 

To examine the wider implications of fuel conservation and, on 

a national scale, fuel policy, it is necessary to look beyond 

individual processes and investigate the total use of energy in 

the entire industrial system. This arises because processes 

use goods and services as well as fuels and these goods and 

services also consume fuel during their manufacture. Hence the 

" total amount of energy required to produce an item equals not 

only the amount used directly in main production operations but 

also that consumed by all preceding ancillary processes. 

Consequently energy analysis is concerned with'the investigation 

of both direct and indirect energy consumption. 

Of all the processes incorpörated into the industrial system, 

one of the most interesting groups to study by energy analysis 

are the fuel supply systems. These manufacture fuels from 

natural sources of energy known as energy resources. ý Energy 

analysis can be used to examine ways, in which different fuel'I. 

supply systems utilise energy resources and the particular, -, - 

topic investigated in this thesis is the operation' of nuclear 

fission power systems. 

1.2 Area of study 

A nuclear fission power system is a collection of pr ocesses 

that produce fuel from certain energy resources by means of 

nuclear fission reactions'.. These reactions can occur when 

nuclei absorb neutrons and split apart, As a result of a sma. 11' 
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loss of totEa mass, energy is released and during ensuing 

nuclear rearrangements neutrons are emitted which may initiate 

further fission reactions. Consequently under favourable 

conditions such reactions can be self-sustaining sources of 

energy. Nuclei capable of undergoing these important reactions 

are called fissile. 

The ability of a nucleus to fission is determined by the number 

of protons and neutrons it contains. Nuclei of the same 

element which have different numbers of these particles are 

knovrn as isotopes. Important fissile isotopes include those of 

uranium which contain a total of 233 and 235 protons and 

neutrons, TJ-233 and U-235 respectivelyt and the plutonium 

isotope Pu-239. Although only the isotope U-235 occurs 

naturally, both U-233 and 11u-239 can be produced artificially 

from natural isotopes which are subsequently referred to as 

fertile. 

Fissile U-233 can be obtained from the fertile thorium isotope 

Th-232 by the absorption of neutrons and the fertile uranium 

isotope U-238 can be converted to fissile Pu-239 by a similar 

process. The importance of these conversion reactions is that 

both U-238 and Th-232 are more naturally-abundant-than U-235. 

The amount of-U-235 in natural uranium'is only 0.71% by-mass" 

compared to 99.26% U-238, and natural thoriUM'Consists entirely 

of Th-232.. Hence the relative amount of energy resources 

available for any given nuclear fission power system largely. 

depends on, the specific. nuclear reactions utilised. 

The'equipment used to provide the'necessary fission and 

conversion reaction conditions is'called a nuclear reactor and 

there are three general types. These utilise different 
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reactions and are known as b urn ert converter and breeder 

reactors. Since both burner and converter reactors rely on 

reactions that involve slow-movingg or thermal, neutronst such 

designs are often referred to as thermal reactors. Breeder 

reactors generally use reactions requiring neutrons that 

travel at much higher speeds and are consequently called fast 

reactors. 

The main source of energy in a burner reactor is the fission 

reaction between thermal neutrons and fissile isotopes of 

uranium. Despite occasional conversion reactions which produce 

" Pu-239, a net loss of fissile isotopes occurs during"the 

operation of such designs and this accounts for their title of 

'burners'. 

Reactors which rely mainly on cbnversion reactions for fissile 

isotopes are known as 'converters'. One particular example of 

this type operates on the transformation of Th-232 by neutrons 

to U-233 which then provides energy by fission. 

Breeder reactors primarily depend on the fission of Pu-239 by 

fast neutrons as a source of energy. Surplus, Pu-239 is 

produced during operation by the conversion of U-238 by fast 

neutrons and the term 'breeder' originates from the -ability of 

such reactors to create a net gain in this particular filssile 

isotope. 

Apart from the. reactor physicss, 'certain other features of 

nuclear'power systems reflect the differencesýbetween these 

basic reactor types. - This is particularly apparent in'that 

part of the system known as . the'nuclear fuel cycle which is the' 

group of processes that supply-suitable fissile and fertile 
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isotope material for reactor use. T-Iost of the fuel cycle of 

burner reactor power systems is devoted to the production of 

uranium from resources. The processing of thorium. would be a 

fundamental component of the converter fuel cycle and the 

treatment of plutonium would be an important part of the 

breeder fuel cycle. 

In addition to the fuel cycle and reactorp nuclear power 

systems also contain means of producing and distributing 

saleable fuel from the energy released by fission reactions. 

Despite differences in basic reactor types, these parts of the 

system are usually quite similar. Heat from nuclear reactions 

is converted to electricity by heat-exchange equipment and 

turbo-electric machinery situatedv along with the reactor, in 

a group of buildings known as the nuclear power station. This 

is in turn connected to transmission and distribution 

equipment which delivers electricity to consumers* 

Although a nuclear fission power system is composed of a fuel 

cycle, power station and electricity transmission network, the 

basic characteristics of the reactor alone can significantly 

influence its operation. In particular, the ability of 

converter and breeder reactors to produce fissile from 

non-fissile isotopes means that systems based on these designs 

can utilise nuclear energy resources more effectively than 

burner reactor systems. Both converter and breeder reactors, 

howeverg are still in the early stages of development and final 

details of design and operation have yet to be determined. In 

contrastf commercial burner reactors of one sort or another are 

already in use and are expeeted, to play a significant role in 

the growth of world fuel supply. As a consequence, this study 
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is specifically concerned with the analysis of nuclear fission 

power systems which incorporate common burner reactor designs. 

1.3 The project 

The purpose of the project described in this thesis is to 

evaluate the total amount of energy required to produce 

electricity from burner reactor power systems. This involves 

detailed examination of all stages in the fuel cycle, power 

station construction and operation, parts of the electricity 

transmission and distribution network9 and certain processes 

that supply the system with important goods and services. The 

significance of factors which influence the use of energy by 

the system is also investigated. 

In addition to the measurement of energy use, practical 

applications of results are demonstrated. Areas of potential 

fuel conservation are identified and savings are compared with 

total consumption. The role of fundamental variables in 
- 

determining the amount of energy required by the system is, 

translated into economic terms and this is related to the 

availability. of nuclear energy resources. The-resulting 

prospects for the burner reactor are assessed and some, of the 

consequences for the nuclear power industry are, discussed. 

H 
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2 112THODOLOGY 

2.1 Basis of analysis 

The basis of energy analysis is a consistent set of definitions 

and conventions used to evaluate and present results. This 

section describes all the essential details of the particular 

basis adopted in this study and enables results to be estimated 

correctly and interpreted unambiguously. 

Energy analysis is concerned with the measurement of the use of 

energy. Energy is the capacity for doing work on either the 

microscopic or macroscopic level and consequently occurs in 

many forms, ranging from the random motion of molecules called 

heat to the popular image of work in the mechanical sense as 

the uniform motion of matter. 

In thermodynamic terms energy analysis can be described as the 

study of free energy changes. Free energy is a thermodynamic 

potential which indicates the amount of energy liberated or 

absorbed in a reaction. Free energy changes can be deduced 

theoretically assuming all processes are reversible. However, 

since real reactions proceed at finite rates and involve" 

frictional and similar forcesp it is generally more practical 

to discuss actual free'energy changes associated with 

irreversible processes* 

AlthouGh the principles of energy analysis can be formally 

described in terms of free energy changes, in practice it is 

more convenient to measure enthalpy, changes. Enthalpy is a 

thermodynamic property representing the heat conte InIt of -a 

substance. Despite distirictions between free'energy and 

, enthalpy, the numerical difference for the energy released by 
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the combustion of most common fuels is generally regarded as 

unimportant in energy analysis. 

The enthalpy, or quantity of heat released during the total 

combustion of a given amount of fuel, feedstock or energy 

resource, is commonly referred to as the energy contentg or 

calorific value. There can be significant differences between 

the energy content of an energy resource and that of its 

subsequent fuel or feedstock due to thermQdynamic and technical 

factors involved in conversion processes. For examplep the 

energy potentially available from the fission of all the U-235 

nuclei in one gramme of natural uranium is approximately five 

times the amount of electrical energy that it can produce in a 

burner reactor power station. 

The amount of energy released by, or associated with the use of, 

fuels and feedstocks in a process is found by multiplying fuel 

and feedstock consumption by the appropriate values of-energy 

content. ribis is referred to as the direct energy input to the 

process ando where fuels are consumed in particulart it consists 

of energy which performs specific useful functions as well as 

superfluous heat or energy losses. The ratio. of useful energy 

to the direct energy input for any operation. equals-the enerpff, 

efficien2y and this parameter varies according to such factors -, I-, 
as the sort of equip-. -, ient, usedp, the-wayý. it'is controlled and the 

type of fuel consumed.. - 

The consumption of energy in the manufacture of the fuels, 

feedstocks, goods and services used by a process introduces an 

indirect energy input to'that process. Hence the total amounV 

of energy required to, make one unit of output by the, process 

equals-the sum of,, both direct and,, indirect energy inputs; 'this- 
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being known as the energy requirement, (e, r, ) if the output is 

measured in physical terms (ee. energy per unit mass)q or the 

energy intensity (e. i. ) if measured in financial terms (eg. 

energy per pound sterling). Various general inputs that can 

influence these results are shown in figure 2.1 which also 

illustrates the flowchart symbols adopted here. 

Since all processes that contribute to the production of an 

item must be taken into account when evaluating its energy 

requirement or energy intensityp such results indicate the 

total amount of energy, in all formsp participating in its 

manufacture. Naturally-occurring energy resources initially 

supply all this energy and consequently results incorporate 

energy content contributions of these basic inputs. Hence 

results of energy analysis can be used to determine the effects 

of industrial activity on resources and total heat release. 

As mentioned earlier, the energy content of resouýrce and 

resulting fuel can be significantly different. and, depending on 

the way results are to be used, the energy requirementýof a 

fuel can be defined to either include or exclude the energy 

content of the resource from which it'is m, ýde. --Therefore the 

analysis of fuel supply systems can produce two basic results; 

the gross exiergy requirement and the net energy requirement, 

The gross ener . C'y requir ment'(g. -e-', r. )'of a fuel is the sum of 

all the direct and indirect energy used during manufacture plus 

the energy content of theýoriginal resource. The net energy 

requirement (n, e. r. ) excludes this last term. 

The general principles'lised'to evaluate and int; rpret these two 

results can be explained by referring to figures 2.2,2.3 and 

2.4 which show groups of processes, conveniently indicated as, '... 
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Figure 2.1 : Energy inputs to a single process stage 

(cf. International Federation of Institutes for Advanced 

Studies, 1975) 
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Figure 2.2 : Evaluation of the gross energy requirement of a fuel. 
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Figure 2-3 : Evaluation of the net energy requirement of a fuel 

- Case 1. 
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Figure 2-4 : Evaluation of the net energy requirement of a fuel 

- Case 2. 
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sub-systems, combining together to produce a particular fuel. 

The basic components of these figures consist of fuel supply 

systems and an industrial sub-system which provides all 

necessary goods and services. A diagram representing the 

production of coalv for examplep would contain enterprises 

which make mining equipment, lubricating oil, electricityp 

etc., as well as the actual coal mine itself. 

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show a simplified arrangement of processes 

which produce one particular fuel from a specific fuel supply 

system that uses products manufactured with fuels from other, 

quite different supply systems. Such an arrangement would 

correspond to the case of a newly-introduced fuel industry 

which relies entirely on the support of the existing industrial 

infrastructure. 

Figure 2.2 indicates how the gross energy requirement of a fuel 

would be calculated in this situation. By definition this 

result represents the total energy input of all energy resources 

involved in the production of the fuel. Therefore the gross 

energy requirement can be used to Study total resource 

utilisationo environmental heat release and the relative energy 

efficiency of fuel supply systems. 

In contrast, the net energy requirement of a fuel excludes the 

energy contribution of the particular resource from which it 

originates and hence this result expresses the amount of energy, 

released by the specific use of fuels in the entire system. 

As figure 2-3 shows, such a result indicates how the use'of one 

particular energy resource affects all others associated with 

its exploitation. 
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Figures 2.2 and 2.3 represent a situation in which one 

sub-system is wholly dependent on others for manufactured 

products. The alternative case is illustrated in figure 2.4 

which shows a fuel industry producing all the fuel for 

processes that in turn supply it with all necessary operating 

requirements. Such a self-sustaining arrangement could occur 

in a well-established industrial system and therefore figure 

2.4 indicates what happens when one fuel totally dominates 

energy supply. The net energy requirement of a fuel produced 

under these conditions reflects the ability of the system to 

support its own fuel needs. Evaluation of the net energy 

requirement of fuel produced by such a system involves 

measuring the fuel feedback, or portion of fuel output that the 

system itself consumes. As a consequenceg this result can be 

used to assess the absolute fuel efficiency of a fuel supply 

system. 

The energy requirement of any product is generally deduced by 

multiplying total fuel consumption by appropriate energy 

requirement values. Where the product is a fuelp however, the 

calculation can be complicated by the fact that the fuel supply 

system can provide all the fuel needed by its associated 

industrial sub-system. For examplep a nuclear power system can 

rely on fuels produced from coal, oil and natural gas (cf. 

figures 2.2 and 2.3), or it can consume part of its own 

electrical output (cf. figure 2-4). 

To estimate the energy requirement of electricity generated by 

the nuclear power system in the former case, each type of fuel 

input is simply multiplied'by appropriate gross energy 

requirements obtained from previous analyses. Figure 2.3 
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provides the basic equation to evaluate'the net energy 

requirement; - 

Net energy requirement = 

Ei 
(total fuel consumption) ix 

(fuel g. e. r. )i 

gross electricity output 

where i refers to all fuels including electricity 

In the intermediate situation where the nuclear power system 

provides all its own electricity and other systems supply all 

the remaining fuels, the equation becomes; - 

Ret energy requirement = 

-Ej 
(total fuel consumption) ax 

(fuel g. e. r. ), 

(gross. electricity output) - (total electricity consumption) 

where j refers to all fuels excluding electricity 

The energy requirement of electricity from a system which 

Provides all its own fuel is obtained by referring to the 

equations in figure 2-4 which can be summarised as; - 

Net energy requirement, = total electricity consumption 

gross electricity output 

electricity"feedbaelt-, 

6, ross electricity-output., --- 

These changes in the assumptions about the source of electricity 

used in the nuclear power system can consequently be 

accommodated in the evaluation of energy requirements ýy 

expressing calculations separately in terms of the direct 

input of electrical energy and-the. totýal energy input of all 
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other fuels. This is an important feature of this particular 

analysis and it is discussed further in the following section 

on units. 

2.2 Units 

At the present time a wide range of units are being used in 

energy analysis. Common units of energy include the kilo-watt 

hour (Wh), the British thermal unit (Btu), the metric ton of 

coal and oil equivalent (t. O. e. and t. o. e., respectively) and 

the mega-joule (MJ). A diverse set of units are also used to 

measure other quantities such as mass9 volume, etc. However, 

an attempt has been made to unify the units of measurement in 

energy analysis on the basis of the Systeme Internationale (SI) 

d'Unites (International Federation of Institutes for Advanced 

Studies, 1975)- SI units are adopted here with the addition of 

convenient and derived units for energyp mega-joules (M : 106 J 

joules); mass, tonne (te: 103 kilo-g-rammes); and capacity, 

litres (1: 10-3 metres). 

In this particular study the presentation of results- 

incorporates a distinction between electricity and other fuels 

such as coal, oil, gas,, -etc. 
This,. enables nuclear fission, 

power systems to be analysed using different assumptions about 

the specific source of the electricity they consume. The 

direct. energy, input of. electricity is consequently indicated by 

the zýotation, lme,, -, a-joules. electricall, 1V(e)9, and the total 

energy input of-all, other fuels by 'mega-joules thermal', MJ(t). 

Hence,, the energy requirement of a kilo-gramme of stainless, 

steel is expressed as; - 

18 MJ(e) + 36 MJ(t) 
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This would mean that the total amount of energy extracted from 

resources during steel production would be 55 MJ(t) if 

electricity could be converted from fuels with 10% efficiency 

or 108 MJ(t) if electricity were provided by fossil fuel-fired 

plant operating at an average efficiency of 25ý6. 

2.3 Methods 

Process analysis and statistical analysis are two general 

methods currently used in energy analysis to obtain results. 

Process analysis is a means of producing individual results by 

investigating specific data from original sources. 

Statistical analysis is a way of obtaining a wide range of 

results by examining aggregated data from statistical sources. 

Although these methods are different, they can be used to 

complement each other. 

Process analysis produces specific, accurate results by the 

detailed study of individual processes. Although this method 

basically consists of investigating processes directly involved 

in the manufacture of given products, to obtain energy 

requirement results it is also necessary to examine ancillary 

Processes. Even the simplest process can rely on many 

ancillary processes and the resulting expansion of the analysis 

-to include all subsequent contributions to the energy 

requirement can be lengthy and complicated. Howeverg since the 

influence of successive ancillary processes often becomes 

decreasingly significant, less accurate information is generally 

used to deduce such indirect energy inputs. 
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Statistical analysis provides comprehensivel approximate 

results by the systematic study of tabulated and summarised 

information. Consequently the results of statistical analysis 

are frequently used in conjunction with the evaluation of 

indirect energy inputs for process analysis. The advantage of 

using statistical data which describe substantial parts of the 

industrial system is that the interrelation of processes can be 

easily assessed and incorporated into results. However, the 

subsequent aggregation of information and the use of financial 

rather than physical accounting are some of the disadvantages 

associated with this type of analysis. 

The main method used here to investigate nuclear power systems 

is process analysis. Howevert both process and statistical 

analysis are used to deduce the energy requirements of 

important goods and services needed by these systems. This 

fundamental information is contained in a data base which was 

compiled during the early stages of this research. 
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3 DATA BASE 

3.1 Results of statistical analysis 

Data bases containing extensive energy analysis information 

have been compiled from national statistics by a number of 

researchers (Caspert Chapman and Mortimer# 1974; Herendeen and 

Bullard, 1974; Wright, 1974). The general methods that were 

used can be divided into two categories; input-output analysis# 

which consists of examining economic matricesp and sector 

analysisp which involves investigating statistical summaxy 

tables. The statistical results used here were obtained by 

sector analysis of the "Report on the Census of Production: UK 

19681, (Casper et al, 1974). 

Census of Production statistics contain information on the use 

of fuelsv materials and other items by numerous sectors of the 

UK industrial system in particular years. These statistics are 

aggregated and those of individual sectors frequently refer to 

a wide range of organisations engaZed in the manufacture of 

similar, though often non-identicalt products. Additionally 

most of the basic inform tion is described in financial rather 

than physical terms and consequently analysis mainly produces 

energy intensity results. 

The initial step in the analysis of the Census of Production , 

statistics consisted of evaluating the gross energy requirements 

of fuels manufactured by the UK fuel supply industries during 

1968 (Chapman, 1973b). These results, which are sumr, =ised in 

table 3.1. were used to assess direct energy inputs to all 

industrial sectors. The'Oensus of Production statistics were 

then re-analysed using these intermediate results, indirect 
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Table 3.1 : Energy requirements of fuels)produced in UK, 1968. 

(Chapman, 1973b) 

Fuel Units Energy content G. e. r. 

(NJ) 

ElectricitY* Whe 3.6 15 

Coal kg. 27 29 

Coke kg. 28 33 

Merv fuel litre 38 43 

Fuel oil kg. 43 49 

Town gas m3. 18 24 

hatural gas m3. 38 41 

(* generated from fossil fuels) 
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energy inputs were determined and approximate energy intensities 

were deduced. Repeating this procedure with successively 

re-calculated inputs enabled these energy intensities to be 

refined and such iteration was only terminated when improvements 

became insignificant. Energy intensities of particular products 

and activities obtained by this analysis and used here are shown 

in table 3.2. To complete the statistical data base, important 

industrial sectors not covered by the Census of Production were 

also investigated and the results of the analysis of one 

particular sector, transport servicest are illustrated in table 

3-3 (Mortimer, 1974a, 1974b, 1975). 

Although the numerical accuracy of results obtained from the 

Census of Production statistics has been estimated as + 150/6 

(Casper et al, 1974), they axe probably less reliable since 

they mainly refer to diverse products and activities rather than 

individual, specifically-definable items. Lecause these results 

also contain aggregated information and are presented'in 

financially-based units, they are normally used for 'order of 

magnitude' calculations and the evaluation of less important 

indirect energy inputs. Despite such limitationst however, the 

results of statistical analysis form a convenient basis'for more 

detailed process analyses. 

3.2 Results of process analysis 

Numerous chemica. Isp metals and minerals are required in' 

substantial-amounts by nuclear fission power systems. Hence 

the evaluation of the-total energy used by such'systems involves 

the investigation of a wide range of ancillary-industrial 

activities and the data base used here contains the energy 

requirements of many iteiTis examined by process analysis. 
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Table 3.2 : Selected energy intensities, MC 1968. 

(Casper et al, 1974) 

Census industrial sector Energy intensity 

(mi/O 

electrical thermal 

General iron and steel 35 620 

Steel tubes 17 495 

Pumps, valves and compressors 7 171 

Industrial engines 7 216 

Construction and earth-moving equipment 10 231 

Mechanical handling equipment 8 186 

Mining machinery 10 210 

Industrial plant and steelwork 10 152 

General mechanical engineering 20 178 

Electrical machinery 9 182 

Construction 3 115 
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Table 3.3 : Typical gross energy requirements of freiGht transport. 

(i, iortimer, 1974a, 1974b, 1975) 

Mode Gross energy requirement 

(IIJ/te-km) 

electrical thermal 

Light van 

Heavy lorry 

Diesel train 

Electric train 

Cargo ship 

Super tanker 

Aeroplane 

Helicopter 

0.12 

23 

1-4 

o. 6 

0.2 

0.5 

0.1 

14 

44 
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In terms of the relative quantity consumedo sulphuric acid Is 

the most important chemical input to burner reactor power 

systems and therefore all processes involved in its production 

were investiCated in detail. Since the commonest method of ' 

manufacturing sulphuric acid is the catalytic oxidation of 

elemental sulphurv the initial step in this analysis consisted 

of examining the ways in which sulphur is extracted from 

natural raw materials. 

Sulphur can be obtained from a number of sources by a variety of 

methods and differences in production routes are reflected in 

resulting energy requirements which are summarised in table 3.4. 

Variations in the accessibility and concentration of sulphur in 

resources are partýy responsible for the different values of 

energy requirement which extend from H5 to W 150 YJ(t) per 

kg. The occurrence of negative energy requirements is due to 

the recovery of waste heat from certain operations which involve 

exothermic reactions. Error bars reflectq to some extent, the 

difference between best and worst practice in actual operations. 

Since information on the particular origins of: such a 

commonly-used chemical as oulphur is generally not available, 

it is not always possible to use these specific results in 

analysis. It is frequently more convenient to use a'weighted 

average value based on the enerar requirement and contribution 

to supply of each production route, Thus the average energy 

requirement of sulphur was deduced by combining the results of 

table 3.4 with data on the trends and forecasts of world 

sulphur production, illustrated in figure 3.1. Fluctuations'in 

the contribution of differýnt methods to the, total supply-of, 

sulphur cause a variation in the typical energy requirement 
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Table 3.4 : Energy requirements of sulphur. 

Starting material Production route E. r. (DLT/kg) 

electrical t he rmal 

a) Salt-dome sulphur Frasch process 11 + 3.2 

b) Sedimentary sulphur Mining & flotation 0-8 1 0.3 4.8 + 2.6 

c) Natural, gas Gas purification 0.5 ± 0.3 1.8 
_+ 

7.4 

d) Iron sulphide ores Mining & smelting 6.1 + 1.0 46 + 7.4 

e) lion-ferrous sulphides Mining & smelting 0-8 
-+ 

0.5 59 38 

f) Tar sand oil shale Desulphurisation 2.6 + 0.3 120 + 24 

g) Coal Desulphurisation 0.5 0.1 53 1.6 

h) Oil Desulphurisation 2.6 + 5.3 85 + 26 

i) Sulphate minerals Mining & roasting 29 20 

J) Sulphated brine Purification 1.5 1.5 1.6 

k) Seawater Ion extraction 0.8 + 0.2 2.4 + 1.8 
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i 

Figure 3-1 : Trends in world sulphur production. (Fogarty and Plollison 

1960; Engineering and Mining Journal, 1968; Harrer, 1969; 

Northolt, 1974) 
A 

2- 

World annual 

sulphur 

production 

(10 8 
te/yr) 

0 
940 19'70 2000' 

Year 

(*'excluding*USSR and People's Republic of China) 

See table,, 3.4 for key to figure lettering. 
- 
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which is shown in figure 3.2. '111is diagram indicates that the 

average sulphur energy requirement ranges from 12 to 42 W(t) 

per kg during the period In question. 

Methods of producing sulphuric acid from sulphur. such as the 

important Frasch/Contact process route illustrated in figure 

3.3, were investigated using these results. Other processes 

were also examined and all subsequent resultsp which extend 

from (-) 0.5 to W 41 MJ(t) per ka, axe shown in table 3-5. 

Trends and forecasts of world sulphuric acid productiong 

illustrated in figure 3-4P were used in conjunction with these 

data to deduce the weighted average energy requirement shown in 

figure 3.5. Although a value of (-) 1 IU(t) per kg has been 

obtained by earlier work (Smith, 1969)9 this detailed analysis 

indicates thatt during the particular period consideredt the 

typical energy requirement varies between 4 and 10 YJ(t) per kS., 

and these specific results were used here in the examination of' 

the nuclear fuel cycle. 

To complete the data base a number of processes which make 

other important materials required by the nuclear power system 

were also analysed using various sources of data and the 

results are given in table 3.6. The investigation of these 

processes was less extensive than the previous study of, ý, 

sulphuric acid production. However, since results incorporate 

error bars which-reflect-variations-in natural, cOnditions, 

industrial practicet etc. 0 they were considered sufficiently 

reliable for this analysis of burner reactor power systems, 
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Figure 3.2 : World average energy requirement of sulphur. 
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Figure 3.3 : Flow diapTam of the production of sulphuric acid from 

elemental sulphur using the Frasch/Contact process route. 
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Table 3.5 Energy requirements of sulphuric acid. 

Starting material Production process E, r. 

(MJlkg 100/ýo' acid) 

electrical thermal 

a) Elemental sulphur Lead chamber process 

b) Elemental sulphur Contact process 

c) Iron sulphide ore Contact process 

d) Smelter stack gas Contact process 

e) Boiler stack gas Contact process 

f) Anhydrite sulphate Contact process 

g) Cypsum. sulphate Contact process 

h) Hydrogen sulphide Contact process 

8.2+2.9 

2o 6+2.9* 

0.4±0.1 (-)0.5+. 0.9 

0.8+0.7 22 +13 

0.5 5.1+0.2 

0-5±0-1 11 +2.6 

1.0 9.7±7.4 

0.2 2.0+0.2 

assumes 1970 world average energy requirement for sulphur) 

Y, 
l 
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Figure 3-5.: World average energy requirement of sulphuric acid. 
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Table 3.6 : Rnergy requirements of miscellaneous industrial materials 

14aterial Energy requirement (lVlkg) 

electrical thermal 

Aluminium sulphate 
(102) 

0.15 + 0.12 13 + 2.0 
(1 f2) Ammonia 0.19 0.04 22 + 4.3 

(2) 
Ammonium nitrate 0.37 25 2.4 

(192) 
Calcium oxide 0.07 8.4 0.9 

Cement (Portland)(193) 0.40 0.04 6.3 + 0,2 

Deuterium oxideOP5,6#798) 2200 +6 oo 28000 + 6200 

Explosives (eeneral)(3) 0.87 + 0.40 70 + 32 

Fluorine(9) 64 + 1 62 + 17 

Graphite (nuclear)(1010911) 30 14 86 + 27 

Hydrofluorio acid 
(2) 

4.3 0.7 48 + 12 

Magnesium 
(1ý11012) 

37 + 10 170 + 30 

Nitric acid 
(1j2) 

0.11 + 0.02 12 1.4 

Sand and gravel(3) 0.02 0.14 0.02 
(1p2) 

Sodium carbonate 0.39 0.06 27 8.4 

Sodium chloride(3) 0.01 0.31 + o. 16 
(192) 

Sodium hydroxide 5.8 + 0.5 19 + 0.1 

Steel (mild)(13,14) 1.2 31 
-+ 

11 

Steel (stainless)(1304) 18 + 6 36 + 12 

Titanium hydroxide( 12p15) 9 + 7 3.8 + 3.4 

Water(3) 0.002 

Zirconium 
(11916j17) 

240 55 300 + 90 

Initial data; (1) Shreve, 1967 (2) Faithq Keyes and Clark, 1965 (3) 

Casper et al, 1974 (4) Thayer and Bebbington, 1959 (5) Thayer, 1960 (6) 

Thayer and Proctor, 1962 (7) Benedict# 1955 (8) Barr and Drews, 1960 

(9) Eumaxk and Sieghund, '1966 (10)*Lig, -, ett and Bacon, -'1964 (11) U-S- 

Bureau of'Minesý 1975 (12) Bravard, Flora and Portal, 1972"(13) 'National 

Economic Development Office, 1974 (14) Waller, 1975 (15) Miller, ''J. 9 
1957 (16) Miller, G. 9 1957 (17) Blumenthal and Roachg-1970. - 
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BUMM REACTOR POWM SYSTE11; 

4.1 The fuel cycle 

The burner reactor fuel cycle consists of a sequence of 

procesnes which are used to manufacture suitable fissile 

material, referred to as nuclear fuel, from naturally-occurring 

uranium and art if icially-produced plutonium. The main features 

of a typical fuel cycle are illustrated in figure 4.1. 

Uraniirn is the fundamental energy resource of burner reactor 

power systems andq although it -can be found in many diverse 

materials such as coal and seawater, the most important 

comnercial sources are ores which contain the native minerals 

pitchblende, uraninite, ca: motiteg tyuyam=itep uranophaneg 

coffinite and autunite. The significance of these minerals 

is that they can occur in deposits which contain relatively 

high concentrations of uranium. The amount of useful material 

in an ore expressed as a fraction or percentage.. of the total 

material present is Imovm as the ore grade and deposits of 

commercial uranium ore currently display grades which are a 

thousand times higher than those of common crustal rocks and a 

million times that of seawater. 

Uranium ores are usually extracted from deposits using 

conventional underground and open-pit mining techniques, 

Underground mining is co; mmonly applied to ore which occurs in 

relatively, thing continuoust deep-lying seamsp 11ýhilst open-pit 

methods'are generally-used when the ore is. contained in 

comparatively compact deposits close to the 
'surface. 

I-lining 

involves the extraction-Of'Ore by the complete Or Partial 

, removal of material known, as overburden jqhich c0lrers and 
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Figure 4.1 : Typical fuel c ycle for a burner reactor using 

enriched fuel containing some recycled uranium. 
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surrounds the deposit. Physical properties of uranium minerals 

such as their characteristic radioactivity enable ore to be 

identified at the workface and distinguished from associated 

waste material which contains substantially less uranium. This 

ensures that ore produced by the mine contains as little 

worthless material as possible. 

The next stage in the fuel cycle consists of processing the 

mined uranium ore in a mill plant to rerriove unwanted minerals 

known as gangue. This is achieved by comminutinev or crushing 

and grinding, the ore to reduce its particle size and then 

treating it with a suitable reagent such as sulphuric acid or 

sodium carbonate which extracts, or leacheso uranium from the 

ore. The resulting product consists of a uranium-bearing 

solution called leach liquor which can be separated from 

associated gangue by filtration and similar techniques that 

reject undissolved materials as wastes called tailings. A 

clarified uranium-rich liquid commonly referred to as the 

pregnant solution is obtained by concentrating the purified 

leach liquor and a complex mixture of uranium compounds 

knoimas uranium concentrateo or yellow cake, is produced from 

thisby adding a reagent. such as ammonia or sodium hydroxide 

which preferentially precipitates uranium salts. 
_ 

Specific 

details of the actual techniques and reagents used in ouch 

processing are mainly determined by the basic characteristics 

of the particiilar, ore. bein, 3-treated. This also affects the 

composition of the final product obtained and. the, equivalent 

content of dried yellow cake can vary from 53/"' to 92% 
d00 

triuraniwn octoxide,, U Oae 3 
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Since yellow cake contains Lapurities which would interfere 

with fission reactions, it must be purified in a refinery prior 

to further progress in the fuel cycle. Refining consists of 

dissolving the yellow cake in nitric acid and selectively 

re-extracting pure uraxrjl nitrate, U02 (NO 
3)2 6H 

2 0, with organic 

solvents. Uranium, dioxide, UO 2' or black oxide as it is 

sometimes called, is obtained frow this intermediate product by 

denitration in a conversion plant which is usually part of the 

refinery. Uranium dioxide is then powdered or reduced to 

uranium metal prior to fabrication into fuel rods for reactors 

which consume naturals or im-tenriched, uranium containinc, 0-71% 

U-235. Since certain other types of reactor use fuel containing 

enriched uranium with a higher proportion of U-235 than the 

natural abundancev some fuel cycles incorporate a process known 

as isotope enrichment prior to fuel fabrication. Conventional 

enrichment tecliniques use uranium hexafluoride gasp UF6' 

commonly referred to as hex, and this is produced in the 

conversion plant by reacting uranium dioxide with hydrofluoric 

acid and fluorine. 

Enrichment involves increasing the abundance of one particular 

isotope in a mixture of isotopes. In additionito the 

manufacture of an artificially-enriched output, 'enrichment 

processes also produce material, often known as'the depleted 

fraction, which'contains a smaller amount of'the'given isotope 

than the original natural mixture. For uranium enrichment in 

particular material depleted in U-235 o'ccurs in wastes called 

tails. 

Srhe gas diffusion technique is currently the most widespread 

method used to enrich uranium. 'This consists of pumping 
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uranium hexafluoride gas through a series of porous membranes. 

The basic principle is that the mass difference between the 

isotopes U-235 and U-238 influences the rate at which 

isotopically different gases diffuse through the membranes, 

This effect enables the concentration of the lighter isotope in 

the gas stream to be progressively enhanced. Alternative 

enrichment processes are currently being examined and developed, 

and these includeq in particular, the gas centrifuge method 

which uses differences in centrifugal forces acting on 

isotopically dissimilar molecules in a rapidly rotating, 

container to separate isotopes. Gas enriched in U-235 is 

collected near the axis of the centrifuge. Other experimental 

techniques being studied include jet nozzle and vortex tube 

methods, plasma centrifug 
., 
e processes and laser devices. 

The next stage in the fuel cycle consists of fabricating 

suitable nuclear material into fuel'ýrods which can be placed in 

reactors to provide energy. Ratural. uranium dioxide powder and 

uranium metal ine: ots obtained from the refinery can be directly 

formed into slugs or pellets at the fabrication plant, whilst 

enriched uranium hexafluoride from the enrichment plant must 

first be re-converted to uranium dioxide. All types of, fuel 

slugs and pellets are then made into fuel rods by surrounding 

them with a protective sheath of cladding material. This 

guards the nuclear fuel from corrosion and oxidationt and also 

provides containment for isotopes known as fission products 

formed by reactions that occur whilst the rod is in th6 reactor. 

Fabrication is completed by assemblin, 3 fuel rods, into an array 

called a fuel element which can be individually inserted into, 

or withdrawn from, the reactor. 
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Since the accumulation of fission products can cause distortion 

and uncharacteristic thermal effects9 fuel rods are usually 

removed from the reactor well before all the U-235 has been 

consumed by fission. Important fissile materials such as 

unreacted uranium and plutonium produced by conversion reactions 

are recovered from this so-called spent fuel by reprocessing. 

Reprocessin, 3 consists of removing the cladding from the fuel 

rod either mechanically or chemically and dissolving the spent 

fuel in nitric acid. The resulting solution is clarified and 

treated with reagents that selectively extract uranium and 

plutonium. Uranyl nitrate is recovered in this way andq since 

it is usually depleted in U-235, converted to uranium 

hexafluoride for enrichment prior to its re-introduction into 

fuel rods. Plutonium nitrate is generally converted to 

plutonium dioxide and either stored for subsequent use in 

breeder reactors or incorporated into burner reactor fuel rods. 

Specific details of the re-introduction, or re-cycling, of 

fissile materials depend on the particular fuel management 

policy adopted. 

Wastes produced from reprocessing contain -unwanted fission 

products such as americium, caesiumt curiumq neptunium, 

strontium, etc., and unrecovered uranium and plutonium. These 

wastes can be categorised into three general groups depending 

on the amount and nature of the radioactive material they 

contain. These categories axe referred to as low-, 

intermedi--te- and high-level wastes. Low- and intermediate- 

level wastes contain small amounts of radioactive and 

contaminated'material and are usually buried or discharGed into-.,, 

the sea. High-level wastes contain highly radiotoxic isotopes 
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which must be carefully isolated from the environment. At the 

moment such wastes are stored in large tanks whilst work 

continues in the search for a permanent solution to their 

disposal. 

111his concludes the brief description of the processes involved 

in the production of nuclear material for burner reactor power 

systems. Figure 4,2 illustrates some further details of a 

typical fuel cycle. More comprehensive accounts can be found 

in other literature such as the summaries presented by A. B. 

Cambel (1965), V. L. Mattson (1970), E. A. Youngberg (1973) 

and Sir John Hill (1974)- 

4.2 The nuclear power station 

A nuclear power station is an arrangement of equipment and 

machinery used to initiate, sustain and control nuclear fission 

reactions that release energy which is subsequently converted 

into a useful form of fuelt typically electricity, or sometimes 

-1 process steam. The basic features of a tYPical burner reactor 

power station are illustrated in fi&n=e 4.3. 

The reactor is a piece of equipment which provides the means of 

sustaining and controlling fission reactions which occur in the 

fuel elements. These fuel elements contain nuclear material 

such as uranium metal, -and uranium dioxide and plutonium 

dioxide powder# and are arranged in a pre-determined pattern at 

the centret or core,. of the reactor. In addition to fuel 

elements the core also contains moderator material w1iich slows 

down neutrons produced by fission reactions and therefore 

enhances the likelihood of further fission reactions.. The rate 

of the nuclear reaction in the core is regulate&by withdrawing 

1 
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Figure 4.2 : SGHWR fuel cy cle incorporating uranium recycling,. 
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Figure 4.3 General schematic layout of a burner reactor 

power vtation. 
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or inserting control rods which are made of materialsthat 

strongly absorb fission-producing neutrons. 

In some reactor desiEns the core is situated in a pressure 

vessel, or containment chamberf whilst in others the fuel 

elements are contained in pressure tubes. In either case the 

contained reactor core is surrounded by a composite wall of 

shielding which reduces the emission of thermal and ionising 

radiation. Heat generated by fission reactions is removed from 

fuel elements and other parts of the core by coolant liquid or 

C-as which circulates through the pressure vessels or pressure 

tubes. Certain reactor designs avoid the need for a bulky fixed 

moderator by using coolant materials which also moderate 

neutrons. 

To ensure the continuous removal of energy from the corep hot 

coolant is pumped through a primary cooling circuit to heat 

exchanger equipment which transfers heat to water. in a 

secondary cooling circuit. Steam raised in'this way can either 

e more usual, to b ý'uýseý for industrial process heating or, -as is 

turn-turbo-generating machinery that produces electricityo'' 

Waste steam'fromý the turbine is cooled in a condenser unit and 

returned to the heat, exchanger, This'complete arrangement of 

coolingýcircuits is sometimes referred to, as, the, nuclear., steam, 

, supply. system, or. hTSS8. 

I, bre detailed descriptions, of these basic aspects of the burner, 

reactor power station can be obtained from the literature of 

other authors, for example, S. E. Hunt (1974) and W. C. 

Patterson (1976). Although general features are'shared by all 

, 
burner, reactors, there are important differences between the 

designs which axe currently available. Specific features of',,. 
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the particular reactor types investigated here are listed in 

table 4.1. 

The six commercial reactor designs examined have the 

abbreviated titles; DIAGNOX, AGR, SGM-IRI, CAITDUt BWR and FWR. 

The world's first civil nuclear power station was based on the 

British-designed Magnox reactor which takes its title from the 

special magnesium alloy called magnox used to clad its fuel. 

The UK's second programme design was the Advanced Gas-cooled 

Reactors or AGR, and a candidate for the third series is the 

Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactors or SGHWR, which uses 

deuterium oxides or heavy waters as a moderator. The CANadian 

Deuterium Uraniumt or CANDUt design uses heavy water not only 

as a moderator but also as a coolant. Designs developed in-the 

USA consist of Light I. -later. Reactorsp or LWRIs, which use 

ordinaryt or light, water as a combined coolant and moderator. 

These general designs include the Boiling Water Reactors or 

BWRq and the Pressurized Water Reactors or PWR. The main 

difference between these reactors is that cooling water is 

allowed to boil in the core of the BWR, whilst high pressures 

are maintained in the NR to prevent this. 

Thorough descriptions, of all these types of burner reactor are 

available in the accounts of other authors who include, in 

particular, E. Gabriel and D. Smith (1970)v E. ' S. Booth (1971),. 

Sir John Hill (1971)v S. E. Hunt (1974) and'W. -C. Patterson 

(19 76). '- 
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Table 4.1 : Features of burner reactors 

Design Fuel Cladding lbderator Coolant Containment 

MAGNOX : Natural Yagnox Graphite Carbon Steel pressure 
uranium dioxide vessel 
metal gas 

AGR : Enriched Stainless Graphite Carbon Concrete 
uranium steel dioxide pressure 
dioxide gas vessel 

SGHWII : Enriched Zirconium Deuterium Water Zirconium 
uranium oxide pressure tubes 
dioxide 

CANDU : Natural Zirconium Deuterium Deuterium Zirconium 
uranium oxide oxide pressure tubes 
dioxide 

BWR : Enriched Zirconium Water Water Steel pressure 
uranium vessel 
dioxide 

PWR : Enriched Zirconium Water Water Steel pressure 
uranium vessel 
dioxide 
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P14ALYSIS OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to estimate the total amount of 

energy required to manufacture the type of nuclear fuel used 

in burner reactors. This involves investigating each stage of 

the nuclear fuel cycle. To clarify calculation of the energy 

requirement of nuclear fuel, analysis consists of formulating 

an expression which contains energy input terms that describe 

each part of the fuel cycle. In many causes these terms are 

composed of a number of basic parameters which represent 

fundamental aspects of operations and processes. This approach 

enables the energy requirement of nuclear fuel to be evaluated 

under different conditions and allows the influence of 

important factors to be assessed. Further details of this 

analysis are presented in the relevant appendices. 

C 5.2 Production of uranium concentrate from ore 

5.2.1 Ebcploration 

The first step in the production of uranium consists of 

locating commercial sources of ore. Ore can occur in deposits 

of differing geological structure, extent, composition and 

grade. This is reflected in the variety of exploration 

activity. required to discover economically-viable deposits. 

Hence exploration can consist of simple prospecting with, 

radioactive detection devices or extensive surveying-which 

mayjnvolveýaeriaI'-mapping, sampling 
_drilling. 

and core 

Such diversity of operations obviously affects the energy input 

to this initial, stage of the fuel cycle. Scarcity of 
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specifically detailed information also limits analysis to the 

evaluation of 'order of mag-nitudel estimates of the energy 

requirement. Consequently typical modern exploration 

programmes, consisting of airborne and surface reconnaissancer 

I were investigated and the following equation was established to 

describe the total energy required by such activity; 

E1= energy input per unit mass U308 discovered 

=(e la xd la) + (elb xd lb) + (el, 2c dl. ) 

where, 

e=O. e. ý. of exploratory drilling la 

e lb = g. e. r. of air transport 

e 10 = g. e. r. of private and freight road transport 

d la, distance drilled per unit mass U308 discovered 

I 
exploration drilling, rate 

d lb total distance flown per unit mass U308 discovered 

d ic total distance travelled by car and truck per unit 

mass U0 discovered 3811,,, 
-, -IIIýI 1ý 

Only these particular items are included in theýenergy equation 

because supporting work such as laboratory assayingg etc. 9 uses 

significantly less energy than drilling and, transport'- 

operations. 

Ilie enerey requirement of exploratory drilling was obtained by 

studying the use of fuel and, other items by various drilling 

-equipment operating under a wide range of conditions. Details 

of this analysis. are given-in appendix A. humerous fundamental 

factors influence both the direct and indirect energy 

requirements of drilline and the effect on the g. e. r., e is 
1 a' 

reflected in the minimizi and maximum values illustrated in 
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table 5.1. The energy requirements of transportation, e lb and 

e1c, obtained from the data base (Hortimer, 1974a, 1975), are 

also shown in this table. 

Other parameters incorporated In the equation relate 

exploration to discovery. The exploration drilling rate, d 
la* 

was deduced from mining statistics (Woodmanseev 1970; Colorado 

School of 11ines, 1973; Johnson, 1974) and recent values for the 

USA are illustrated in figure 5.1. The transport factorsq d lb 

and d 10 # given in table 5.1 were found by examining'a number of 

exploration case studies (Bowiet Davis and Ostle, 1972). 

The values given in table 5.1 were used to estimate the current 

amdunt of energy required to find a commercial deposit of 

conventional uranium ore and results revealed that the range 

can extend from 102 to 105 Mj(t) per tonne U3 080 

5.2.2 Conventional ore mining 

For the purpose of energy analysis conventional ore mining can 

be divided into four general types of operation. The'first is 

rock breaking which involves freeing material from the ground 

and reducing its size to suitable proportions-for further 

handling. Rock breaking is usually achieved by drilling and 

blasting, although in soft ground such activity can often be 

avoided. IT. Lhe next operation is rock excavation in which broken 

ore, and other, material is removed from the site of mining, or 

workface, 
'by 

machinery such as power, shovelsp bulldozers,, 

scraperst conveyors, etc. Waste m; iaterial is usually hauled to 

dumping areas, whilst ore is transferred to storage piles., The 

third cateeory-of operatioris comprises all other activities in, 
-" 

the mine, which', consume appreciable amounts of fuel such as 
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Table 5.1 : Basic parameters for exploration 

Parameter Units Minimum Maximum 

e la MT(t)/m 10 1000 

elb mi(t)Am 65 110 

e le mi(t)Am 5 25, 

d la, m/te U30a 50 200 

d lb km/te U30a 1 0 100 

d le km/te U3 08 0 10 

ý7 
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Figure 5.1 US average exploration drilling rate for 

deposits containing ore with gEades greater 

than 0.1% U30 
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ventilation, heating/coolingg water drainageg etc. The 

remaining operation consists of transporting the ore from the 

mine to the next stage in the fuel cycleg the ore processing 

mill. 

All these operations influence the totb2 amount of energy 

required to extract ore from the ground and the following 

equation was formulated to demonstrate this; 

E2= energy input per unit mass U308 mined and delivered 

to the mill 

[((e 
2a x 1ý +e 2b +e 2c 

)xw+ (e 
2d xd2x 100 

G 12- 

where, 

e 2a. g. e. r. of rock breaking (i. e. drilling and blasting) 

e 2b g. e. r. of rock excavation (i. e. loading and hauling) 

e g. e. r. of miscellaneous mining operations 2a 

e 2d g. e. r. of ore freight transport 

t amount of rock requiring breaking per total. amount 

mined 

w total amount of rock handled per unit ore mined 

2= fractional load factor of transport 

= amount of ore-loaded per total'capacity-available 

d= distance from mine to mill''. 2 

G= ore'grade in-pereent'U 0 

The g. e. r. of rock breakingo e equals the total energy input 
. 
2al 

Ao drilling and blasting per unit, materiall, ore, overburdenor 

waste, treated, ' This depends on various basic factors_which, ' 

are generally determined by'the type. -of mining used 

underground or open-pit. -, Variationsin the. g. e. r., e which 2a',, 
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was based on results presented in appendix A, for both forms of 

mining are illustrated in tables 5.2 and 5.3. The g. e. r. of 

rock excavation, e 2b . equals the total energy input to loading 

and hauling per unit material handled. The g. e. r. of 

miscellaneous mining operationst e 2c9 represents the effective 

energy input from ancillary activity for each unit of material 

mined. The g. e. r. of freight transport, e 2dP indicates the 

total energy required to carry one unit mass of ore for one 

unit of distance. Results of the study of direct and indirect 

energy inputs to rock excavationg miscellaneous mining 

operations and ore transportation are given in appendix B and 

ranges of the resulting g. e. r. values for different types of 

mining are shown in tables 5.2 and 5.3. 

The fraction of rock requiring drilling and blasting* tv 

depends on ground conditions andp as the tables indicatep this 

can vary from 0 to 1. The ratio of material handled to ore 

minedg, wt represents the sum of two important mining 

parameters, the stripping ratio and the waste ratio;. 

w1+ stripping ratio + waste ratio 

The stripping ratio equals the amount of overburden, removed per 

unit ore extracted, whereas the waste ratio is the amount of' 

-16w-g'rade, barren, or waste, material handled at-the, workface 

per unit ore. mined, Jn very rich, shallow and compact deposits 

these parameters can fall to zero and w equals one. As tables 

5.2 and 5-3 indicate, current'values of w can be as high as 5 

for underground mines-and 60 for open-pit''operations. 

The load factor for transjort,. 1 relates theýamount of freight 2' 

carried to'the'actual capacity, available. Since most outward 
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Table 5.2 : Basi"arameters for underground mini 

Parameter Units Mnimum 14aximum 

e 2a MJ/te material 1.3(e) + 27-0(t) 46.0(e) + 200(t) 

e 2b MJ/te material 6-7(e) + 35-0(t) 19.0(e) + 170(t) 

e 2c MJ/te material 4.3(e) + 3.7(t) 17.0(e) + 170(t) 

e 2d W/te-km 0.2(t) 3.1(e) 

t 0 1 

w te/te ore 1 5 

1 2 2 
1 2 

d2 km 0.8 240 
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Table 5-3 : Basic parameters for open-pit mining 

Parameter Units Minimum Maximum 

e 2a MJ/te material 0.2(e) + 4.3(t) 

e2b MJ/te material 1.1(e) + 1-3(t) 

e 2c MJ/te material 0-4(e) 

e 2d MJ/te-km 0.2(. t) 

2.7(e) + 24-0(t) 

9-3(e) + 3.5(t) 

10.0(e) 

3,2(e) 

4 
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journies are completed with full loads and return trips are 

usually made with no cargo, the load factor generally averages 

0.5. The distance travelled from the mine to mill, d 2' can 

vary over a very wide range and the values shown in tables 5.2 

and 5.3 were deduced from geographical data. 

The full extent of the possible variation of the total energy 

input to conventional underground and open-pit uranium mining 

which results from the combination of these various factors is 

illustrated in table 5.4. Assuming a conversion factor of 

4 MJ(t) per MJ(e) for electricity, it can be seen that the 

lowest energy input is approximately 10 PIT(t) per tonne ore 

mined and the highest is 10000 MJ(t) per tonne ore. Analysis 

of individual mines indicates a smaller range of 400 I, IJ(t) to 

2500 MJ(t) per tonne ore. The difference between these ranges 

arises because theoretically calculated results are intended to 

cover all possible combinations of mining conditions whereas 

the observed values reflect the fact that, in practicev the' 

extremes of all conditions are rarely encountered 

simultaneously. 

5.2.3 Conventional ore processing 

There are many ways of producing uranium from natural sources. 

Although techniques used depend on the characteristics of the 

particular source in questiong most common ores can be treated 

by relatively similar methods, collectively referred to here as 

conventional ore processing. 'This generally consists of 

comminutingg or pulverising' the orep leachingg or washing, the 

-, resulting'material with an appropriate reagent, and recovering 

.,,,. uranium as a complex concentrate, containing-triuranium octoxideq 

or U, O,,,, from the. sulbsequent solution. ' Such, methods are used 
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Table 5-4 : Energy input to conventional uranium mining 

Type of mining Energy input. - E2 (Mj/te U 308) 

electrical thermal 

Underground minimum : 1100 + 3900 
G G 

maximum : 190000 + 270000 
G G 

Open-pit minimum : 150 + 160 
G G 

maximum : 285000 + 165ooo 
G G 
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to treat currently-commercial ores and they could also be used 

to extract uranium from less orthodox sources. 

The energy inputs to conventional ore processing can be divided 

into three categories; the energy required to produce 

concentrate from oreq dry it, and transport it from the mill to 

the refinery which is the next step in the fuel cycle. These 

inputs are summarised by the following expression which was 

formulated during analysis; 

E3a energy input per unit mass U308 processed and 

delivered to the refinery 

(e 3a x loo + (e 3b) + (e 
3c xd 3) 

r3xG13 

where, 

e 3a = g. e. r. of producing wet concentrate from ore 

e 3b = g. e. r. of drying wet concentrate 

e 30 = g. e. r. of concentrate freight transport 

G= ore grade in percent U30 

r3= fractional uranium recovery efficiency of ore 

processing 

= amount of U308 produced in concentrate per amount of 

Y. processed in ore 

1 fractional load factor of transport 

amount of U30a carried per total capacity available 

distancefrom-millýto refinery 

The energy---required to produce unfinished concentrate from ore, 

e the fuel consumed in drying, e and the fraction of 
, 
3a 3b' 

uranium recovered from the initial feed during processing, r 3' 

all depend on the type of ore treated and the processing 
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technique used. The energy input to conventional ore 

processing, E 3' is influenced by these parameters and the full 

variation of this item was deduced by identifying those 

processes which consume the least and most energy. Evaluation 

of these parameters is described in appendix C and the 

combinations which produce minimum and maximum values of E3 axe 

shown in table 5.5, The minimum values correspond to the 

processing of uranium-bearing lignites under the most favourable 

operating conditions, whilst the maximum values represent the 

worst case for the treatment of uraniferous leached-zone 

phosphate clays (see appendix 0). Values of e 3a .e 3b and r3 for 

the processing of other ores combine to give results which lie 

between these particular extremes. 

In addition to showing parameters which refer to ore processing 

in particular, table 5.5 also illustrates the ranges of the 

energy requirement of freight transport, e. the load factorg 3c 

1 3' and the distance between mill and refinery* d 3* The energy 

required for transportation was obtained from the data base and 

the range shown corresponds to results for various forms of 

rail freight transport. Load factors deduced from operating 

data equal the product of the fractional capacity factor 

(of. appendix B) and the proportion of U0 in the concentrate. 38 

The fractional capacity factor relates the actual load carried 

on the outward and return journey to the amount of space 

available and generally varies from 0.5 to 1.0. The 

proportional amount of U308 in the concentrate indicates the 

purity of the mill product andq for the processes examined, 

ranges from 80% to. 10C% U308. Estimates of the distance that 

concentrate is transported were obtained from geographical 

information. 
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Table 5.5 : Basic parameters for conventional uraniwu ore processi 

Parameter Unit Kinimum Maximum 

e 3a Mi/te ore 45(e) + 150(t) 165(e) + 
. 
2300(t) 

e 3b Mj/te U308 5(t) 552000(t) 

a 30 MJ/te-km 0.6(t) 0.3(c) + 0-3(t) 

1 
r 

1.14 2.38 
3 

1 
13 1.25 2,00 

d3 km 2 650 
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Using the parameters given in table 5.5 the full variation of 

the energy input, to conventional ore processing, E 
3' was 

deduced. Table 5.6 illustrates the minimum and maximum values 

for this stage of the fuel cycle. The energy required to 

produce uranium concentrate by the conventional treatment of 

any ore should fall within these limits. At the moment, with 

an electrical conversion factor of approximatelY 4 MJ(t) per 

MJ(e) and ore grades of around 0.2% U 3089 these limits stretch 

from 2x 105 to 4x 10 
6 

MJ(t) per tonne U30, * Analysis of 

individual mills treating 0.2015 U30. grade ore indicates that 

the current average energy input for processing is 8x 105 

MJ(t) per tonne U308. 

5.2-4 Summary of uranium concentrate production 

Uranium concentrate, or yellow cakev containing a high 

proportion of triuranium octoxide# U30 8' is the basic product 

of the initial stages of the nuclear fuel cycle. All nuclear 

fuel used in burner reactor power stations is primarily 

obtained from uranium concentrate which can be produced by 

numerous techniques from various sources. The energy required 

to recover uraniumq by currently conventional means from common 

orthodox oresp equals the sum of energy inputs to exploration, 

mining and ore processing. This can be represented by the 

following equation; 

EU= net energy requirement of. uranium concentrate 

E+E3 Mi/tonne U3 08 
r2 x r3 r3 
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Table 5.6 : Energy input to conventional uranium ore Processing 

Value Energy input :E3 (NJ/te U3 08). 

electrical thermal 

Minimum (5130) + (17100 + 6.5) 
GG 

Maximum (39300 + 390) + (547000 + 553000) 
GG 
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where, 

E1= energy input to exploration per unit mass U308 found 

E2 = energy input to mining per unit mass U308 mined and 

delivered to the mill 

E3= energy input to ore processing per unit mass U308 

processed and delivered to the refinery 

r2= fractional uranium recovery efficiency of ore mining 

= amount of U 30 8 recovered by mining per amount of U3 08 

in the deposit 

fractional uranium recovery efficiency of ore 

processing 

amount of U308 produced in concentrate per amount of 

Y8 in ore 

Minimum and maximum values of the energy inputs E 1' E2 and E 

are given in previous sections and estimates of the recovery 

factors r2 and r3 axe shown in table 5.7. The resulting range 

of the net energy requirement for uranium concentrateg EuI is 

illustrated in table 5.8 and the variation of EU with ore grade, 

G, assuming an electricity conversion factor of 4 MJ(t) per 

MJ(e), ls presented. in figure 5.2. This partly derived 

variation can be compared with empirical data points for actual 

and proposed mines and mills. These data points were obtained 

by analysing operating information for individual plants and 

results show that the equation adequately contains actual 

fluctuations between its lower and upper bounds, 

The scatter of data points illustrated in figure 5.2 is largely 

due to the variation of ore grades. The energy inputs to 

proposed projects (eg. Huisto Crouset Brown and Rosst 1966; 

Bieniewski, Persse and Brauch, 1971) are higher than those of 
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Table 5.7 : Recovery factors for uranium mining and ore processing 

Parameter Minimum Maximum 

1 1.25 5.00 
r2 

1 1.14 2-38 
r3 
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Table 5-8 : Energy reauirement of uranium concentrate 

Value Energy requirement :Eu (PIT/te U30 8) 

electrical thermal 

Minimum : (ýM) + 17300 + 720) 
GG 

Maximum : (718000 + 390) + (940000 + 3070000) 
GG 
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Pigure 5.2 : Net energy requirement of uranium concentrate 

(assuming an electrical conversion factor of 

A TvT. T FfI nwr M. Tf ai) 
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current operations because they are intended for the treatment 

of low r , rade ores which may be exploited in the future. 

Differences between the energy required by currently-commercial 

mines and mills which process similar grade material can occurp 

however, and fluctuations can amount to ± 50%. This is caused 

by differences in minine and processing conditions and 

techniques. Operations which consume subtantially more fuel 

I than others can still be economically competitiveg however, 

since fuel costs are only a small part of total costs for high 

grade ores (generally less than 2C% for grades higher than 

0.1% U30 de Factors other than ore grade and energy 

requirement can influence costs and since tota. 1 costs determine 

the economic viability of an operationt contemporaneously 

workable ore grades can extend over a very wide range. For 

example, although the average grade of ores that could be 

treated for $8 per pound U30. in 1972 in the USA was 0.2% U 
3081 

the full range varied from 0.04P/0 to over 0.5% U308 (U* S. Atomic 

Energy Comissiong 1972). 

The energy equation and data points for uranium concentrate 

production illustrated in figure 5.2 can be used to obtain an 

average energy requirement represented by the expression; 

(E 
u, 

) 
average' '2 

1 65oo + 2001 (e)- +-- 140000 + 470001 (t) Mi/te U3 08 

-G 
LG 

The use of an, average variation can frequently be more 

convenient in subsequent analysis.... Additional evidence for this 

typ4 of logarithmic mean energy requirement is partially 

provided by statistical information concerning the actual 

distribution of basic minir: g parameters such as the stripping 

ratiot waste ratiog deposit depth, seam. thickness, etc., which 
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affect energy inputs (Woodmansee, 1970; U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, 1972; U. S. Bureau of Hinest 1972). 

For the sake of illustrationg the minimum, maximum and mean 

energy inputs to uranium concentrate production can all be 

compared to the theoretical energy outputq or energy content, 

of uranium. The total heat available from the complete fission 

of all U-235 nuclei in one tonne of U3 08 is 5x 10 a 
MJ(t) and 

this is the ultimate amount of energy that can be produced by 

this. particular material in a burner reactor. In addition to 

U-235 fission, a breeder reactor can utilise the conversion of 

U-238 and subsequently promote the fission of Pu-239. Assuming 

a perfectly efficient breeding cycle, the maximum amount of 

energy that could be released is 7x 10 10 1w(t) per tonne U306 

In terms of available heat, these values determine the maximum 

amount of energy that can be consumed in the use of uranium as 

a fuel. 

Although enerey is consumed in subsequent parts of the nuclear 

fuel cycle and in nuclear power station construction and 

operation, the production of uranium concentrate from natural 

sources is regarded, in this brief investigation, as the most 

fundamental component of the burner reactor power system. 

Hence, assuming that the energy required to manufacture uranium 

concentrate should not exceed the theoretical amount of energy 

it can eventually release, these values can be used to indicate 

the 'order of magnitude' of the absolute lowest grade of ore 

that can be processed by conventional methods. Using this 

This assumes that all other energy inputs to the system are 

insignificant compared to Eu. -See following sectionsp however. 
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criterion, figure 5.2 shows that the approximate limit to the 

grade of ore that can be used by a burner reactor system varies 

between 1 and 60 parts per million U368 (10-6 : ppm. U30. ) with a 

mean value of 10 ppm U30., Limits for breeder reactor systems 

range from 7 to 500 parts per billion U308 (10-9: ppb U3 08) 

with a mean of 70 ppb U3 080 

These approximate results suggest that the amount of uranium 

available from ores which can be processed by conventional 

means is restricted by energy considerations. Results of a 

resource evaluation given in appendix P indicate world resources 

of orthodox ores of the order of 109 tonnes U308 for burner 

reactor systems and 10 11 tonnes U308 for breeders. It should 

be noted, howeverv that these results are only approximations 

to the actual ore grade limits and subsequently viable resource 

bases since energy inputs to the remaining stages of the fuel 

cycle, ' and to reactor construction and operation are excluded 

from this simple preliminary aszessment. More rhiable results 

can obviously be obtained from a detailed, more complete 

analysis (see chapters. -8 and 9). 

In addition to the conventional techniques examined so far, 

there are other methods which can be used to produce uranium 

concentrate from resources., New processes such as 'in situ' 

leaching are being developed to'treat currently-commercial ores 

(see'Mining I-lagazinev, 1971b)'and nunerous'techn'iques have been 

proposed for the treatment of uranium-bearing phosphoric acid 

(Clegg and Foley, 1958). copper leach solutionsý(Bieniewski et 

alt-1971) and seawater (Davies-et alt'1964). 
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In situ leaching, which consists of pumping reagent through a 

deposit to extract uranium directly from the ore, is an 

attractive method since expensive mining and comminution 

operations can be avoided. 'This reduces the energy input to 

00 uranium concentrate productiong in some cases by almost 5 Yn 

(see appendix D), but wide scale application of this technique 

is restricted by demanding geological requirements and low 

recovery efficiency rates. 

Uranium contained in phosphate rocks represents a fairly 

substantial medium-grade (50 - 200 ppm U30. ) resource of nuclear 

fuel. Uranium can be recovered from phosphoric acid produced 

with uraniferous phosphates by the 'wet process' technique 

(Bieniewski et a1v 1971). Assuming that uranium obtained by 

this method is treated as a by-productv then only the energy 

specifically involved in recovery operations is included in the 

resulting energy requirement. Although such a by-product 

process requires less energy than the conventional processing 

of orthodox ores (see appendix D), uranium production rates are 

determined by the demand for phosphates produced by this method 

rather than the demand for uranium. Hence this is a secondary 

route to uranium concentrate andt as such, it is unlikely to be 

a major source of nuclear fuel. 

The copper leach solution process is another secondary technique 

for uranium production. This involves extracting uranium from 

leach liquors which have been used to treat uraniferous copper 

ores. -By-product uranium concentrate obtained in this manner 

only incurs the energy inputs of'recovery operations and 

therefore has a lower eneigy requirement than that of yellow 

cake obtained by conventional means-from orthodox ores (see 
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appendix D). However, the copper leaching process is only used 

with a small proportion of cupriferous ores and consequently 

this method is not expected to contribute significantly to 

nuclear fuel supply. 

Since seawater contains 3.3 ppb uranium in solution, it has 

often been regarded as a potentially important source of 

nuclear fuel. Numerous extraction techniques and treatment 

schemes have been proposed, but only certain methods seem to be 

practical in both financial and energy terms (see appendix E). 

The most attractive schemes appear to be those that would use a 

titanium hydroxide absorption cycle. This involves the 

selective absorption of uranium on titanium hydroxide granulest 

followed by re-dissolution and uranium recovery by direct 

solvent extraction (D. S. E. ) using salt as an extractant or by 

steam stripping (S. S. ) which reduces salt consumption. 

Rxtraction projects using this cycle must achieve a fairly high 

throughput of uranium-bearing seawater to be commercially 

viable. On this basis tidal and combined treatment schemes 

appear to be the most feasible. Tidal schemes would attain 

I 
high production rates by impounding large areas of water which 

were continually replenished by the flow of the tides. By 

combining uranium extraction units with other schemes that pump 

vast quantities of seawater for desalination and cooling 

systemsq similar rates of output could be achieved. Although 

the fuel consumption of such combined schemes would be high, 

the energy requirement of uranium production could be 

unaffected if the energy input to pumping was totally 

transferred, to main produ6ts (eg. fresh water in the case of 

desalination plants and electricity from coastal power 

stations; see appendix E). 
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Despite reasonably moderate energy requirementst however, 

initial investigation indicates that seawater treatment schemes 

may only be able to supply limited amounts of nuclear fuel. 

A shortage of suitable sites appears to restrict the production 

of uranium from tidal schemes to about 104 tonnes U308 per year 

and the practical commercial size of desalination plants# 

coastal power stations, etc., limits the widespread use of 

combined schemes. 'Uranium produced by these methods is also 

likely to be expensive - at least ten times present costs 

(Harrington et al, 1974). 

Further details of all these alternative methods of producing 

uranium concentrate are given in appendices D and E. Results 

of ener67 analysis are sUnr. 1'arised in figure 5.3 and the current 

potential contribution of each process to nuclear fuel supply 

is illustrated in figure 5.4. Production rates for the 

by-product wet-process phosphoric acid and copper leach 

solution processes are determined by the relative'demand for 

wet-process phosphates and copper leach concentrates 

respectively (eig. U. S. Bureau of mines, 1972; van Kienlin, 

1976). The potential, contribution of seawater extraction 

scheme. s is fixed by the number of suitable sites (see appendix 

E). The results of figure 5.4 can be coýpared with current 

world production rates by conventional means from orthodox ores 

of 2x 104 tonnes U30a per year and a forecast requirement of 

about, 3 x 105 tonnes annually by 2000 (Nuclear Energy Agencyq 

1975). 

The effect of using different'sources of. ýuraniurn on the, energy 

requirement of uranium "conbentrate was deduced from figure 5.5 

which shows the estimated variation of world uranium resources, 
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Figure 5-3 : Energy requirements of alternative methods of 

producipm uranium concentrate (assuming 4 MJ EM /ITJ[e] 
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Figure 5.4 : Potential contributions of different production 

methods to the supPly of uranium concentrate. 
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Figure 5.5 :A speculative assessment of ultimate world uranium 

resources (excluding the resources of the USSR, 

Eastern Europe and China). 
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with ore grade. This postulated resource profilet which was 

evaluated from the same data used to assess the results of 

appendix F, indicates the ultimate amount of uranium that may 

exist, in various formsj throughout the world. This speculative 

assessment was used to calculate the variation of the uranium 

concentrate energy requirement with cumulative resources and is 

shown in figure 5.6 assuming that sources of uranium are 

exploited in order of increasing energy requirement. By 

comparison with the energy available from U-235 fission in one 

tonne of triuraniwii octoxide, these results indicate that 

cumulative resources cannot exceed about 10 10 tonnes U30. on 

the basis of the energy input to uranium concentrate production 

alone. 

5-3 Production of fuel from uranium concentrate 

5-3-1 Refining and conversion 

Uranium concentrate produced from ore contains impurities that 

would interfere with nuclear reactions. Additionallyt 

concentrates are chemically and physically unsuitable for use 

in reactor fuel and must be converted to more convenient 

compounds at this stage of the fuel cycle. 

Refining consists of dissolving the concentrates in acid and 

selectively extracting uranium from solution with appropriate 

organic reagents. Very pure uranyl nitrate is produced which 

is then denitrated. to, obtain uranium. dioxide powder., 

Subsequent conversion operations are determined by the type of 

reactor fuel being prepared., The six different-reactor fuel 

cycles examined in this study include those which-supply the 

MAGNOX, Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR), Steam Generating 
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Pigure 5.6 Estimated variation of the aggregated average energy 

requirement of uranium concentrate with cumulative 

resources (assuming an electrical conversion factor 

of 4 W[t] per MJjej) 
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Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR), CANDU, Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) 

and Pressurised Water Reactor (FdR) designs. 

The CANDU reactor uses naturalg or unenrichedg uranium dioxide 

fuel which contains the natural abundance of 0-71Y6 of the 

fissile isotope uranium-235 (U-235). Hence no further chemical 

processing of CAMDU fuel cycle material is required after 

refining at this staZe. The MAGNOX reactor also consumes 

natural uranium but in metallic form. Consequently uranium 

dioxide produced during refining must be reduced to uranium 

metal for MAGNOX fuel use. 

All remaining reactor types operate on enriched uranium dioxide 

fuel which contains an artificially increased proportion of 

U-235. Since most common uranium isotope enrichment techniques 

use uranium in gaseous formg uranium dioxide obtained from 

refining must be converted to uranium hexafluoride gasq or 

'hex', at this point. 

Details of all refining and conversion procedures are given in 

appendix G which also indicates the energy requirements of 

these various refining and conversion processes. The energy 

required by the refining and conversion of uranium concentrate 

can be summarised by the following term; 

E4= energy input, per unit mass uranium refinedg converted 

and delivered to the next step in the fuel cycle 

Values of the energy input, E. for different reactor fuel 
4 

cycles are illustratedin table 5.9. These results were 

deduced ftom the information presented in appendix G. 
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Table 5-9 : FnerV input to the refining and conversion of uranium 

concentrate. 

Reactor fuel cycle Energy input :E4 (10 6 
MJ/te U) 

minimum maximup 

MAGNOX 0.061(e) + 0.067(t) 0.061(e) + 0.316(t) 

AM 0.043(e) + 0.153(t) 0-050(e) + 0-310(t) 

SGHWR 0.043(e) + 0.153(t) 0-050(e) + 0-310(t) 

CAnU 0,033(e) + 0-031(t) 0-034(e) + 0.151(t) 

BWR 0-043(e) + 0.153(t) 0.050(e) + 0.310(t) 

FWR 0.043(e) + 0.153(t) 0.050(e) + 0.310(t) 
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5.3.2 Isotope enrichment 

Uranium isotope enrichment which consists of enhancing the 

relative abundance of the fissile isotope U-235 is an important 

step in the fuel cycle of certain burner reactor designs. 

Isotopes of the same element have the same atomic numbert which 

determines chemical properties, but different mass numbers, 

which cause differences in physical properties. Hence the 

separation of isotopes must be primarily based on physical 

characteristics which depend on relative isotopic mass 

differences. For a heavy element such as uranium the relative 

mass difference between the natural isotopes U-235 and U-238 is 

small (in fractional termst about 0.013) and consequently 

enrichment techniques must be very sensitive. 

Because uranium enrichment relies on such slight differences in 

physical properties, isotopic separation consumes substantial 

quantities of energy. Although the theoretical amount of 

energy required to totally separate U-235 and U-238 is 

approximately 200 MJ per tonne of uranium# in practice the 

direct energy requirement of actual processes can be as much as 

ten million times greater (McGeoch, 1977). The total energy 

input to this stage of the fuel cycle can be represented by the 

following relationship; 

E= energy input per unit mass uranium enriched 5 

= e5a x8 

wherep 

e e. r. of uranium enrichment per unit. mass separative 5a 

work. 
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S= units mass of separative work required per unit mass 

of enriched uraniwn produced 

= separative work requirement 

The e. r. of enrichment, e 5a . depends on the type of separation 

technology in use. A number of different enrichment processes 

are currently available or under development and these are 

described in appendix H. Some results of the energy analysis 

of enrichment methods presented in this appendix are shown in 

table 5.10. This illustrates e. r. values for the widely-used 

gas diffusion process and the newly-conimercialised gas 

centrifuge method. 

The gas diffusion process consists of a large number of porous 

membranes through which uranium hexafluoride gas is pumped. 

Partial separation is achieved at-each membrane by virtue of 

the different rates of diffusion of gas containing U-235 and 

U-238 atoms. The gas centrifuge method is 'based on differences 

in the centrifugal forces acting on gas molecules in a rotating 

cylinder. Marginally higher concentrations of gas containing 

the lighter isotope collect near the axis of such vessels and 

many centrifuges are required to obtain suitably enriched 

uranium. 

Although the gas centrifuge technique uses considerably less 

energy than the gas diffusion method (see table 5.10). new 

processes which could achieve still low fuel consumption are 

currently being developed (see appendix H). Howevert these 

processes may take many years to commercialise and it is 

unlikely that-they will supply much enriched fuel over the 

next decade. I 
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Table 5-10 : Estimated energy requirement for uranium_isotope 

enrichment. 

Process Fhergy requirement :e 5a, 
(10 6 

MJ/te S. W. U. ) 

minimum maximum 

Gas diffusion : 8-47(e) + 0.13(t) 11.27(e) + 0.44(t) 

Gas centrifuge : 0-87(e) + 0.17(t) 1.16(e) + 0.82(t) 
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The e. r. of enrichment, e 5al measured in terms of energy per 

unit mass of separative worlk (MJ/te S. W. U. ), is independent of 

the level of enrichment achieved. To deduce the energy input 

per unit mass of uranium enriched to a given percentage of 

U-2359 it is necessary to multiply e 5a, by the separative work 

requirementp s. Separative work is a measure of the amount of 

enrichment required to produce enriched material. This is a 

function of the percentage of U-235 in the initial uraniumq pft 

the enrichment percentage of the final product, pP9, and the 

percentage of U-235 in the waste uranium, or tailst created by 

the separation processt pt, 'Me variation of the separative 

work requirement, s, with the desired level of enrichment, pp 

using natural uranium as starting material (pf = 0.71% U-235) 

is shown in figL=e 5.7 for different values of the tails assay, 

pto This diagram incorporates data from standard literature on 

enrichment principles (Baderg Kitzke and Norman, 1969; Avery 

and Kehoeq 1970; Eister and Kemedy, 1974). 

In addition to deciding the value of the separative work 

requirement, the factors pfp pp and pt also determine the 

amount of uranium required to produce enriched uranium. 

Assuming the conservation of mass and the conservation of U-235 

atomsp the quantity of'uranium, containing p: ý6 U-235, fed into 

a separation process, which produces p 0" U-235 tails and p% t? 'O P 
U-235 enriched uranium output, can be written as; 

amount of feed uranium required per unit mass 

enriched uranium output 

(p p 
pt) 

(pf Pt) 
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I 

Figure 5.7 : Separative work requirement for the isotope 

enrichment of natural uranium. 
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The variation of this formula for natural uranium feed (pf 

0-715ý U-235) with pp and different fixed values of pt is 

illustrated in figure 5.8. The, feed requirement, f, is an 

important factor in the evaluation of the net energy required 

to produce enriched fuel elements from ore (see 5.5.1 and 

5.5.2). 

5-3-3 Fuel fabrication 

Puel fabrication consists of forming natural and enriched 

uranium compounds into fuel elements which can be used to 

provide energy in reactors. This involves converting and 

shaping nuclear ma terial from refineries or enrichment plants 

into fuel slugs or pellets that can be made into fuel rods. 

These rods are covered in a protective materialv or claddingr 

and then assembled into arrays called fuel elements which can 

be placed in the core of the reactor. 

The total energy input to this stage of the fuel cycle can be 

represented by the following single term; 

E6= energy input per unit mass uranium fabricated into 

fuel elements and delivered to the reactor 

The energy requirements of fuel fabrication for various types- 

of reactor fuel cycle are examined in appendix I and results 

are summarised in table 5.11. In addition to fuel element 

manufacture the energy requirements of transporting fuel from 

the fabrication plant to the reactor are included in these 

results. 

The processes involved in-fabrication and subsequent energy 

inputs are determined by the sort of reactor fuel being 
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Figure 5.8 Variation of the natural uranium feed input to 

isotope enrichment with product, enrichment. 
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Table 5-11 : Estimated eiiergy inputs to the fabrication of uranium fuel. 

Reactor 
fuel cycle 

Energy input :E6 

minimurn 

(10 6 
IIT/te U) 

maximum 

MAGNOX 0-145(e) + 0.102(t) 0.154(e) + 0.167(t) 

AGR 0.179(e) + 0.238(t) 0.190(e) + 0.283(t) 

SGHWR 0.200(e) + 0,26o(t) 0.223(e) + 0.334(t) 

CANDU 0.171(e) + 0.129(t) 0.196(e) + 0.218(t) 

BWR 0.213(e) + 0.274(t) 0.243(e) + 0-36o(t) 

PWR 0.215(e) + 0.277(t) 0.246(e) + 0-365(t) 
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produced. Fuel elements for the PIAGNOX reactor design are 

simply made by machining natural uranium metal obtained from 

the refinery into rods and encasing them in a magnesium alloy 

known as magnox. The manufacture of CP14DU fuel elements 

consists of forming pellets from natural uranium dioxide powder 

and incorporating them into rods sheathed in a zirconium alloy 

called zircallOY-4. The starting material for fuel for reactors 

such as the AGR, SCJURO BWR and PWR that use enriched uranium 

is uranium hexafluoride gas from the enrichment plant. This 

must be converted to uranium dioxide which can be pelletised 

and clad with zirconium alloys such as zircalloy-2 and 

zircalloy-4. Purther details of these operations are given in 

appendix I. 

5.4 Recovery of fissile-bearing material from spent uranium fuel 

5-4-1 Reprocessing 

Uranium fuel exposed to neutron irradiation in the reactor core 

produces heat by fission and a series of isotopes called 

fission products. These isotopes can seriously affect the 

nucleart thermal and mechanical properties of the fuel and 

consequently it is necessary to periodically remove fuel from 

the reactor to extract these products. This is achieved by 

reprocessing which enables fissile-bearing materialop such as 

unreaoted uranium and plutonium created from conversion 

reactions between uranium and neutronst to be. recovered from 

the irradiatedt or 'spent' fuel. Following separation and 

further processingt uranium and plutonium can be incorporated 

into new fuel elements and re-introduced-to the reactor. 

Fission products are usually treated as waste materials. 
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Typical reprocessing operations are described in appendix J. 

These consist of removing the irradiated material from spent 

fuel rods and dissolving it in acid. Uranium and plutonium are 

recovered from the solution containing fission products by a 

selective organic solvent-extractant. The fission products in 

solution form liquid effluents which can be disposed of by 

waste management schemes, The recovered uranium and plutonium 

are separated and purified to obtain uranium and plutonium 

nitrate. Uranium nitrate can then either be converted to 

uranium dioxide for direct re-introduction to nuclear fuel or 

converted to uranium hexafluoride for re-enrichment prior to 

re-cyclinC. Plutonium nitrate is usually converted to plutonium 

dioxide for uBe in either burner or breeder reactors. 

The energy required to reprocess spent fuel can be represented 

by the following sum of energy requirements; 

E7- energy input per unit mass fissile-bearing material 

(U or Pu) recovered from spent uranium fuel and 

prepared for re-introduction into new fuel elements 

e 7a +e Tb 

where, 

e 7a a e. r. of recoverinc uranium and plutonium nitrate from 

spent fuel 

e= e9r, of converting uranium and plutonium nitrate for 7b 
re-cycling 

The e. r. of uranium and plutonium recoveryp e 7a 9 is evaluated 

in appendix J and results are summarised in table 5.12. Energy 

inputs to all transportation required during reprocessing are 

included in these figures. The e. r. of nitrate conversiont e 7b' 
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Table 5-12 : Estimated enerry requirement of recovering uranium and 

plutonium nitrate from spent fuel. 

Process Energy requirement: e 7a 
(10 6 

MJ/te fissile-bearing material) 

minimum maximum 

PUREX I 0.047(e) + 0.087(t) 0.090(e) + 0.199(t) 
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Is assessed in appendix G and results are given in table 5.13. 

The total energy input to reprocessing and re-cycling, E 7' is 

illustrated in table 5.14. 

5-4.2 Waste disposal 

Waste liquids and solids from nuclear fuel reprocessing can be 

divided into three general categories depending on how many 

fission products they contain and how much radioactivity they 

subsequently emit. High-level wastesq which contain the 

highest concentration of fission products as well as traces of 

uranium and plutoniumv consist of reprocessing liquid effluents 

and solid waste cladding material. Intermediate-level wastes 

are also waste solutions from reprocessing but contain fewer 

fission products. The lowest concentration of fission products 

occurs in low-level wastes which include cleaning solvents and 

various contaminated solids. 

These categories of waste can be treated in numerous different 

ways, Although many schemes have been proposed for the 

disposal of high-level wastesp one particular type of method is 

currently attracting much interest. This consists of 

concentrating the waste liquids by evaporationp storing them in 

cooled tanks for a few years to allow certain radioactive 

isotopes to decay and then solidifying the waste into glass 

blocks or calcined ash which can be encased in metallic 

containers that could be disposed underground or beneath the 

sea* Intermediate-level wastes which are generally less 

radioactive can be either discharged into the sea after a short 

period of storage or stored permanently in underground tanks. 

Low-level liquid wastes are usually released directly into the 

environmentt whilst solids are buried in pits. 
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Table 5-13 : Estimated enerpy requirements for the conversion of 

uranium and plutonium nitrate from fuel reprocessing. 

Final product Energy requirement se 7b 

(106 MJT/te fissile-bearing material) 

minim= maximum 

Uranium and plutonium dioxide : 0.008(t) 0.108(t) 

Uranium hexafluoride : 0.011(e) + 0.130(t) 0.015(e) + 0.255(t) 

4 
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Table 5-14 : Estimated energy input to the reprocessing and re-cycling 

of uranium Rnd plutonium from spent fuel. 

Product form Energy input: E 7 
(10 6 

MJ/te fissile-bearing material) 

minimum maximum 

Uraaium and 
plutoni= dioxide 0-047(e) + 0.095(t) 0.090(e) + 0.307(t) 

Uranium hexafluoride : 0.058(e) + 0#217(t) 0.105(e) + 0-454(t) 
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Further details of waste management schemes and the energy 

analysis of these operations are presented in appendix K. 

The energy contribution of waste disposal to the reprocessing 

of nuclear fuel can be su; mmarised by the term; 

energy input to waste management per unit mass 

fissile-bearir4-, material (U or Pu) reprocessed 

The energy input, Ea9 of the currently most popular waste 

management proposals are shown in table 5.15. 

5-5, Net energy requirements of nuclear fuel 

The net energy requirement of nuclear fuel consists of the sum 

of all energy inputs to the fuel cycle excluding the energy 

content of the initial material from which the fuel is made. 

The type of reactor for which the fuel is manufactured 

determines its chemical and physical compositiong hence the 

particular process routes used in the fuel cycle and 

consequently the net enera requirement of the fuel. 

Additionallyq the original source of nuclear material from 

which fuel is obtained can decide the techniques and therefore 

the energy used in the fuel cycle. Material produced from 

natural uranium resources such as ores is referred to here as 

'primary-produced fuel' and material containing. uranium and/or 

plutonium recovered by reprocessing spent nuclear fuel is 

called 'secondary-produced fuel'. The net enerL-y requirements 

of both types of fuel for the six main burner reactor designs 

are evaluated in this section. 
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Table 5-15 : Estimated energy input contribution to fuel reprocessing 

of nuclear waste Ln2n2, nment. 

Value Flnergy input ; E8 (10 6 
IIT/te fissile-bearing material) 

Kinimum : 0.019(e) + 0.004(t) 

Maximum i 0-055(e) + 0-052(t) 
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5.5.1 Primary-produced fuel 

Primary-produced fuel is manufactured entirely from 

naturally-occurring sources of uranium and contains no 

re-cycled nuclear material obtained from the reprocessing of 

spent fuel that has previously been irradiated in a reactor. 

The fuel cycle used to produce such fuel consists of 

explorationg uranium ore mining and processing, uranium 

concentrate refining and conversiong isotope enrichment as 

required and fuel fabrication. The total amount of energy 

required by this fuel cycle can be represented by the following 

expression; 

NA net energy requirement of primary-produced fuel 

E1+ E2 + E3 x 1.18 + E4] xf+ E5 + E6 

r2xr3r3 

where , 

E1a energy input per unit mass U308 discovered 

ý2 = energy input per'unit mass U308 mined and sent to mill 

En energy input per unit mass U0 processed and sent to 
338 

refinery 

E4= energy input per unit mass uranium refinedp converted 

and delivered to the next step in the fuel cycle 

E5= energy input per unit mass uranium enriched 

E6 n energy input per unit mass uranium fabricated into 

fuel elements and delivered to the reactor 

r2= amount of U308 recovered by mining per amount of U308 

in the deposit 

r3n amount of U30, pToduced in concentrate, per amount of 

u3O., processed in ore 

f= natural uraniwn feed per unit mass uraniura enriched 
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Eutimates of the values of these particular energy inputs are 

available from previous sections of this chapter. The energy 

inputs to explorationt E19 minine, E2, and ore processingt E 3t 

combine with the mining and processing recovery efficiency 

factorst r2 and r3 respectively, shown in table 5.7, to produce 

the estimates of the net energy requirement of uranium 

concentrate, EU, given in table 5.8. This n, e, r. depends on 

the fraction of triuranium octoxide (U 3 08) in the ore, that is 

the ore Cradet G, and is measured in terms of energy per unit 

mass U3%, The n. e. r. is converted to energy per unit mass 

uranium by multiplying Eu by a factor of 1.18, the amount of 

U30. per unit mass U. 

All term in the equation for the net energy requirement of 

primary-produced fue19 NA. are influencedg either directly or 

indirectly, by the type of reactor being supplied. The term 

for the energy input to refining and conversiong E4, depends on 

the process routes used and this is affected by the type of 

reactor fuel cycle in operation (see table 5-9). Additionallyl 

the energy input to the production of a refined basic uranium 

product from ore, which is the sum of Eu and E49 Is influenced 

by the amount of natural uranium required to obtain a unit mass 

of enriched uranium, f. This is determined by the level of 

enrichment of the fuel used in the reactor, pp and the 

percentage of uranium-235 rejected during enrichmentt pte The 

variation of f with these parameters is illustrated in 

figure 5.8. 

The enerrj input to enrichmentg E5. depends on the type of 

enrichment technique used-and it is also influenced by reactor 

design through the separative work requiremento s (see 5-3.2). 
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The factor s indicates the amount of enrichment required to 

produce uranium containing p; /,. U-235 and the variation of s 

with pp and pt is shown in fiCure 5.7. The energy input to 

fuel fabrication, E 61 depends on the final chemical composition 

of the fuel and the type of material used for cladding. Hence 

E6 is directly determined by reactor design as illustrated in 

table 5.11. 

It will be noted that the energy inputs to reprocessing, E 7' 

and waste management, Et are excluded from the equation for 

the n. e. r. of primary-produced fuel. Although reprocessing and 

waste manaCement are part of the fuel cycle, spent nuclear 

fuel is frequently left untreated and stored in cooling ponds 

at the moment due to shortaCes of reprocessing capacity and the 

genaral lack of Incentive to re-cycle (Vielvoyet 1976). Any 

fissile-bearing material that is recovered from spent fuel can 

be incorporated into re-cycledr or secondary-produced fuelp 

consumed by reactors other than burner designsv or used for 

military purposes. Consequently the energy inputs E7 and 11: 8 

were attributed to these products rather than primary-produced 

f uel. 

To evaluate the n. e. r. of fuel for different reactor types it 

is necessary to specify particular parameters such as the fuel 

enrichment, pp9 the natural. uranium feed to enrichment, f9 and 

the separative work requirement, a. These parameters for the 

six main burner reactor designs studied here were deduced from 

typical operating data (International Atomic Energy Agency, 

1967,1970a. 1972; Nuclear Engineering International# 1972) and 

the information given in figures 5.7 and 5.8. Values of these 

parameters for the fuel used to build the initial cores of 
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reactors and that included in replacement loadingsq or reloads, 

during operation are shown in table 5.16. A typical tails 

assay for enrichment, pt, of 0.25% TJ-235 was assumed in these, 

calculations. 

By combining this information with results obtained earlier in 

this chapterg estimates of the n. e. r. of primary-produced fuel, 

"At were deduced. These estimates are illustrated in table 

5.17. ? bat results were evaluated assuming any necessary 

uranium isotope enrichment was achieved with the gas diffusion 

technique (see 5.3.2). For comparisong values of NA for the 

PWR design were also calculated assuming gas centrifugge 

enrichment. 

5.5*2 Secondary-produced fuel 

Secondary-produced fuel is re-cycled nuclear material obtained 

by reprocessing spent primary-produced fuel that has been 

irradiated and then removed from the reactor. Re-cycled fuel 

can consist of reprocessedt depleted and re-enriched uranium or 

Plutonium. Spent fuel initially contains depleted uranium which 

has a smaller proportion of U-235P PdI than the original 

fraction before irradiationg pP. Additionallyp spent fuel 

contains plutonium created from U-238 by conversion reactions 

with neutrons. Reproce3sing recovers this fissile-bearing 

material as uranium and plutonium nitrate. Uranium nitrate can 

either be converted directly into uranium dioxide powder or 

turned into uranium hexafluoride gas which can be re-enriched. 

Depleted uranium dioxide can be fabricated into fuel rods for 

breeder reactorsg whilst re-enriched uranium hexafluoride can 
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Table 5-16 : Fuel enrichment parameters for typical reactor designs. 

Reactor Fuel 
enrichment : pp 

U-235) 

Natural uranium 
feed : ff- 

(te natural U per 
to enriched U) 

Separati: ý 
work :a 

(te S. WU, / 
to enriched U) 

MLCNOX 
- initial core and 

replacement loadings 0-71 1.00 0 

AM 
- initial core 1.65 3-05 1-35 

- replacement loadings 2*25 4.35 2-30 

SCHWR 
- initial core and 

replacement loadings : 2,10 4-00 2,10 

CANDU 
- initial core and 

replacement loadings s 0-71 1.00 0 

BWR 
initial core 2.25 4-30 2-30 

replacement loadings S 2.6o 5.05 3-00 

PWR 
- initial core 2-50 4-85 2,. 80 

- replacement loadings 3-10 6.15 4-00 

* weighted average value for zoned cores 

t assumes a typical tails aasay of 0.25% U-235 
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Table 5-17 : Net energy requirements for the PrimarY-Produced fuel of 

various burner reactor designs. 

Reactor Net energy requirement : N* (106 MY/te U) A 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

MAGNOX I initial 
core & reload 
fuel (2,006+0.21) + (0.020+0.17) LO. 8.2+0,22) + (! 

--1+4-1) GGGG 

AGR I 
initial core s (. 2100+11.8) + (0.062+0,88) (L., U+15.6) + (3.. 

-1+ 
13) 

G. GGG 

reload fuel s (2.021+19.8) + LO. 020+1.20) (3.6 +26-3) + (A&ý 18) 
GGGG 

SGEWR ; initial 
core & reload 
fuel (2.021+18,2) + (2-. 0-81+1.14) (3. M+24-1) + (I. A+ 17) 

GGGG 

CANDU ; initial 
core & reload 
fuel (2.. 006+0.20) + LO. 020+0.16) (2.8ý+0.23) + (! 

-. 
1+4.0) 

GGGG 

ZWR ; 
initial core 

reload fuel 

PWR ; 
initial core 

reload fuel 

FwRt; 
initial core 

reload fuel 

(0.027+19.9) + (2.. 088+1.23) (3. a*26-4) + (As-24 18) 
GGG. G 

(2.212+25-8) + (2--l-23. +1.44) (L-28+34-3) + (5.. kf 22) 
GGGG 

(0 QýLO+24-1) + (2-. 222+1.38) (1. 
-11+32-0) + (ý. A+ 21) 

GGGG 

(1.2032+34-4) + (-0-. 1-2,5+1.74) 
GG .. 

t. * 26) (L-22+45.6) + (L. 
GG 

(2.00+2.30) + (2-. M+l . 49) 
G, G 

(2--0-32+3.16) (Q. 12ý+1.90) 
GG 

(A-. 
-11+3.74) + (5a+ 22) 
GG 

(5-22+5.20) + (L. B+ 28) 
GG 

assumes gas diffusion enrichment except where indicated 

asaumea gas centrifuge. enrichment 
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be converted into uranium dioxide and made into fuel rods for 

burner reactors, Plutonium dioxide powder can be obtained 

from plutonium nitrate and mixed with re-enriched uranium 

dioxide for burner reactor fuel or used separately in breeder 

reactor fuel. 

The fuel cycle for re-cycledg re-enriched uranium fuel consists 

of reprocessing with subsequent waste disposalp followed by 

re-enrichment and fuel fabrication, Hence the net energy 

requirement can be represented by the expression; 

NB= not energy requirement of re-enriched 

secondary-produced uranium fuel 

MEI (E +E)x fo 5+E6+178 

where, 

E5 = energy input per unit mass uranium re-enriched 

E6 = energy input per unit mass uranium fabricated into 

fuel elements and delivered to the reactor , 

F'7 n energy input per unit mass uranium recovered from 

spent fuel by reprocessing and prepared for re-cycling 

E8 - energy input to waste management per unit mass 

uranium reprocessed 

f amount of irradiated uranium feed per unit mass 

re-enriched uranium 

The energy inputs to reprocessingg E79 and waste management,, 

Ea9 are Independent of the specific reactor design, but their 

combined contribution to the n, e. r. of seeondary-produced fuelp 

N'B9 is influenced by the amount of reprocessedp depleted 

uranium required to produce a unit mass of re-enriched fuel, f 

which is a function of the reactor enrichment parameters. The 

energy input to re-earichment, E' is also determined by these 59 
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parameters through the separative work requiremento s'. The 

energy input to fuel fabricationg E69 is directly affected by 

reactor type (see table 5.11). 

The parameters which determine the re-enrichment feed requirement 
I factor, f# and the separative work- requirement# sIt are the 

fraction of U-235 in spent or depleted fuelt p d* 
the fraction 

of U-235 in re-enriched fuel# pI. and the fraction of U-235 in 
p 

the enrichment tailsp pt, The enrichment of re-cycled fuelp 

pp', does not simply equal the enrichment of initial 

primary-produced fuelg ppg since uranium which has been 

irradiated contains the artificially produced isotope U-236. 

It has been sugcested (Spraguep 1974; Resnikoffp 1975) that since 

this isotope is a neutron absorberl it is necessary to enrich 

re-cycled uranium above the normal level to counteract the 

undesireable nuclear properties of this isotope. The new 

enrichment, p19 which displays roughly the same fission 
P 

characteristics as Oo U-235 enriched primary-produced fuelf ppý 

depends on the amount of U-236 in the depleted uranium. Me 

U-236 content of depleted uranium from reactors operating under 

typical conditions averages 0.5% U-236 and the new level of 

re-enrichment is given by the equation; 
N 

P; - (P 
p+ 

O-3Vo U-235 (Spraguet 1974) 

where, 

pI = fraction of YJ-235 in re-enriched secondary-produced 
p 

fuel 

I pp w fraction of U-235 in initial primary-produced fuel 

These enrichment factors also affect the feed requirement,, f', 

by the relation; 
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f (ppo - pt) 

(pd - pt) 

where , 

Pd - fraction of U-235 in depleted uranium from spent fuel 

pt = fraction of U-235 in uranium tails from re-enrichment 

Relevant values of the feed requirement f and separative work 
I 

requirement 0 for various reactors, assuming an enrichment 

tails assayq pto of 0.25% U-235, are presented in table 5.18- 

Using this information and energy input results from previous 

parts of this chapter, the n. e. r. 's of re-cycled uranium fuel, 

NBp for different reactors were deduced. Estimates calculated 

assuming gas diffusion enrichment for all reactors except the 

PWRq for which the use of gas centrifuge enrichment is 

additionally ass=ed, are given in table 5.19. Only results 

for re-cycled material from reactors which use enriched 

uranium fuel are included in this table. Reactors such as the 

MCNOX and CANDU designs which use natural uranium produce 

spent fuel which generally contains hardly more U-235 than 

enrichment tails (0.25% U-235). 'This depleted uranium is not 

usually considered for re-cycling. 

The amount of energy required to produce plutonium dioxide fuel 

from spent burner reactor fuel is expressed by the equation; 

NC= net energy requirement of plutonium obtained by 

reprocessing spent urani= fuel 

aE6+ F7 +E8 

The n, e. r, le of plutonium created by different types of burner 

reactor were calculated using previously estimated values of 

the energy inputs; fuel fabricationp E6 r reprocessing, E7j and 
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Table 5-18 : Re-enrichment parameters of re-eyeled replacement fuel 

for typical burner reactor designs. 

Reactor Initial Spent Re-cycled Re-enrichme; Lt Separative 
fuel fuel fuel feed :V work : s' 

content content content 
PP, Pd ppe 

(% U235) (96 U235) N U235) (te/te) (te, SWU/te U) 

AGR 8 2,25 0.80 2.55 4.18 2,80 

SCHWR : 2,10 o. 6o 2.40 6.14 2,70 

BWR 2.60 0.75 2.90 5.30 3.60 

M 3.10 0-84 3.40 5.34 4.50 
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Table 5-19 : Net energy requirements for re-cycled uranium dioxide 

fuel for various burner reactor designs. 

6 
Reactor Net energy requirement (10 Mj/te U) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

ACR 24.22 + 1.53 32-41 + 3.63 

SGHWR 23-55 + 1-97 31.62 + 4.63 

BWR 31.12 + 1.91 41.65 + 4.63 

m 38-75 + 2.04 51-80 + 5.05 

FwAt 4.55 + 2*22 6.31 + 6.76 

* assumes gas diffusion enrichment except where indicated 

-t assumes gas centrifuge enrichment 
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waste disposal, Ea. Results are shown in table 5.20. 

The net energy requirement of depleted uranium dioxide fuel 

which could be utilised by breeder reactors is given by the 

expression; 

N net energy requirement of depleted uranium dioxide 

obtained by reprocessing spent uraniwa fuel 

=E 

Latimates of this n. e. r. are illustrated in table 5.21. 

0 
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Table 5.20 1 Net enerpff requirements for plutonium dioxide fuel 

recovered from various burner reactor spent fuels. 

Reactor Net energy requirement :NC (10 6 
W/te Pu) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

NAMOX 0.21 + 0,20 0.30 + 0.53 

ACR 0.25 + 0.34 0.34 + o. 64 

SCIIWR 0,27 + 0.36 0.37 + 0.69 

CANDU 0,24 + 0,23 0.34 + 0.58 

BWR 0.28 + 0.37 0-39 + 0.72 

IFWR 0.2tl + 0.38 0.39 + 0.72 
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Table 5.21 : Wet enerry requirement of depleted uranium dioxide 

recovered from spent uranium fuel. 

Value Not energy requirement :ND (10 6 
MJ/te U) 

electrical thermal 

Minimum 0.066 0.099 

Maximum 0-145 0.359 
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ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR-POIM GENERATION 

6.1 Introduction 

Burner reactor power systems generate fuel, usually in the 

form of electricity, primarily from fission reactions between 

neutrons and uranium-235 (U-235) nuclei in uranium. Such 

systems consist of a fuel cycle which includes all processes 

involved in the manufacture of nuclear fuel from 

naturally-occurring sources of uranium; a nuclear power 

station which contains one or more reactors, that provide all 

necessary conditions for sustaining and controlling fission 

reactions, together with other equipment for the conversion of 

heat evolved in the reactor core into electricity; and a 

transmission and distribution network that delivers electricity 

from the power station to the consumer. 

The system includes all industriesq services, etc., which 

contribute, directly or indirectly, to the production of 

electricity by burner reactor power stations from uranium* 

Hence, the net energy requirement of electricity, which excludes 

the energy content of uranium, consists of all the energy 

consumed by these activities for the generation and distribution 

of one unit of electricity. This equals the total energy input 

to the system per final output of fuel delivered to consumers. 

For convenience of analysis, the total energy input to this 

system can be regarded as the sum of two components; the 

preliminary and concurrent energy inputs. The preliminary 

input consists of the energy required by the system prior to 

actual power generation. This includes energy used in power 

station constructiont initial core fuel fabrication and building 
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of the electricity supply network. These inputs are similar 

to capital costs or investment in economics. The concurrent 

-input consists of all the energy consumed by the system during 

power generationg that is, energy inputs to the operation of the 

power station, manufacture of replacement fuel and maintenance 

of the electricity supply network. The economic equivalent 

of these inputs are operating costs, The fuel output of the 

system equals the electricity actually available to the 

consumer at the point of use. Consequently,, electricity used 

internally in the power station and electrical losses during 

transmission and distribution are excluded from this output. 

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how the 

preliminary and concurrent energy inputs9 and the delivered 

fuel output of typical burner reactor power systems may be 

evaluated from the results of the previous chapter. The 

effects of various factors such as uranium ore gradeq fuel 

cycle technologyq reactor design and fuel management policy 

are incorporated into these terms. Results are then used to 

calculate the net energy requirement of electricity produced 

by burner reactor power systems. 

6.2 Preliminary energy input 

The preliminary energy input to a burner reactor power system 

consists of all the energy required before it can'produce 

electricity. The most important and obvious primary 

requirements are those involved in the construction of the 

reactor(s)9 cooling systemso turbotgenerator and other power 

station equipment;. the manufacture and assembly of uranium 

fuel elements from ores'anct other sources for the first 

fuel loado or initial core; and the building of grid and mains 

networks. 
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The period of time required to construct a nuclear power 

station from the preparation of the foundations to actual 

power production varies widely from site to site, but on 

average this is about five and a half years (Budwaniq 1974). 

The fuel elements which form the initial core are usually 

loaded into the reactor about nine months before power 

generation. This fuel is made from ores mined approximately 

one and a half years earlier (Nuclear Energy Agency, 1975). 

Construction of the entire electricity supply network is an 

apparently perpetual process with components being replaced 

and improved continuously. Howeverp the time needed to expand 

-1 the system for a new power plant is vsually less than a year. 

In general most of the preliminary work on the system occurs 

in a five or six year period prior to electricity production. 

The total amount of energy consumed during this period can be 

summarised by the following expression; 

ep = preliminary energy input per unit net power installed 

EK + (L xN A) + EG 

whereg 

EK = e. r. of power station construction per unit net 

po, 4er installed 

L= amount of uranium in the first fuel load per unit net 

power installed 

= initial core inventory 

N=n. e. r. of primaxy-produced fuel A 

E=e. r. of electricity supply network construction per GIý 

unit net power installed 
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The preliminary input, ep0 is measured in term of the energy 

/ required per actual or 'net, amount of electrical power 

delivered by, or 'sent out' from, the power station to the 

grid (eg, MJ/100ON4(e)-so ). The net power output equals the 

total or 'gross, rate at which electricity is generated by the 

plant minus the amount of power that it uses internally to 

drive equipment such as cooling fans9 pumpsg loading machinery, 

control devicesp etc. A typically convenient net power rating 

of 100OMW(el-so is used here and the e. r. of power station 

construction, EXP initial core inventoryt L, and e. r. of 

electricity supply network constructiont EG, are all 

standardised to this particular unit. 

The amount of energy required to build a power station, 

Iýo is the sum of the energy consumed in the manufacture, 

transportation and erection of all materials, equipment and 

plant used and assembled on site. Six different types of 

burner reactor power station are considered here; the M&GNOX 

reactor# Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (ACR)t Steam Generating 

Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR)t CANDU reactort Boiling Water 

Reactor (BWR) and Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). Details of 

the analysis of their construction are presented in appendix L 

and the results are summarised in table 6.1. 

The energy input of the initial core inventory depends on the 

amount of uranium in the-first loading, L9 and the energy 

requ ired to produce it, NA. Table 6.2 indicates estimates of 

the average core inventories for typical reactor designs. 

These data, which correspond to fuel enrichment parameters 

given in table 5.16, were obtained from standard reactor 

directories and indexes (IrAernational Atomic Energy Agency, 

1967,1970a, 1972; Nuclear Engineering International, 1972). 
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Table 6.1 j Estimated energy requirements for power station construction. 

Reactor Energy requirement 

minimum 

(10 6 
MJ11000EW[e)-so) 

maximum 

MAGNOX 855(e) + 9895(t) 1435(e) + 13420(t) 

AGR 595(e) + 7095(t) 870(e) + 9650(t) 

SMUR 1135(e) + 13270(t) 1630(e) + 20235(t) 

CANDU 0. 2110(e) + 27175(t) 3685(e) + 42250(t) 

BWR 590(e) + 4715(t) 1080(e) + 8150(t) 

PWR 590(e) + 4715(t) 1080(e) + 8150(t) 
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Table 6.2 : Average initial core inventories for typical reactors. 

Reactor Initial core inventory :L 

(te U/100ONWEel-so) 

MAGNOX 1010 

ACR 195 

SGW : 160 

CANDU : 167 

13WR 141 

PWR 101 

values correspond to the specific enrichment parameters given in 

table 5-16. 
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The nuclear fuel n. e. r, used to evaluate the preliminary energy 

contribution of the core is that of primary-produced fuel, NAI 

since it is not common practice to incorporate re-cycled fuel 

in initial loadings. Values of the n. e. r. Qf primary-produced 

fuel for different types of reactor are shown in table 5.17- 

Estimates of the energy required to construct transmission and 

distribution networks between the power station and consumerg 

EGp are deduced in appendix M for a typical electricity supply 

system. Results are presented in table 6.3. Using all this 

information, values of the total preliminary energy input to 

burner reactor power systems were calculated and subsequent 

results are given in table 6-4. 

6-3 Concurrent energy input 

The concurrent energy input to a burner reactor power system 

consists of all energy used during the production of electricity 

from the system. The input includes the energy required to 

manufacture replacement fuel, and to maintain and repair the 

reactorg other parts of the power station and the electricity 

supply network. Excluded from the concurrent input is the 

electricity used internally by the power station and power 

lost during transmission and distribution. This electricity is 

directly deducted from the gross electrical output of the 

system (see 6-4). 

There are*three specific contributions to the concurrent energy 

input; replacement of moderator material lossesq system 

maintenance and repairt and refuelling. Moderator losses occur 

because of leakaget degradation, etc. 9 and these must be 

restored to ensure that'thý reactor continues to operate. in the 

designated manner, ' System maintenance and repair involves 
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Table 6.3 : Estimated eýergy requirements for electricity sy2ply_ 

network construction. 

Value Energy requirement :EG (10 6 
MJ/1000mw[e]-Bo) 

Minimum s 125(e) + 1700(t) 

Maximum : 535(e) + 5530(t) 
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Table 6.4 : Preliminary enerjZ inputs for various burner reactor 

power s1stems. 

Reactor Preliminary energy input :eP* (106 MJ11000MW(el-so) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

MAGNOX : (6.36 + 1190) + (20.6 + 11800) 
GG 

(856 + 2190) + (1120 + 23100) 
GG 

AGR (3.72 + 3010) + (12.1 + 8970) 
GG 

SGEWR ** (A-. 
-OO + 4170) + QIA + 15200) 

GG 

CANDU : (1.05 + 2270) + (3.41 + 28900) 
GG 

BWR (3-78 + 3520) + (12.: j + 6590) 
GG 

PWR (3-06 + 3150) + (10.0 +- 6550) 
GG 

(3-06 + 947) + (10.0 + 6570) 
GG 

(52ý + 4440) +( 653 + 17700) 
GG 

(542 + 6020) +( 710 + 28500) 
GG 

(142 + 426o) +( 185 + 48400) 
GG 

(515 + 5330) +( 672 + 16300) 
GG 

(415 + 4850) + al + 15800) 
GG 

(415 + 1990) + 541 + 15900) 
GG 

assumes gas diffusion enrichment of fuel except where indicated 

otherwise. 

t assumes gas centrifuge enrichment of fuel,. 

Notev G= ore grade in %U308 
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preventing and correcting faults by checking, adjusting and 

replacing equipment and machinery. 

The removal of spent fuel from the reactor core and its 

replacement with new fuel is known as refuelling or reloading 

and this is a very important concurrent input. Although 

reactor type determines the frequency of refuelling, general 

fuel management policies decide the particular composition of 

the new fuel. This can consist of primary-produced fuel 

obtained entirely from naturally-occurring sources of uranium 

or secondary-produced fuel that contains re-cycled uranium 

and/or plutonium recovered from previously irradiated, spent 

fuel. Since the original source and composition of replacement 

fuel affects the concurrent energy input to the system, 

different basic fuel management policies are treated separately 

here. Policies which involve primary-produced fuel only are 

examined under the heading of the 'primary fuel cyclelt whilst 

those which use secondaxy-produced fuel are investigated in 

the 'secondary fuel cycle'. 

6.3.1 Primary fuel cycle 

The primary fuel cycle is the most widespread fuel management 

policy in use at the moment. This consists of refuelling 

reactors with uranium produced from resources by a se-quence of 

operations involving explorationg ore mining and protcessingg 

refiningg conversionp enrichment (when-re'quired) and fuel 

fabrication. The total concurrent energy input to the reactor 

power system throughout its. entire operational'life can'be 

represented by the following equation; 
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ec = concurrent energy input per unit net power installed 

for the primary fuel cycle 

1( Mx EM )+ (A X NA )+ %] xyx1f 

where, 

M= annual moderator replacement rate per unit net power 

installed 

EM = ere. of moderator material 

A= amount of uranium incorporated into replacement fuel 

each year per unit net power installed 

=. annual refuelling rate 

NA=n. e. r, of primary-produced uranium fuel 

%=e. r. of electricity supply system annual maintenance 

and repair per unit net power installed 

y= power station operating life in years 

1f= fraction of the operating life that the system 

produces electricity 

- load factor 

As indicated the total concurrent energy input consists of three 

important contributions; the energy inputs of replacing 

moderator lossesp refuellingand maintenance'and repair. 

The energy required to compensate moderator losses depends on 

the replacement rateg Mv and the moderator e. r,, N. Although 

all reactor designs are subject to some form of moderator lossp 

replacement is only feasible for certain types Of'reactor. 

The solid graphite moderator material Of 14AGNOX and'AGR 

systems can suffer losses of'up to almost 0.5% of the total 

mass each year (Central Electricity Generatinj Boairdg 1971)t 

but it is usually impractical to compensate such losses, 13WR 

and WR designs can also leak cooling and moderating water but 
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the replacement of such losses is generally regarded as 

unimportantq in economic and energy termsq since 'light' water 

coolant and moderator is relatively inexpensive and uses little 

fuel to produce. SGHWR and CANDU reactors, however, rely on 

expensive, fuel consumingg 'heavy'-water ordeuterium. oxide, 

and hence compensating the yearly loss of between 0.2% and 

0-49/6 of the total volume (Mooret Hickst Bradley and Rowlandst 

1973; Canadian Nuclear Agency, 1974) can. be very significant. 

Average moderator lossest replacement rates and estimated 

values of e. r. 's for moderator materials are summarised in 

table 6-5. 

The energy contribution of replacing spent fuel with material 

from the primary fuel cycle equals the product of the annual 

refuelling ratet At and the n. e. r. of primary-produced fuelp 

NA9 Both these terms are influenced by reactor design. 

Average values of the refuelling rate for typical reactor 

systems with fuel enrichment parameters given in table 5.16 

were deduced from operating data (International Atomic Energy 

Agencyq 1967P 1970a, 1972; Nuclear Eagineering Internationa3.9 

1972) and results are shown in table 6.6. Estimates of fuel 

n. e. r. 's evaluated in the previous chapter are illustrated in 

table 5.17. The energy requirement of keeping the electricity 

supply network in good working order, FN9 was assessed in 

appendix L and results are summarised in table 6.7. 

The sum of all three energy contributions equals the annual 

coýcurrent energy input. The total energy required during the 

entire period that the reactor power system generates and 

delivers electricity can be found by multiplying this annual 

input by the estimated operational life of the power station 

y. and the load factorp lf* Estimates of the average plant 
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Table 6.5 : Average moderator replacement requirements for typical 

reactor designs. 

Reactor Loss rate 

total mass 
per year) 

Replacement rate :M 

(kg/lOOONAr(el-so/year) 

Energy requirement : E14 

(MT/kg) 

electrical thermal 

MAGNOX 0-15 0 30±14 + 86+27 

AGR 0.15 0 3Cý04 + 86+27 

SGHWR 0.40 920 2200+600 + 28ooo+6200 

CANIDU 0.20 1020 2200+600 + 28ooo+6200 

BWR n. a. n. a. 0.002 

PWR n. a. n. a. 0.002 

n. a. = not available 
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Table 6.6 Average annual refuelling rates for typical reactors*. 

Reactor Annual refuelling rate :A 

(te U/1000YM(e]-so/year) 

MAGIIIOX : 322 

AGU 0 48.5 

SGM «. 53.5 

CANDU 127 

BWR 35.3 

PWR 33.8 

* corresponding to fuel enrichment parameters given in table 5.16. 
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Table 6-7 : Estimated energy requirements for the maintenance and 

repair of the electricity supply network. 

Value Energy requirement (10 6 
Y. J/10001VIe)-so/Year) 

Minimum : 

Maximwzi : 

120(t) 

5 (e) + 140(t) 
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lifetime obtained from reactor manuals (International Atomic 

Energy Agency, 19679 1970a, 1972; Nuclear Engineering 

Internationalt 1972; Nuclear Energy Agency, 1975) are presented 

in table 6.8. The load factort or fraction of this lifetime 

that the system actually produces electricity, is determined by 

operational considerations such as the time required for 

routine maintenance, unexpected repairs, etc,, This parameter 

is an independent variable and consequently the total 

concurrent energy input is measured as the energy required per 

unit load factor, e, A: r. 
Values of this result are given in 

table 6.9. 

6.3.2 Secondary fuel cycle 

Secondary fuel cycle policies consist of refuelling reactors 

with fissile-bearing material such as uranium and Plutonium 

that has been recovered from previously-irradiated. or spent, 

fuel by reprocessing. There are many different types of 

secondary fuel cycle policies but only two basic varieties are 

considered here; 'single-stage' uranium re-cycling and 

'uranium/plutonium mixed oxide' re-cycling. 

Single-stage uranium re-cycling involves refuelling.. with fuel 

containing uranium that has previously been used only once 

in the reactor. Such a fuel policy avoids probable 

complications caused by the accumulation, from repeatedpor 

'multi-stage', re-cycling, of artificially created isotopes such 

as neutron absorbing uranium-236 (U-236) in the fuel. 

Single-stage re-cycling would be achieved by careful fuel 

management which ensures that recovered uranium would be removed 

from the fuel cycle immediately after it had been re-irradiated 

in the reactor. 
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Table 6.8 : Average reactor Power station operational lifetimes. 

-Reactor Operating life :y (years) 

MAGNOX 20.0 

ACal 22.5 

SGW 30.0 

CAUIJ 30.0 

BWR 35.0 

m 35.0 
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Table 6.9 : Coneurrentenergy inputs 2er unit load factor for the 

primary fuel cycle of various burner reactor power systems. 

Reactor Concurrent energy input per unit load factor :eC /1 
f 

(10 6 
MJ/1000bw[el-so) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

MAGNOX : (AL. 
-6+ 

1330) + (131 +3490) 
GG 

(ýA-60+ 1480) + (11. ý0+29200) 
GG 

ACR (22a+21700) +( 2-6j. 
-+4010) GG 

SGHWR : (AO. 1+29100) + (131 +6030) 
GG 

CANDU : (, Z4-. 
-O+ 

777) +(=, +4810) 
GG 

BWR (2-. 0+31900) + (127 +5980) 
GG 

PWR (A2. 
-5. +40600) + (148 +6530) 

GG 

FWR"ý : (15--2+ 3740) + (148 +6450) 
GG 

(LOýý28800) + (51LO+23200) 
GG 

(24.4-0+39000) + (JýJ-0+32400) 
GG 

(32LO+ 1180) + (A230+20300) 
GG 

(529-0+42600) + (§2LC)-+31500) 
GG 

(Ll-80+54200) + (MI2-. f36000) 
G*G 

(L182ý- 6330) + (-B-O-j"'-0+37800) 
GG 

assumes gas diffusion enrichment of fuel except where indicated 

otherwise. 

t assumes gas centrifuge enrichment of fuel. 

Notet G= ore grade in %U30 
8*' 
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The total concurrent energy input throughout the operating life 

of the reactor due to single-stage uranium re-cycle refuelling, 

moderator loss replacementl and system maintenance and repair 

can be summarised by the equation; 

e concurrent energy input per unit net power installed for 

the secondary fuel cycle with single-stage uranium 

re-cycling. 

MX EM +(A, -B XNA+ (A 
IxNB+ 

EN]x YX 7f 

where, 

M= annual moderator replacement rate per unit net power 

installed 

BM=e,, r. of moderator material 

A= amount of primary-produced uranium incorporated into 

replacement fuel each year per unit net power installed 

for a primary fuel cycle (see 6.3-1) 

= standard annual refuelling rate 

B= amount of depleted uranium in irradiated fuel removed 

each year per unit net power installed 

= annual spent fuel output rate 

V= amount of depletedl irradiated uranium feed per unit 

mass re-enriched re-cycled uranium 

NA=n. e. r. of primary-produced uranium fuel 

NB = n. e. r. of secondary-produced uranium fuel 

EN = e. r. of electricity supply system annual maintenance 

and repair per unit net power installed 

y= power station operating life in years 

1f= load factor 
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The energy contribution of moderator replacement, Mx IEMt and 

system maintenance and repair, N. are the same as for the 

primary fuel cycle (see 6.3-1). These inputs can be deduced 

from results given previously in table 6.5 and 6.7. 

The energy requirement of refuelling is determined by the 

relative amount of each type of fuel used in replacement loads. 

The standard refuelling rate, At is the amount of uranium required 

in the fuel if a primary fuel cycle were being used (see 6-3-1)- 

With a secondary fuel cycle the amount of primary-producecl fuel 

equals the standard refuelling rateg At less the amount of 

secondary-produced fuel introduced by re-cyclingo B/f, (see 

figure 6.1). The quantity of secondary-produced fuel available 

for re-cycling is determined by the amount of depleted uranium 

recovered from spent fuel, B. and the amount required to obtain 

a unit mass of re-enriched uranium, V (see table 5.18). The 

values of these parameters depend on reactor design and typical 

results deduced from reactor operating data (International 

Atomic Energy Agencyq 1967,1970a, 1972; Nuclear Engineering 

Internationalt 1972; Nuclear Eaargy Agency, 1975) are illustrated 

in table 6.10. Only reactor systems which use enriched fuel are 

included since highly-depleted fuel from natural uranium 

reactors (MAGNOX and CANDU) is not generally considered suitable 

for re-cycling (see 5.5.2). 

The total concurrent energy input per uhit load factor for 

single-stage uranium re-cyclingt el 1. was evaluated by 
C/ f 

combining this information with estimates of the n. e. r. 's for 

primary- and secondary-produced uranium fuelg NA (see table 5.17) 

and N (see table 5.19) respectively# and values of the power 

station lifetimest y tsee iable 6.8). Subsequent results for 

e ,., 
f are presented in table 6.11. 

c 
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Fi e 6.1 : Schematic diagram of the secondary fuel p2cle with 

sirw, le-stage uranium re-cycling. 
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Table 6.10 : Average annual refuelling parameters for typical reactors 

using single-stage uranium fuel re-c_ycling. 

Reactor Standard Annual Re-enrichment Secondary Primary 

annual spent feed produced produced 

refuelling uranium requirement fuel fuel 

rate :A output rate :V input :B input : (A-21) 

rate :B 

(te U/100OMW[ el-so/year) (te U/te U) (te U/JOOOMW(el-so/yea: r) 

AM 48-5 47-4 4.18 11.3 37.2 

SGHWR : 53.5 52.1 6.14 8-5 45.0 

BWR t 35.3 34.0 5.30 6.4 28.9 

M 33-8 32.5 5.34 6.1 27.7 

* corresponding to fuel enrichment parameters given in table 5.18. 
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Table 6.11 : Concurrent energy inputs per unit load factor for the 

secondary fuel cycle of various burner reactor power 

systems incorporating single-stage uranium re-cycling. 

Reactor Concurrent energy input per unit load factor : ell f 
(10 6 

W11 OOOW I el -so) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

ACR (L2.8+22800) +( 2A-. 3. +4090) (2220-+30400) + (A24-0+19500) 
GGGG 

SGHWR : (Ild+30500) + (110 +6240) 
GG 

BWR (L2-. 0+33100) + (104, +6080) 
GG 

IPWR (32--1+41600) + (122 +6320) 
GG 

PWR'ý (2712+ 4030) + (122 +6520) 
GG 

(Aý80+40900) + (522-0+15700) 
GG 

WL01+44200) + (ý660+27700) 
GG 

(LO60+55500) + (ý-610+31500) 
GG 

(ý060+ 6560) + (L6-10+33300) 
GG 

assumes gas diffusion enrichment of fuel except where indicated 

otherwise 

t assumes gas centrifuge enrichment 

Noteg G= ore grade in %U3 060 
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Mixed oxide fuel contains secondary-produced re-cycled uranium 

and plutonium as well as primary-produced uranium. Although 

plutonium is usually regarded as a basic fuel for breeder 

reactors, some interest has been shown in the possibility of 

using such fissile material in burner reactorep in particular 

Light Water Reactor (LWR) designs of the USA which include 

BWR and PWR systems (eg,, Hnilica, Holley, Lahner and Schmalep 

1974; PuechlP 1975). Assuming a single-stage re-cycling policy 

in which reprocessed uranium and plutonium was only 

re-irradiated once, then the total concurrent energy input to a 

system using this type of refuelling can be expressed by the 

following relationship; 

ell = concurrent energy input per unit net power installed 
c 

for the secondary fuel cycle with single-stage 

uranium and plutonium mixed oxide re-cycling 

[(Mc%) 
+ (A-h -C')xNA + (h + (CxN + EN Xyx1 

ft ft . C. 
11 

f 

where# 

M= annual moderator replacement rate per unit net power 

installed 

EM = e. r. of moderator material 

A= standard annual uranium refuelling rate (see 6.3-1) 

B= annual spent uranium fuel output rate 

C= amount of plutonium in irradiated fuel removed from 

the reactor each year per unit net power installed 

= annual plutonium production rate 

C' = equivalent amount of uranium fuel replaced by plutonium 

re-cycling each year per unit net power installed 

annual uranium fuA-equivalent, plutonium re-cycling 

rate 

I 
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V= amount of depleted uranium feed per unit mass 

re-enriched, re-cycled uranium 

NA=n. e. r. of primary-produced uranium fuel 

NB=n, e. r. of secondary-produced uranium fuel 

NC=n, e, r, of re-cycled plutonium 

W e. r. of electricity supply system annual maintenance 

and repair per unit net power installed 

y= power station operating life in years 

1f= load factor 

The contribution of moderator loss replacement, Mx Np and 

electricity network maintenance, Np to the concurrent energy 

input, ell, are the same as for the primary fuel cycle (see 
c 

table 6.5 and table 6.7 respectively). The lifetime factors# 

y. are also the same as those given previously in table 6.8. 

The energy contribution of mixed oxide refuelling depends on 

the amount of uranium fuel that would normally be required by 

the reactor with the primary fuel cyclet that is At and the 

amount of depleted uranium, B9 and plutoniumt C, obtained from 

spent fuel. The quantity of primary-produced uranium in the 

fuel equals the standard amouatt A, less the amount of 

re-enriched, re-cycled uraniumt B/fl, and the amount of uranium 

substituted by re-cycled plutonium, C'. Values of these 

refuelling parameters for the PWR design using the type of fuel 

described by table 5.18 were-deduced from reactor data 

(International Atomic Energy Agencyt 1972; Nuclear Energy Agencyt 

1975; Pueehlp 1975). These parameters are illustrated in 

figure 6.2 and summarised in'table 6.12. 

Using estimated n. e. r. ls,. N A and NC evaluated earlier (see 

tables 5-179 5.19 and 5.20) and reactor operating inform tion, 
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Figure 6.2 : Schematic diagram of the secondar y fuel gZcle with 

single-st age mixed oxide uranium and plutonium 

re-cyclin g for a typical PWR desi gn. 
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Table 6.12 : Average annual refuelling parameters for a PWR system 

using single-stage mixed oxide uranium and Plutonium 

re-cyc ng. 

Parameter Units Value 

Standard annual uranium 

refuelling rate :A te U/100OMW(e)-so/year 33.8 

Annual ypent uranium 

output rate :I te U/IOOOEW[el-so/year 32.5 

Annual plutonium 

production rate C te Pu/10001MIel-so/year 0.30 

Annual uranium fuel 

equivalent re-cycling 

rate .- C' te U/100OMW[el-so/year 7.20 

Re-enrichment feed 

requirement :V te depleted'U/te re-enriched U 5.34 

Secondary-produced 

uranium input :B te U/100OMW[e)-so/year 6.1o 

Primary-ptoduced uranium 

input A-B C' te U/100OMW[el-so/year 20.5 
T 

corresponding to fuel enrichment parameters given in table 5.18. 
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the energy requirement of refuelling was calculated, From this 

the total concurrent energy input per unit load factort elf/If 9 0 
was deduced and results for the PWR design are presented in 

table 6.13- 

6.4 Delivered fuel output 

The total amount of fuel actually delivered to consumers by 

any fuel supply system depends on many factors. In a burner 

reactor power system neutron losses, spurious reactions, etc., 

cause differences between the amount of heatt or gross thermal 

outputt available from the nuclear fuel in the reactor core and 

the theoretical energy content of uranium. Additionallyt energy 

transfer inefficiencies and heat losses reduce the amount of 

heat produced by the reactor cooling systemv or nuclear steam 

supply system (NSSS). 

Although 'nuclear steam, obtained from the reactor could be 

used for industrial process heating (Canadian Nuclear Agency, 

1973; Nuclear Ehgineering International, 1976), it is generally 

converted to electricity by týurbo-generator equipment. Due to 

inefficiencies in conversion the amount of electrical energy, 

or gross electrical output, generated is less than the initial 

heat energy input. Energy losses occur as waste heat which 

could be used as a low-grade source of energy9'although this 

is not a common practice. 

The amount of electricity delivered by the nuclear reactor 

power station to the transmission networkp or grid, is 

fractionally less than the gross electrical'outputt sirice some, 

electricity is used internally to drive power plant machinery. 

This reduced output is usuLly referred to as the, net cfr 

,! sent outIq electrical output. Energy losses occur during 
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Table 6.13 : Concurrent energy input per unit load factor folr the 

secondary fuel cycle of a PWR system incorporatiM 

single-stage mixed oxide uranium and plutonium re-cycling. 

11 Enrichment method Concurrent energy input per unit load factor :e 0/1 f 
6 (10 W/100OW161-so) 

minimum maximum 

electrical thermal electrical thermal 

Gas diffusion S(LL-6+32900) + (2-0-. 0+5890) (3J-4-0+44000) + (APLO+24100) 
GGGG 

Gas centrifuge: (U-. 6+ 3240) + (20.0+6040) (ELO+ 5260) + (A. 820+26300) 
GGGG 
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transmission and distributiont andq in additiong electricity is 

consumed by machinery and plant in the supply network itself. 

Consequently the amount of electricity made available to 

consumersq that is. the delivered fuel outputt is less than the 

net electrical output of the power station. 

The total amount of electricity, in mega-joulesp produced and 

delivered by a given size of power station throughout its 

operational lifetime can be represented by the following 

expression; 

e= delivered fuel output per unit net installed power 
0 

=yX lf x e. x 3.1536 x 1010 Mj(e)11000MW(e)-so 

wheret 

y= power station operating life in years 

1fa load f actor 

e= ratio of delivered fuel output to net electrical output 
e 

electricity supply network efficiency 

The delivered fuel outputo e 00' 
is written in terms of the energy 

output per unit poweror rateý'of'electricity productionof the 

power station. Thepower'rating is standardised to a net value 

of 1000 M4 (109 watts) of electricity and consequently this 

way of measuring the output automatically accounts for all 

inefficiencies, losses and fuel use that occur in the power 

station itself. 

The total outputt e9 is obtained by multiplying the lifetime, 
0 

y by the load factort lft and the electricity supply network 

The lifet ime factor indicates the riumber, o f efficiencyg e eQ 

years that the'power stat on exists as'a. viable-p ece o 

industrial equipment and values for various reactor"designs are 
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given in table 6.8. The fraction of the net Power available to 

consumerst or network efficiency, eet depends on the nature of 

the transmission and distribution system in use. Analysis of a 

typical electricity supply network is presented in appendix M 

and the efficiency is estimated as approximately 0.90. The 

power rating of the power station in mega-watts is converted to 

an annual energy output in mega-joules by a conversion factor 

of 3-1536 x 107 Mi per W-year. 

Since the fraction of time that the power station can produce 

electricityt or load factort 1, #. is an independent variable, 

values of the delivered fuel output were deduced in terms of 

energy per unit load factorg e0 11, * Results for the different 

types of reactor studied here are illustrated in table 6.14. 

I, 
6.5 Net energy requirement of electricity 

The net energy requirement of electricity equals all energy 

consumed in the generation and delivery of that fuel excluding 

the energy content of, the particular energy resource from which 

it is originally produced. The net energy requirement of 

electricity obtained from burner reactor power systems can be 

deduced from the simplified terms describing the energy inputB 

and fuel output of these systems; 

R= net energy requirement of electricity 

ep+ec Mj(t)/Mj(e) 

e 0 

where, 

ep= preliminary energy input per unit net power installed 

e0= concurrent energy'input per unit, net power installed 

e- - clelivered fuel output per unit net power installed 
0 
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Table 6.14 s Average values of the lifetime delivered fuel output 

for various burner reactor power systems. 

Reactor Delivered fuel output per unit load factor e /lf, 
0 

(1011 W/100OMW(e) -so) 

MAGNOX 5.68 

AGR 6-39 

SGHWR 8.51 

CANDU 8.51 

BWR 9-93 

PWR 9.93 
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To evaluate the n. e. r. of electricity, R, using estimates of 

these inputs and outputs calculated in previous sections, it is 

necessary to establish the specific nature of the system under 
I 

investigation. Values of the energy inputs eP and e0 presented 

in tables 6-49 6.9,6.11 and 6.13 arewritten in terms of 

electrical energyt ke)9 and the energy from fossil fuelsv or 

thermal energyp (t). If the n. e. r. 9 R. is required to indicate 

the total amount of fossil fuel used by the burner reactor power 

system to produce and deliver one unit of electricityp then the 

electrical energy input must be converted to a thermal energy 

input. The factor for converting electrical energy to thermal 

energy depends on the original source of the electricity. Two 

particular sources will be considered here -a power system 

which uses fossil fuels such as coalp oil and gasp and the 

burner reactor power system itself. 

A situation in which most or all the electricity available is 

obtained from fossil fuel-fired power plant is common in many 

industrialised countries. The total amount of-energy, from 

fossil fuel resources used to produce one-unit of electricityg 

or the gross energy requirement of fossil fuel-generated 

electricity, is approximately 4 MJ(t) per MJ(e) (see table 3-1 

and Chapmant 1973b). Using ýhis_conveFsion factor the energy 

inputs to the burner reactor power'system can be expressed in 

the same units of M. T(t) and the net energy requirement of 

nuclear-generated electrioityg Rt' can be evaluated. Such 

results for different reactor designs using the primary fuel 

cycle are shown in table 6.15. 

The variation of this n. e. r., R. ' with ore grade, G, for a PWR 

system is illustrated in figure 6-3. The PWR system was chosen 

for this analysis because such designs currently ComPrise the 
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Table 6.15 : Net energy requirements of electricity from burner reactor 

power systems usinK the primary fuel cycle and electrical 

energy obtained from fossil fuel-fired power plant. 

Reactor Value Not energy requirement' :R (MJ[t]/MJ[el) 

MAGNOX minimum : (8. lxlo-5 + 0.029)/, + (5.2xlo-4 + 0.015) 
G G 

maximum : (8. oxlo-3 + 0.056)/, + ( 0.051 + 0.062) 
Gf G 

AGR minimum : (+0.033)/, + 
-A (3-410 '+ 0-142) 

Gf G 

maximum : (+0.055)/, + 0.033 + 0,216) 
Gf G 

SGHWR minimum : (+0.037)/, + + 0.144) 
Gf G 

maximum : (+0.062)/, + 0.034 + 0.221) 

CANDU minimum s 

Gf 
(8.9xlO -6 + 0-045)/, + 

G 
(2. oxlo: -4 + 0.009) 

Gf G 

maximum : (8. exlo-4 + 0-077)/, + ( 0,020 + 0.029) 
Gf 

,G 
BWR minimum : + 0.021)/, + (2.8xlO-4 + 09135) 

Gf G 

maximum & (2.7x, 0-3 + 0-038)/, + 0.028 + 0.203) 
Gf G, 

PWR minimum : + 0.019)/ 1 + (3.3x, 0-4 + 0-170) 
Gf G 

maximum : (2.2xlo-3 + 0.035)/, + (0.033 
ý+0.255) GIf G 

PWRt minimum s + 0,010)/, (3.3xlO- + 0*022) 
Gf G 

maximum : (2.2xlo-3 + 0.024)/,. + 0.033 + 0.064) 
Gf G 

all electricity used within the'system is supplied by fossil 

fuel-fired power-, plantg'i. e. electrical conversion factor'= 4 MJ(t) 

per Mi(e). 

assumes enrichment, by'gas diffusion ex-pept where indicated otherwise. 

assumes enrichment by gas centrifuge, 
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Pigure 6-3 : Ore ga: 2de variation of the net energy requirement of 

electricity 2roduced by a typical burnbr reactor power 

system using the primary fuel qZcle and electrical 

energy from fossil fuel-fired power plant. 
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majority of all types of reactor in operation throughout the 

world at the moment (Nuclear Engineering International, 1972). 

The use of the widespread gas diffusion technique for fuel 

enrichment and a typical operational load factor, lf, of 0.62 

(see 7,2 and Searby, 1971) were also assumed in calculating 

the data for this diagram. In addition to the minimum and 

maximum variation, the 'average' variation of R with ore grade 

is shown in figure 6.3. This average result incorporates the 

logarithmic mean energy input from ore mining and processing 

operations and the arithmetic mean energy inputs from all other 

activities. Evidence supporting the use of a logwithmic mean 

result to represent typical data for uranium concentrate 

production is outlined in section 5.2-4. 

Equations for the average net energy requirement of electricity 

produced by all the main burner reactor designs are given in 

table 6.16. Prom such expressions and the information 

illustrated in figure 6-3 it is possible to calculate the point 

at which the amount of fossil fuel required to produce one unit 

of electricity from burner reactor power systems is the same as 

that required by a fossil fuel-f ired power system, that is, where 

R equals 4 IIJ(t) per MJ(e). With the primary fuel cyclet gas 

diffusion enrichment and using electrical energy from 'external' 

(fossil fuel-fired power, plant) sources., this point occurs 

when the grade of ore consumed by a typical reactor system is 

between 1 and 100 parts per million triuranium octoxide (10-6 

-ppm. 
u 3 0, )v on average 9 10ppm U30., Consequently., with ores 

richer than about 10 ppm U0 burner reactor power systems 38 

, consume less fossil fuel than, coal-l,. oil-, and gas-burning power 

systems, whilst for leaner ores the situation is reversed. 

V 
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Table 6.16 : Average net energy requirements of electricity from 

burner reactor power systems using the primary fuel cycle, 
_ 

a load factor of 0.62 and electrical energy obtained from 

fossil fuel-fired power plant, 

t 
Reactor Net energy requirement :R (IILJ[tl /MT[e] 

MAGNOX 6.410-3 + 0-107 
G 

ACR 4-Ox1O-3 + 0.250 
G 

SCHWR 3.9xlO -3 + 0.262 
G 

CANIDU 2., X, 0-3 + 0.117 
G 

BWR 3.2x, 0-3 + 0,217 
G 

PWR 3.6xio-3 0.256 
G 

PWR* 3.6xio-3 0-070 
G 

assumes all electricity used within the system is supplied by fossil 

fuel-fired power plantp i. e. electrical conversion factor 41%j(t) 

per MY(e). 

assumes enrichment by the gas, diffusion technique except where 

indicated otherwise. 

t assumes enrichment by the gas, centrifuge_technique. 

Notep G ore grade in U3 08* 
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Although many national fuel supply systems use a number of 

different energy resources to produce electricity, it would be 

possible to re-structure these systems so that all electricity 

was obtained from a single source. In such a case fuel supply 

systems would be likely to consume a certain part of their own 

output for fuel. To evaluate the net energy req4rement of 

electricity from a burner reactor power system that uses such 

'self-generated' electrical energyq it is necessary to modify 

the way in which this result is calculated from the energy 

inputs eP and e0 and the fuel output e0. 

The preliminary and concurrent energy inputs, e and e P 

respectively, consist of two general terms; an energy 

contribution from the consumption of electricity and an energy 

contribution from the use of other, 'thermal' fuels. Since 

all electricity used in the burner reactor power system is 

being provided by the system itself, any electrical, energy 

inputs can be subtracted directly from the gross fuel 6utputq 

e0t to obtain a net fuel outputt. eol. Hencel, the net, 
lenergy 

requirement, R, now equals the-total-,, thermal energy input 

divided by the net fuel output. This is represented 

diagramatically and mathematically, in figure 6.4. which can 

be summarised by the following equation; 

R= net energy requirement-of electricity 

total thermal energy input 

(gross fuel output - 
'total, electrical energy input) 

Formulae for net energy requirements of electricity fr6m such 

partially self-supporting systems operating the P: rimaz*. Tl* fuel 

cycle were evaluated usinir this particular definition and the- 

simplified energy terms ePec and e0 given in tables 6-4,6.9 
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Figure 6.4 : Diagram of the procedure for evaluating the net energy 

reauirement of electricity produced by a-system which 

consumes its own fuel. 
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and 6.14 respectively. Equations for all six main reactor 

designs using fuel enriched by the gas diffusion technique are 

presented in table 6.17 and those for the M system with fuel 

enriched by the gas centrifuge process are shown in table 6.18. 

The minimumf maximum and average variation of the n. e. r., R, 

with uranium ore gradep Gj for a PWR system operating at a 

load factor, 1., of 0.62 with the primary fuel cycle including 

gas diffusion enriched fuel is illustrated in figure 6-5. 

Expressions for the average n. e. r. 's of electricity from all 

types of burner reactor power system are summs ised in table 

6.19. 

These results indicate that, as the grade of ore consumed by 

the reactor decreasesq the net energy requirement of the 

electricity it generates increases until it becomes infinite. 

At this point the system absorbs all the fuel it produces to 

satisfy its own electrical energy needs, that is-the-denominator 

in the equation for R equals zero. The specific ore grade at 

which this occurs represents a limit'to'tIieefficien6y with 

which this type of reactor power system can' 'convertl, fossil 

fuels to electricity. This limiting ore grade for burner 

reactor power systems using the primary fuel cycle w'ith-gas 

diffusion enrichment and, a load factor of 0.62 ranges from 0-5 

to 70 PPm U3O, p with an'average"of 6'-ppm U30 8* 
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Table 6.17 1 Net energy requirements of electricity from burner reactor 

power systems using the primary fuel cycle, gas diffusion 

fuel enrichment and self-generated electrical energy. 

Reactor Net energy requirement :R (MJ[t]/MJlel) 

MAGNOX minimum : (34901f + 11800)G + (1311f + 20.6 ) 

(5663001f - 1190)G -( 40.6if + 6.36) 

maximum : j? 92001f + 23100)G + (71501f + 1120) 

(5662001f - 2190)G - (546olf + 856) 

ACR minimum (40101f + 8970)G + 96.91f + 12.1) 

(61ý900lf - 3010)G - 29-71f + 3.72) 

maximum-: (232001 + 17700)G + (52701 + 659) 
ff 

(6098001f - 4440)G (40301f + 505) 

SGHWR minimum : (603olf + 15200)G + (1311f + 13-1) 

(8224001f + 4170)G -( 40-11f + 4-0) 

maximum : (324001f + 28500)G + (71301f + 710) 

(8125001f - 6020)G (54401f + 542) 

CANDU : minimum : (48101f + 28900)G + 77-71f + 3.41) 

(8507001f - 2270)G - 24-Olf + 1.05) 

maximum : (203001f + 48400)G + (42301f + 185) 

(8503001f - 426o)G - (32301f + 142) 

BWR : minimum : (59801f + 6590)G + (1271f + 12-4) 

(9615001f - 3520)G 39-Olf + 3.78Y 

maximum s 
.. 

(3-15001f + 16300)G + (62901 
f+ 

672) 

(9508001f - 5330)G (52golf + 515) 

PWR minimum : (653,01f + 6550)G + (1481f, + 10.0) 

(9528001i -, 3150)G - ('45*51f + 3.06) 

maximum : (3600olf + 15800)G + (80701f + 543) 

(9392001 4850)G (61801- + 415)ý - f 
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Table 6.18 Net energy requirements of electricity from a PWR system 

us-ing the priM21Z fuel cycle, ga s centrifMe fuel 

enrichment and self-generated electrical energy. 

Value Net energy requirement R (IfJ[t)1MJjej) 

Minimum (64501f + 6570)G + (1481f + 10,0) 

(9896001 
f 947)G 45-51f + 3.06) 

Maximum (378001f + 15900)G + (80701f + 543) 

(9870001f 1990)G (61801f + 415) 

Notev G ore grade in U3 080 

f power station load factor. 
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Figure 6.5 : Ore grade variation of the net energZ requirement Of 

electricity produced by a typical burner reactor power 

system using the primary fuel cycle and self-generated 

electrical energy. 
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Table 6.19 Average net energy requirements of electricity from 

burner reactor power systems using the Primary fuel cycle, 

a load factor of 0.62 and self-generated electrical energy. 

Reactor Net energy requirement*: R (MJjt)/ J. -ijej) 

MAMOX 275SOG + 740 

34940OG - 400 

AGR 2177OG + 530 

37660OG - 250 

SGHWR 
_33760G + 680 

50170OG - 330 

CANIDU 46430G + 380 

52400OG - 180 

BWR 2306OG + 610 

58840OG 270 

IWR 24360G + 700 

58250OG 360 

Mt 2490OG + 700 
61130OG 360 

assumes fuel enrichment by the gas diffusion technique except, where 

indicated otherwise. 

t assumes fuel enrichment by. the gas centrifuge technique. 

Note, G ore grade in %U0 38 
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PREPARATION AND USE OF BASIC RESULTS 

7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss ways in which basic 

results obtained from the energy analysis of burner reactor 

power systems can be prepared for practical interpretation and 

application, As indicated previouslyq the evaluation of 

expressions for the net energy requirement of nuclear-generated 

electricity depends on certain fundamental factors such as 

design and operational characteristics which determine the type 

of system under investigation. The role of these factors must 

0 be carefully assessed in order to establish the essential 

framework of analysis that enables results to be used in 

practice. One particularly obvilous, application, of results 

included here is the study of the effect of various conservation 

schemes on the use of fuel within a typical b er reactor power 

system. 

7.2 Fundamental aspects of analysis 

The general features of power systems, which fundamentally 

influence the evaluation and interpretation of net energy 

requirement results include the power station load factor# lfs 

the source of electrical energy consumed by the system and the 

specific design of reactor in use. The load factor is 

determined by the way in which the power station is operated 

and how it fits into the complete fuel supply system. The value 

of the load factor reflects the position of the generating' 

plant in the operating schedule, or 'merit order' of the system., 

Power stations which occupy a high place in the merit order 

have large load factors since they operate almost continuouslyp, 

helping to supply the majority, or 'base load', of electricity 
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required throughout the year. Low merit order power plant only 

provide electricity for daily and seasonal fluctuations in 

demand and hence such power stations have relatively small load 

factors. 

The load factor affects the net energy requirement of 

electricity and this is demonstrated in figure 7.1 which shows 

average n. e. r. 's for nuclear and fossil fuel-fired power 

systems. The results for nuclear-generated electricity 

correspond to PWR systems using the primary fuel cycle with 

current US and South African ores (G=0.2% and O-Mo' U30 8 

respectively )p gas diffusion enrichment and self-generated 

electrical energy. The estimate of the n. e. r. of fossil fuel 

produced electricity was deduced from similar sources of data 

to a previous analysis of current fuel supply systems ( "The 

energy costs of delivered energy; U. K. 1968" Chapmant 1973b)- 

The influence of the load factor on this results is rePresented 

by the following expression; 

Average n. e. r. of fossil fuel-generated electrioity 

(281.4 x lf) + 10-45 Nj(t)/Mj(e) 

(842.6 x1f)-2.02 

where, 1f= fractional load, factor of the power plant 

Fig=e 7-1 indicates that nuclear power plant uses less fossil 

fuel than conventional coal-9 gas- and oil-fired power stations 

for all values of load factor. *- This'implies that, in energy 

terms$ nuclear systems are more suited-to continuoust'or base 

loadq operations-than fossil'fuel-firedýsystems. Assuming that 

this conclusion is supported by similar economic comparisons 

then typical load factors for nuclear base load power stations 
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Figure 7-1 Load factor variation of the average net energy 

requirement of electricity. 
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seem to be the most appropriate to use in any further analysis. 

Consequently an average lifetime value of the load factor of 

0.62 (Searbyt 1971) was used in the following investigations. 

The specific source of electrical energy consumed by burner 

reactor power systems obviously affects the net energy 

requirement of the electricity they produce. This was 

indicated previously (of. figures 6-3 and 6-5) and it is 

additionally demonstrated in figure 7.2 which shows the 

average n. e. r. 's of electricity for typical systems using both 

externally and internally produced electrical energy. 

Differences between the two estimates are caused by the fact 

that the system supplied with electrical energy from otherg 

independent systems9 such as fossil fuel-fired power plantt 

avoids any cyclic interrelationshipp or feedbackg between the 

fuel output and the energy input. Consequentlyp by using 

electricity obtained from processes with an artificially 

fixed electrical conversion factor of 4'MJ(t) per Mi(e), the 

reactor power system can operateg in some circumstancesp more 

efficiently (G > 0.001% U30. ) and, in others# less efficiently 

(G< 0.001% U30. ). than the system that initially supplies this 

electrical energy. Since this is a rather unrealistic 

situation# an automatically adjusted electrical conversion 

factor is incorpor'atedý'iýýto"the-'following analysis by mainly 

studying reactor systems which use self-generated electrical 

energy* 

The average net energy requirement of electricity produced by 

different burner, reactor power, sYstems may now be evaluated and 

compared using these basic, principles., Results, for systems- 

incorporating the,, MAGNOX, Advanced Gas-cooled ReactQr (AGR)j, 

Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR)9 CANDU, Boiling 
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Figure 7.2 : Comparison of the average net energy requirement of 

electricity from burner reactor power stations using 

self-g2nerated electrical energy and electrical, 

enerKy from fossil fuel-fired power plant. 
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Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurised Water Reactor kPWR) designs 

are illustrated in figure 7.3. This shows that n. e. r. 's for 

all these systems are quite similar. The system based on the 

14AM"OX reactor produces slightly higher n. e. r. values than the 

rest for all ore grades, whilst the lowest values correspond to 

the BWR system using relatively rich ores and the CANDU system 

with poorer ores. The figure indicates thatv on an energy 

basisp the PWR system can be regarded as a fairly typical 

example of current burner reactor power systems, 

Hence in most of the applications of energy analysis presented 

in this particular study a standard type of burner reactor power 

system will be investigated. 1his system will basically 

consist of a typical BIR plant operating at an average lifetime 

load factor of 0.62. The specific source of electrical energy 

wed by the system will depend on the actual context of 

analysis. If the system is being compared with the current 

situationt then it will be assumed that all electrical energy 

is supplied by fossil fuel-fired generating plant with a 

typical conversion factor of 4 MJ(t) per MJ(e). In cases where 

the absolute efficiency of the system is beina assessed it will 

be necessary to assume that the system itself provides all the 

electrical energy it consumes. These fundamental frameworks 

enable results to be interpreted correctly and used on a 

qualified basis. 

7.3 Energy analysis and fuel conservation 

Many different processes contribute to the. production of 

electricity from uraniwa by burner reactor Power systems. The 

proportion of the energy consumed-in various parts of the fuel 

cycle, and-of the construction and operation of the power 
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Figure 7-3 : Comparison of the average energy requirement of 

electricit_v from various burner reactor power systems 

using the primary fuel 2Zcle and self-generated 

electrical energy. 
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station and electricity supply network can be deduced from the 

results presented in chapters 5 and 6. A breakdown of the 

energy contributions of uranium concentrate production, uranium 

isotope enrichmento other fuel cycle operations, and the 

construction and maintenance of the power station and 

transmission and distribution system is illustrated in figure 

7-4- 

This diagram refers to a typical PWR system operating at a load 

factor of 0.62 and using a primary fuel cycle which incorporates 

gas diffusion enrichment and a current ore of grade 0.2% U 308* 

This particular analysis of fuel use was obtained assuming a 

currently applicable conversion factor for electrical energy of 

4 MJM per MJ(e) and the results may be compaxed with the 

proportional contributions to the cost of nuclear-generated. 

electricity (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Developmentp 1974; Sir John Hillp 1974). These economic data 

correspond to an estimated total cost of electricity of about 

4x 10 -3 dollars ( US ) per mega-joulet that is 4 mills/14J(e) 

or approximately 0.6 penceAWhe (1974 values), 

The energy. contributions shovn in figure 7-4 indicate the main 

areas where significant savings may be achieved by fuel 

conservation measures. The relative importance of these 

schemes can be assessed by evaluating the changes in the net 

energy requirement of. nuclear-generated electricity with 

various measures such as the use of new ore mining and 

processing techniquesp improved isotope enrichment methods and 

different fuel management policies. 

Although the contribution of ore mining axid processing to the 

total energy input of producing electricity from burner reactor 
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Figure 7-4 1 Breakdown of the total energy input and cost of 

electricity produced by-a typical burner reactor 

power system. 
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power systems is relatively'sma2l, about Vo for current US 

ores (G = 0.2% U3 08), this proportion rises dramatically with 

falling ore grades. Por exampleg the energy input of producing 

uranium concentrate from typical South Afican ores (G = 0.05ýL 

U30. ) accounts for approximately one quarter of the total 

input. At the moment mining and comminution contribute rouýhly 

a third of the energy requirement of concentrate productiong 

whilat other ore processing operations such as leaching, 

uranium recovery and concentrate drying are responsible for the 

remainder. 

Fuel consumption in this part of the nuclear fuel cycle could 

be reduced by the use of thermal insulationg waste heat and 

solar energy. If present technical difficulties could be 

overcome then new ore mining and processing methods such as 

in-situ leaching, which involves recovering uranium-rich 

liquors directly from ore, deposits whilst avoiding energy 

II 
intensive excavationt comminution, etc., operationsg could also 

I be introduced to conserve fuel. The effect of these measures 

on the net energy requirement of electricity can be deaueed 

from energy analysis and the result is shown in figure 7.5- 
1 

This demonstrates thatq although only small savings can be 

achieved with rich ores, the amount of fuel conserved increases 

as the ore grade declines. -Such improvements'eang in faetp 

reduce the ore grade limitl or point at which the system 

consumes all its own electrical-outputv from an average value 

of 6 ppm to about'l ppm U3 013 (of. figure 6.5). 

Figure 7-4 indicates that the most significant part of the 

fuel cycle as regards fuel use is uranium isotope enrichment. 

Initial research into enrichment technology suggested that the 
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Figure 7.5 : Comparison of the average net energy requirement of 

electricity from a typical burner reactor power system 

using different ore mining and processing methods,. 
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energy required to produce one unit of enrichment could fall 

to a tenth of the present level if gas centrifuge techniques 

currently under development were to replace the widespread gas 

diffusion process (see appendix H). The current effect on 

fuel consumption can be best demonstrated by comparing n. e. r. 's 

of electricity produced from systems which incorporate either 

of these enrichment methods and consume electrical energy from 

fossil fuel-fired power plantq that is with an electrical 

conversion factor of 4 MJ(t) per IIJ(e). The results are given 

in fikrL=e 7.6 which shows that savings of between two thirds 

and three quarters can be achieved with systems using rich ores. 

Howeverg as ore grades decrease the energy input of concentrate 

processing begins to dominate the n. e. r. and improvement in 

enrichment methods has no effect on the energy criterion which 

determines the lowest grade of ore that can be used effectively 

by the system. 

At the moment the amount of energy required to produce nuclear 

fuel from naturally-occurring uranium (N 
A) is slightly more 

than that needed to recover and re-cycle uranium from spent 

fuel (1ý) and considerably more than that used to obtain 

Plutonium from spent fuel (NC). Since these differences 

increase as ore grades fallp the use of re-cycled9or 

secondary-produced, material should. introduce significant fuel 

savings. ' The effect of various fuel management policies on 

energy consumption are considered here by comparing the n. e. r. 's 

of electricity from systems which use the primary fuel cycle, 

single-stage uranium re-cycling and uranium/plutonium mixed 

oxide re-cycling (see 6-3). Figure 7.7 illustrates that as 

much as a fifth of the present total fuel input can be 

conserved by such measures. 
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Figure 7.6 : Comparison of the average net enerýZ requirement of 

electricity from a typical burner reactor power system 

using different uranium isotOpe_enrichment techniques. 
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Figure 7.7 : Comparison of the average net energy requirement of 

electricity from a typical burner reactor power system 

using different fuel management policiesý 
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The total fuel savings that can be achieved by combining all 

these conservation measures are indicated in figure 7.8. This 

shows the difference between the amount of fuel used by a PWR 

system incorporating a mixed oxide secondary fuel cycle with 

ore mining and processing improvements and gas centrifuge 

enrichment and the quantity consumed by a standard system 

operating on the primary fuel cycle with conventional mining 

and ore processing and gas diffusion enrichment. The savings 

can be substantial and rise as ore grades decline. In addition 

the ore grade limit, defined as the point at which the system 

consumes all its own electrical outputp is reduced by the 

conservation schemes from 6 ppm to about 0,8 ppm U308, 

Although these potential savings may initially seem very 

attractive, a number of important technical and economic 

considerations must first be satisfied before they can be 

successfully achieved. Since direct fuel conservation by 

insulation and the use of waste heat from power plants and other 

machinery usually involves significant capital investment which 

, may take many years to repay (eg. Lambertt 1973; Building 

Research Establishmento 1975; New Scientist, 1977). immediate 

advantages for individual firms and companies are not often 

obvious. Solax energy can currently be used to provide 

low-grade heat and subsequently reduce fuel consumption, but 

geographical, cliýatological and seasonal factors can restrict 

large scale industrial applications. 

At the moment technical and geological. factors limit the 

widespread use, of, in-situ, leachins (Mining, liagazinel 1971b)q 

whilst slow commercial development delays the industrial 

operation of new gas centrifuge enrichment capacity (Roberts, 

197 3), Re-cycling nuclear fuel, requires extensive reprocessing 
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Figure 7.8 : Potential fuel savings for a typical burner reactor 

power system. 
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facilities which have yet to be designed, constructed and 

operated reliably (Rippon, 1976). The introduction of 

re-cycled uranium and plutonium into burner reactor fuel cycles 

can incur engineering problems (Resnikoff, 1975; Puechl, 1975) 

and other significant drawbacks that have been suggested 

involve nuclear weapons proliferationg environmental hazards, 

public safety and threats to civil liberties (eG. Grant, 1977; 

Wright, 1977). 

Even assuming all difficulties concerning the implimentation of 

fuel conservation measures can be quickly solved or avoidedq 

the sort of savings demonstrated in figure 7.8 could not be 

achieved immediately. A certain amount of time is required to 

incorporate improvements and build new plants. The period 

between considering and commissioning nuclear facilities can 

easily amount to ten years, whilst actual construction times 

for single new mines and mills can range from three to four 

years tYoungberg, 1973; Fishlock, 1975). for new enrichment 

capacity from three to five years (Yiohrhauerg 1972) and for 

reprocessing plant approximately five years (Rippont 1976). 

In addition suitable incentives are needed to encourage 

improvements in the nuclear power system and it can be seen 

from figure 7.8 that greater savings cannot be realised until 

ores of much lower grades than those currently worked are used. 

Consequently attempts to conserve fuel in the nuclear industry 

may well be delayed for many years. 
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FURTHER APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

8.1 Introduction 

In addition to forming the basis for investigating the savings 

from fuel conservation, the results of this energy analysis 

can also be used to estimate the total amount of uranium from 

resources that can be utilised effectively by burner reactor 

power systems. As demonstrated in chapter 6 the variation of 

the net energy requirement of nuclear-generated electricity 

with uranium ore grade implies that there are restrictions on 

the quality of resources which can be consumed efficieiatly by 

such systems. In this chapter the evaluation of such ore grade 

limits is studied in more detail. Wider implications are 

eiamined by using results to formulate a simple economic model 

which relates the cost of producing electricity from nuclear 

sources to uranium ore grade. Subsequently constraints on 

the quantity of economically recoverable uranium are then 

investigated. 

8,2 Energy analysis and ore grade limits 

The amount of energy required to produce electricity from 

burner reactor power systems depends on many factors not least 

of which is the uranium ore grade, G. The ore grade indicates 

the relative quantity of potentially useful material contained 

in a naturally-occurring resource, and for uranium this is 

measured in terms ofAhe percentage of triuraniu; m octoxide 

(U 
3 0. ) in the ore. - However, -for convenience, the uranium 

content of an ore can be written in parts per million (ppm 

10 -6 ) or parts per billion (ppb 10-9) U308 
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The net energy requirement of nuclear-generated electricity 

indicates how efficiently burner reactor power systems use 

fuel and other, non-nuclear energy resources. Hence, the 

variation of this n. e. r. with uranium ore grade can be used in 

conjunction with certain energy criteria to identify those 

grades for which the system no longer functions effectively. 

Specific points at which this occurs are referred to here as 

ore grade limits and estimates of these parameters for a 

typical PWR system operating under various fundamental 

conditions are shown in table 8.1. 

In this table the 'fuel-dependent' case refers to a system that 

obtains all the fuel it uses from otherg quite different fuel 

supply industries. This corresponds to the current situation 

in many countries where the majority of electricity available 

for consumption is generated by fossil fuel-fired power planto 

Consequently the conversion factor for electrical energy 

applied in this case is 4 Mt) per YO(e). The ore grade limit 

shown is defined by the somewhat arbitrary condition that the 

n. e. r. of nuclear-generated electricity equals the g, e, ro of 

fossil fuel-fired electricity (ioe, R=4 DIJ(t)/MJ(e)g- see 

figure 6.3). When this limit is reached the nuclear system is 

only as efficient as conventional plant at 'converting' fossil 

fuels into electricity. 

The 'electricity-independent' case in table 8,1 indicates the 

ore grade limit for a nuclear system that consumes 

self-Generated electrical-, energy and relies on other industries 

for all other fuels. This case illustrates the effect of 

producing all electricity from a totally nuclear-powered 

electricity supply system: "The ore grade limit in this 

situation is encountered when the output of the system equals 

i 
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Table 8.1 : Ore grade limits for a typical burner reactor power system. 

Type of system 

minimum 

Ore grade limit 

maximum 

(ppm U 8) 

average 

Fuel-dependent 1.0 100 10 

Electricity-independent 0.5 70 6 

Fuel-independent 1.5 150 15 

PWR system operating at a load factor of 0.62 and using the primary 

fuel cycle with gas diffusion enrichment. 
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its own electrical energy input (i. e. R =00, see figures 6.5 

and 7-7) - 

The 'fuel-independent' case corresponds to a situation where 

the nuclear system produces all its own fuel* This special 

case represents what would happen in an 'all electric, all 

nuclear' economy where the only fuel is electricity that is 

supplied by a totally nuclear-powered fuel system. The ore 

grade limit is determined by the critereon that the system 

consumes all its own output as fuel. This limit is deduced 

with n. e. r. 's calculated from the results of chapter 6. 

The net energy requirement of electricity produced by a 

'fuel-independentlo or fully self-supporting, burner reactor 

power system is evaluated by translating the previously 

calculated estimates of coal, gas, oil, etc., consumption# or 

$thermal' energy inputs, into terms of electrical energy. To 

achieve this a conversion factor, J. is required to'show the 

amount of electricity that can substitute one unit of gross 

thermal energy. Since thermal energy input figures indicate 

the total amount of energy resources extracted by any given 

fuel conswnptiont the substitution factor, J. must incorporate 

efficiencies of the production and delivery of fuel. st na , as 

well as the efficiency of their usev nb. The efficiency of the 

use of electricityp n must also be included in this 

substitution factor which is represented by the expression; 

amo-unt of electricity used to replace one unit of 

any other type of fuel 

electrical input per unit gross thermal energy input 

substitution factor 

n xn ab 
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where , 

na= efficiency of the production and delivery of 'thermal' 

fuels 

= inverse gross energy requirement of fuel in mega-joules 

nb = efficiency of 'thermal' fuels at the point of use 

n0= efficiency of electricity at the point of use 

Typical values of the production efficiency, na0 for various 

common fuels are given in table 8.2. These figures correspond 

to the g. e. r. results used throughout this study which are also 

presented in table 3-1. The 'point of use' efficiency factors 

for thermal energyt nbt and electrical energy, nC. are 

illustrated in table 8.3. By combining these estimates 

together a typical substitution factor can be deduced; 

i=0.65 :t0.05 Yj(e)/14j(t) 

Net energy requirement estimates for systems which produce all 

the fuel they need can be found by using this factor in 

conJunction with previous values of the energy inputs eP and ec 

and the fuel output e0 shown in tables 6-4,6.99 6.119 6.13 and 

6.14. Minimum and maximum n. e. r. results for a typical PWR 

system using the primaxy fuel cycle with gas diffusion 

enrichment are illustrated in table 8-4 and variations with ore 

grade are demonstrated in figure 8.1. Average values for 

systems using different fuel management policies and enrichment 

techniques are presented in table 8.5. 

The ore grade limit for this type of self-supporting nuclear 

system is defined by the condition that the total fuel output 

equals the total fuel input, that is R=1 MJ(e) per Mj(e). 

As indicated in table 8.1'the ore grade limit for this case 

ranges from 1.5 PPm to 150-PPmt with an averDLge of 15 PPm 'u 3 089 
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Table 8.2 : Typical fuel production and delivery efficiency factors 

(from Chapmanv 1973b) 

Fuel Efficiency :n 

Coal 0.96 

Coke 0.85 

Natural gas 0-94 

Oil 0.88 

* Net fuel delivered to the point of use per gross energy input. 
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Table 8.3 : Typical 'point of use, efficiency factora (based on data 

from; National Economic Development Office, 1974; Building 

Research Establishment, 1975; Handbook of Electricity Supply 

Statisticsq 1976). 

Industrial application Efficiency * 

nbn 

Space heating : 0.70 
-+ 

0.10 0-975 ± 0.025 

Water heating : 0.75: t 0.05 0.95 :t0.05 

Furnace heating -0-55 -0-95 

Drying -0-45 -0-55 

Transport 0.15 ± 0.05 0.25 :t0.10* 

useful energy output per direct fuel energy input. 

t batteries and fuel cells for road transport, electric locomotives 

for rail transport. 
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Table 8.4 : Net energy requirements for a typical burner reactor power 

system which is completely self-sufficient in fuel.. 

Value Net energy requirement :R (YJ(ej/llTtel ) 

Minimum (2-. l-xl0-6+ 0.007)/, + (Lý-xlO-4+ 0-045) 
GfG 

(8. oxlo-4+ 0.016)/, +(0.012 + 0.080) 
GfG 

* PWR system using the primary fuel cycle with gas diffusion enrichment. 

Notep G= ore grade in %U308 

lf= load factor. 
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Figure 8.1 ; Ore grade variation of the net energy requirement of 

electricity produced by a typical burner reactor power 

, 
system which is completely self-sufficient in fuel, 

10 

Net energy 
requirement R 

(MJ [e] 1MJ (e] 

(log-scale) 

maximum 

10-1 average 

minimum 

10 -2 

-3 10 
10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 1 10 

Ore grade G (% U3 08) (log-scale 

PWR system using the primary fuel cycle with gas 

diffusion enrichment. 
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Table 8.5 : Average net energy requirement of electricity from tYPical 

burner reactor power systems, which are con2letely 

self-sufficient in fuel, using different fuel management 

policies. 

Fuel management policy Net energy requirement R (MT[e]/MJ[e)) 

Primary fuel cycle 0.0013 + 0.0810 
G 

Secondary fuel cyole 

with uranium re-cycling: '0.0010 + 0-0795 
G 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutonium re-pycling 0.00085 + 0.0668 
G 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutonium re-cyclingý 0.00085 + 0.0293 
G 

* assumes gas diffusion fuel enrichment except where indicated otherwise. 

t assumes gas centrifuge fuel enrichment. 

Noteg G= ore grade in %U308. 
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These ore grade values could be regarded as ultimate limits to 

the quality of resources that can be used effectively by the 

systemg since with poorer ores the system would consume more 

energy in the form of electricity than it is capable of 

producing. In this situation the system would be totally 

impractical as a producer of fuel. 

Although this sort of analysis can reveal physical limitations 

to the successful operation of burner reactor power systems, 

the relative value of ores and the proportion of uranium 

resources which are actually available for use are determined 

by economic considerations. Figure 8.1 shows that as the ore 

grade approaches the defined limit the amount of fuel which 

ca=ies the full burden of system costs falls rapidly until 

it equals zero. This implies that the cost of nuclear-generated 

electricity will rise dramatically and, since the profitability 

of the system is governed by relative rather than absolute 

costsp the actual ore grade limit will be attained well in 

advance of the limit defined purely by energy criteria. Hencet 

any attempt to evaluate uranium resources for burner reactor 

power systems must be based on some form of economic assessment 

of nuclear power costs. 

8-3 Nuclear power costs 

The economics of generating electricity from nuclear fission 

burner reactor power systems has been studied by numerous 

researchers for many different reasons. Some have investigated 

the effect of technological factors on costs (eg. Baderg Kitzke,. 

and Nordman, 1969) and others have examined the role of capital 

interest rates, amortisation, inflation, etc. (eg. Berrie and 

Bettsp 1967; Alchtar, 1974; Bupp, Deriang Donsimoni and Treitel, 
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1975). The purpose of this particular investigation is to 

formulate a very simple economic model based primarily-on the 

results of energy analysis. In particular, the nature of this 

model will enable the influence of such factors as uranium ore 

grade on the cost of nuclear-generated electricity to be 

studied in some detail. 

In basic terms the total cost of any item or service equals 

the sum of all cost components associated with its production 

and supply, The basic assumption incorporated into this simple 

economic model is that*such cost components can be divided into 

one of two distinctly different categories; fuel costs and 

otherv or 'non-fuel', costs. Fuel costs are the product of 

fuel consumption and fuel prices, and such costs are incurred by 

all activities which introduce either direct or indirect energy 

inputs to the system. Other, or non-fuelp costs include such 

items as wages, interest, etc., that are paid for inputs ouch 

as manpowerg capitalv etc. By definition, non-fuel costs 

contain no element, however obscureq of fuel use. The purpose 

of segregating costs which are determined by the price of fuels 

from those which are not is to enable the economic effect of 

energy feedback mechanisms within the system to be examined. 

Eaergy feedbaekp or interrelationship between the amount of 

fuel a system produces and the quantity it consumesq can 

fundamentally influence the cost of fuels. For a 

self-supporting system, fuel costs alone can dictate the 

sensitivity'of the total cost'to basic changes in the system 

such ast for example, the use of poorer ores in a burner 

reactor power system. The importance of fuel costs prevails 

despite the contribution ot non-fuel costs which cang in some 

circumstancest be comparatively large. Fuel costs equal the 
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product of fuel consumption and the internal fuel price, 

whilst other costs depend on the level of externally 

determined prices. Hence fuel costs are the most essential 

component of the total cost since an increase in the price of 

electricity immediately causes fuel costs to rise but has 

little or no impact on non-fuel costsý 

The fundamental cost of nuclear-generated electricity, e ef 
can be expressed in term of the net energy requirement of 

electricity, R, the price of electricity, pep and non-fuel 

costs$ c09 by the following equation; 

0e= fundamental cost of nuclear-generated electricity 

= (H X Pe )+00 

where, 

R=n. e. r. of nuclear-generated electricity 

Pe = price of nuclear electricity 

c0= cost of non-fuel inputs to the production of 

nuclear electricity 

assuming pe=0e then, 

C=C 
eo 

1-R 

The price of electricity can be linked to, the level of some 

non-fuel costs such as wages. However, this connection is 

generally less-effective and often mo. re. vague. than the 

relationship between fuel costs and, fuel prices., Hence this 

effect, is not incorporated into this simple model. 
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The assumption that the price of electricity equals its cost 

seems fairly reasonable for a system which supplies its own 

fuel needs. An approximation to this should also hold in cases 

where the system obtains fuel from other industries, since 

intercompetition between fuels can rarely support large price 

disparities. 

Values of the n. e. r. of electricity, R, from a wholly 

self-supporting system are used in the above equation and 

results, which were evaluated earlier (see 8.2), are presented 

in tables 8.4 and 8.5. The total non-fuel cost of producing 

electricity, c0, equals the sum of non-fuel cost components of 

each input to the system. Estimates of these components were 

deduced by subtracting the fuel cost element of each input from 

its current (1965 - 70) total cost. Data on the total cost of 

inputs such as fuel cycle processes, power plant construction 

and system operation were obtained from various economic 

studies (eg. Engineering and Mining Journalp 1961; Bader et alt 

1969; Lankenau and Light, 1971; Youngberg, 1973; Akhtart 1974; 

Bupp et al, 1975) and typical resultsare given in table 8.6. 

Fuel cost components for these inputs were calculated from fuel 

consumption figures deduced by energy analysis and values of 

current (1965 - 70) fuel prices. The fuel prices used 

consisted of 2.5 ± 0.5 mills per MJ(e) for electrical energy 

and 0-35 ± 0.10 mills per MJ(t) for thermal energy from coalq 

fuel oilp natural gas, etc. (Report on the Census of Production, 

1968; Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1975; Handbook 

of Electricity Supply Statistics, 1976). Fuel cost'Components 

and subsequent non-fuel cost contributions axe also shown in 

table 8.6. 
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Table 8.6 : Average estimates of typical PWR system unit costs (1965 - 

1970 values). 

Input Unit Fuel cost Non-fuel cost Total cost 

per unit) 

Exploration kg U308 : 0.02 1.08 1.10 

Mining. te ore :1 12 13 

Ore processing te ore :1 5 6 

Refining iind 

conversion kg U : 0.2 1.7 1.9 

Enrichment 

- gas diffusion kg S. W. U. : 26 9 35 

- gas centrifuge: kg S. W. U. :5 30 35 

Fuel fabrication kg U :1 59 60 

Reprocessing kg U : 0.4 22.6 23 

Waste disposal kg U : 0.1 lo. 6 16.7 

Power plant' 

constructiont kW(e) 5' 165 170 

Power plant 

labour NJ (., ) ý : -1 - 3X 1 10-4 -, ý, 3 'x 10-4 

Transmission and 

distribution, 
ýJýx 

jo-3 1X 10-3 

glassification and burial. 

t excluding the ini tial core. 
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The total non-fuel cost of producing electricity from burner 

reactor power systemsp o0. can be deduced from this information 

in much the same way as net energy requirement results were 

calculated from basic energy terms in chapters 5 and 6. Table 

8.7 illustrates average values of these costs for a PWR system 

operating at a load factor of 0.62 and using the type of nuclear 

fuel described previously in tables 5.16 and 5.18. Equations 

for the fundamental cost of nuclear-generated electricityp a ef 

were obtained by combining these estimates with n. e. r. 's for 

electricity from tables 8.5 and 8.6 and subsequent final results 

are presented in table 8.8. 

These expressions for the fundamental cost of electricityp c el 

can be used to assess the effect of basic variables on the 

economics of nuclear power systems. The full variation of the 

cost of electricity with ore grade is shown in figure 8.2 for a 

typical PWR system operating at a load factor of 0.62 and using 

the primary fuel cycle with gas diffusion enrichment. This 

figure indicates that, for current ore grades (G = 0.2% U30 

the cost of nuclear-generated electricity should be between 1-3 

and 3.0 mills per W(e). This may be compared with actual total 

costs of 2.0 mills per DIJ(e) (based on 1965 - 70 data from; 

Central Electricity Generatine'Board, 1971; Searbyl 1971; 
1- 

Handbook of Electricity Supply Statistics, 1976). 

According to figure 8,2 the total cost of nuclear-generated 

electricity is fairly constant over t4e wide range of high 

grade ores (on averaeeg G>0.11/'0 U .) that have been the 

traditional sources of uranium. This result reflects the 

observed fact that, discounting the effects of general 

inflationg the relative coýt of nuclear-generated electricity 

has been reasonably stable over a number of years (Handbook of 
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Table 8.7 : Average estimates of the total non-fuel cost of electricity 

from a typical FM system (1965 - 1970 values). 

Fuel management policy Total non-fuel cost :00 (mills/M (e] ) 

Primary fuel cyclet 0-015ý + 1.83 
G 

Secondaxy fuel cycle 

with uranium re-cyclingt: 0.0133 + 1.84 
G 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutoniwa re-cycling 0-0104 + 1-83 
G 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutonium re-cyclinat 0.0104 + 1.88 
G 

* assumes a load factor of 0.62 and gas diffusion enrichment except 

where indicated otherwise. 

t does not include any deductions for the sale of unused plutonium. 

The estimated credit is about $12 per gramme PýX, which reduces total 

non-fuel costs by approximately 0.055 mills'per MJ(e). 

assumes a load factor of 0.62 and gas centrifuge fuel enricluhent. 

Voteg G= ore grade in Yo U3 0840 
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Table 8.8 t Averare fundamental costs of electricity from a typical 

PWR system (1965 - 1970 values). 

Fuel manaCement policy Fundamental cost of electricity*: ce 

(mills/MJ(el 

Primary fuel cyclet 1-83G + 0.0155 
0.919G - 0.0013 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium re-cyclingt 1,84G + 0.0133 

0.920G - 0,0010 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutonium re-cycling 3 1-83G + 0.0104 

0,933G - 0.0008 

Secondary fuel cycle 

with uranium and 

plutonium re-cycling 3 1.88G + 0.0104 

0.971G - 0.0008 

assumes a load factor of 0.62 and gas diffusion enrichment except 

where indicated otherwise. 

t no Plutonium credit included, 

assumes a load factor of 0.62 and gw centrifugeenrichment. 
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Fi6are 8.2 Effect of ore grade 2n the fundamental cost of 

nuclear-generated electricity 
* (1965 

- 1970 values). 
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Electricity Supply Statistics, 1976), despite gradually 

declining average ore grades (eg. in the USA grades fell 

from a record 0-559/6 U30. in 1955 to 0.200% U30. in 1972 : U. S. 

Atomic Energy Commission, 1972). 

With current ore grades the cost of nuclear-generated 

electricity is only slightly lower than the cost of 2.5 :t 0-5 

mills per W(e) for electricity from fossil fuel-fired plant 

(1965 - 70 estimated costs based on data from : Central 

Electricity Generating Boardq 1971; Searby, 1971; Handbook of 

Electricity Supply Statisticsp 1976). As ore grades become 

poorer, however, the proportion of fuel output that the system 

itself consumes begins to rise and costs increase rapidly. 

Consequentlyq even for moderately rich ores (G = 0.01 - 0.21/6 

U30. ) the economic advantage of nuclear power stations over 

conventional plant disappears, assuming that the cost of fossil 

fuel-fired electricity remains fixed at present levels. The 

cost of nuclear-generated electricity continues to rise as ore 

grades decline, until eventually a point is reached where the 

system itself uses all the fuel it produces (see 8.2) and 

finally the cost becomes infinite. 

8-4 Economic analysis and ore grade limits 

The results of the previous section can be-used to investigate 

possible constraints on the grade of ore that can be effectively 

utilised by burner reactor power'systems., -Such constraints can 

be defined by numerous criteria and some of these are 

dem6nstrated in figure 8.3 which illustrates the variation of 

the average cost of electricity with ore'grade for a'PWR system 

operating at a load factor'of'o. 62 and using the'primary fuel 

cycle with gas diffusion enrichment. This figure, shows the 
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Figure 8-3 : Identification of criteria for ore grade limits. 
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typical transition of costs from a relatively stable region at 

high grades to a region of rapidly rising costs for grades 

approaching the ultimate limit (see 8.2). 

The ultimate ore grade limit was defined previously as the 

point where the total fuel output of a system equals its total 

energy input, that is when n. e. r,, R, equals unity. From figure 

8-3 it can be seen that this limit also corresponds to the grade 

at which the cost of electricity is infinite. Obviously this 

is the ultimate constraint since it means that the system is 

totally inefficient as a source of fuel. However# the lowest 

grade of ore which can be used economically by the system is 

likely to occur well before this ultimate point is reached. 

For example, the actual economic limit could be specified as 

the ore grade at which the region of stable costs ends. 

Unfortunately the cost of electricity is never exactly constantp 

even for high ore gradesq and consequently the stable region 

must be axbitraxily designated as that portion of the curve for 

which costs do not vary more than a fixed amountq Say 50%. For 

a typical burner reactor power system this limit occurs between 

100 ppm and 800 ppm U30.9 on average 200 ppm, U308 

Since this 'stable cost' criterion can only be formulated 

loosely, a more accurate definition would obviously have more 

practical value. Pigure 8-3 shows that, in addition to a 

region of fairly constant costs, there is also an area in which 

costs axe highly, sensitive to small changes in ore grade. It 

would probably be unsatisfactory, to use such material since 

slight differences in grade, which are very difficult to detect 

by, ou=ent industrial'ore control-metliodsg"would cause'large 

fluctuations-in'the cost of electricity*- Fortunately-a point 

can be defined which exactly bisects these two regions of the 
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cost curve (see figure 8.3) and this can be used to specify 

a practical economic ore grade limit. For a typical burner 

reactor power system this limit ranges from 10 PPm to 400 PPm 

U308, with an average value of 50 PPm U30., This limit is not 

markedly reduced by using different fuel management policies 

- the average value for a system with uranium and plutonium 

mixed oxide re-cycling and gas centrifuge enrichment is 30 ppm 

U30 80 

Howeverp if this ore grade limit is used to assess the 

proportion of uranium resources that are economically availablet 

then it must be independent of certain basic factors implicitly 

incorporated into this simple economic model. In particular, 

the limit should not drastically alter with expected changes in 

the value of the non-fuel costt co* This cost depends on such 

items as wagesq interest ratesq eto, q'which are unlikely to, 

remain fixed at the current (1965 - 70) levels assumed by the 

model. For exampleg the average hourly wage index has already 

more than trebled between 1968 and 1976 (Annual Abstract of 

Statistiest 1976). 

The effect of the value of non-fuel costs relative to c urr ent 

costs9c, cp on the ore grade limit is shown in figure 8-4. A 

wide range of increases in the level of non-fuel costs is 

investigated and the figure demonstrates that the ore grade 

limit is distinctly insensitive to such changes. Consequently 

the results of this analysis were assiLmed to 
-be, 

fairly 

applicable to a wide number of situations. 

Ore grade limits based on the different criteria examined here 

are summarised in table 8.90,, 
-Estimates. ofthe amount of 
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Figure 8-4 : Sensitivity of ore grade limit criteria to the 

relative level of non-fuel costs. 
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Table 8.9 : Ore grade limits and available resources. 

Criterion Ore grade limits 

(ppm U3 08) 

minimum maximum average 

World uranium resources* 

(tonnes U30 8) 

current extrapolated 

Ultimate enerrr 

limit; R 10 

0 = 00 1.5 150 15 2,2 x 109 3-3 x 109 e 

Arbitrary stable 

cost; :t 5TS' 100 800 200 2.5 x 10 
6 

3.2 x 107 

Point of 

transition 10 400 50 1,0 x 107 4.2 x 107 

* based on the average ore grade limit. 
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uranium available from ores of grades which are higher than 

the average limit were deduced from data presented in appendix 

F and results are also included in this table. Two particular 

types of resource estimate are shown in table 8.9. These are 

the current world total resource base which consists of uranium 

from knownp inferred and indicated deposits and the extrapolated 

world total resource base which was evaluated from present data 

using a very simple resource model (see appendix F). The 

cL= ent estimate indicates the amount of uranium expected to 

become available during coming years, whilst the extrapolated 

value represents a rough estimate of the ultimate potential. 

Assuming thatq for all practical purposes, the actual economic 

ore grade limit is specifically defined by the point of 

transition on the electricity cost curvel then table 8.9 shows 

the average total uranium resources avaliable for burner reactor 

power systems is between about 1x 107 tonnes and 4x 10 7 

tonnes U308. Minimum and maximum estimates can also be deduced 

from the extreme limits included in this table. The lower and 

upper results defined by the 'point of transition's 10 ppm and 

400 PPm U 308 respectivelyt produce corresponding variations in 

current resources of 4.5 x 10 
6 

tonnes to 2.2 x 10 tonnes U308 
7 

and in the extrapolated estimate ranging from 3.2 x 10 tonnes 

and 3-3 x 109 tonnes U0. These substantial variations are 38 

largely caused by uncertainties in basic ore mining and 

Processing data such as the nature of the ore and depobit 

characteristics. Floweverg despite potentially large fluctuations 

in these parametersq information from currently operating mines 

and mills supports'the incorporation of average data into the 

analysis. Consequently average values of the economic ore grade 

limit and uranium resources were used in the following 

interpretation and comparison of, results. 
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IN=PMATION AND COMPARISON OP RESULTS 

9.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the effects of 

constraints on the quantity of economically recoverable uranium 

available for use in burner reactors on the development of 

nuclear power as a significant source of fuel. The resource 

base estimates obtained from previous analysis are assessed in 

the light of the expected growth of nuclear capacity and 

subsequent demand for uranium concentrate. Results are 

compared with otherg more traditional resource assessments and 

differences are examined in terms of the evaluation of the cost 

of producing uranium concentrate from naturally-occurring 

sources. 

9.2 Appraisal of uranium resources 

Economic limitations on the scope of the uranium resource base 

demonstrated in the previous chapter obviously impose 

constraints. on the development of the world nuclear power 

industry in its present form, A typical forecast of future 
I 

nuclear power plant capacity for the Vorld (excluding 

the USSRO Eastern Europe and China) is shown in figure 9.1. 

This is a speculative assessment based primarily on the 

industry's own expectations of the average estimated growth 

between 1975 and 2000 (deduced from the latest comprehensive 

study of international nuclear power development: Nucleax 

Energy Agencyp 1975). The trend beyond 2000 is an 

extrapolation which'simply-asSumes'linear"growth with capacity 

increasingby almost 140 GW(e) each year ( 1GW = 109 watts). 
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Figure 9.1 : Speculative forecast of world nuclear power capacity 

growth. 
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The effect of this growth on the amount of uranium actually 

available for consumption can be investigated by comparing the 

cumulative use of uranium concentrate with the extent of the 

resource base. The cumulative amount of uranium concentrate 

that has been consumed in any given period equals the sum of the 

annual rates of production in that period. The variation of the 

annual uranium concentrate output corresponding to the type of 

growth indicated in figure 9.1 is shown in figure 9.2. This 

figure was calculated assuming that the majority of reactors in 

operation are PWR designs which have a core of 101 tonnes of 

uranium enriched to 2.5% U-235 and which consume 33.8 tonnes of 

uranium enriched to 3-1% U-235 yearly (see tables 5.16,6.2 and 

6.6). This results in an average annual requirement of 262 

tonnes U308 for each GW(e) of nuclear power capacity installed. 

Figure 9.2 compares total requirements with various estimates of 

available uranium. resources. Three particular resource bases 

are used in this study; Ireasoniably assured resources'. current 

total world resources and extrapolated total world resources. 

I 
Reasonably assured resources correspond to the uranium in 

currently known ore deposits which could be exploited d1most 

immediately (Nuclear Energy Agencyp 1975)- Such resou: ices 

amount to 2.3 x 10 
6 

tomes U30. (see appendix F). Current total 

world resources consist of a wide range of ores in known and 

inferred deposits. For ore grades higher than the economic 
7 limit of 50 Ppm U0. these resources contain about 10 tonnes 38 

U3O.. (see appendixI. F). Since much of these resources occur in 

surmised depositsqfurther. assessment would. be required before 

such uranium becomes generally available for use. The 

extrapolated total world resource, base which was derived from 
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Figure 9.2 : Comparison of the world forecast annual rate of 

uranium concentrate demand with available resources. 
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a very simple resource model represents an approximate estimate 

of the ultimate amount of uranium which may be potentially 

available in the world. Although the majority of these 

resources are yet to be actually discovered, the total amount 

involvedp for grades higher than 50 PPm u30 8' is expected to be 

about 4.2 x 107 tonnes U308 (see appendix F). 

In figure 9.2 the years during which the demand for uranium 

concentrate exceeds that available from these particular 

resource base estimates are clearly indicated. For 'reasonably 

assured resources' supply fails to meet demand around 1990, for 

current total resources in 2010 and for extrapolated total 

resources in about 2030- However, these figures do not 

accurately portray the likely effects of the depletion of 

uranium resources# since such shortages of nuclear fuel would 

suddenly leave a large amount of power plant capacity inactive. 

A more realistic situation is illustrated in figure 9.3 which 

shows the consequences of ensuring that all power stations are 

guaxanteed fuel for their entire operational lifetime (for PWR 

systems this would be about 35 years). 

Figure 9-3 presents depletion profiles for the three particular 

uranium resource bases'considered here. A depletion profile is 

a diagram which demonstrates the effect of the utilisation of 

materials in relation to the finite scope of their resources. 

With the specific forecast growth of nuclear power suggested by 

figure 9.1. these profiles indicate that reasonably assured 

resources of uranium would be completely exhausted by 20109 

although the demand for uranium concentrate would exceed supply 

at the much earlier date of 1980. Similarly, shortages in the 

supply of uranium from both the current and extrapolated 
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Figure 9-3 World uranium concentrate demand and the likely 

depletion of uranium resources. 
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estimates of total world resources would apparently develope in 

1995. Sufficient uranium is available from the larger, 

extrapolated resource base to provide fuel until 2060, but the 

smallerp current resource base would only last up to about 

2030. 

In addition to assessing the extent of uranium resources in 

relation to the demands of forecast growth in burner reactor 

power capacity, figure 9.3 can also be used to compare uranium 

with other energy resources. A very basic comparison can be 

achieved by evaluating the period required to consume the 

middle 80/16' portion of the depletion profile which represents 

the majority of available resources (cf. Hubbert, 1969). 

Figure 9-3 indicates that this period would be between 25 and 

45 years for uranium resources used in burner reactors. By 

contrast the equivalent period for world crude oil resources 

has been estimated as about 60 years, although a substantial 

proportion of these resources have already been consumed 

(Hubbert, 1969). Similarly, the period needed to exploit all 

petroleum-based fuels is about 100 years and that for world 

coal resources is between 300 and 400 years, or only 100 to 

200 years if coal is used as the main energy source (Hubbertp 

1969)ý 

Wote that all resources would be able to support similar 

peak levels of equivalent electrical capacity; 

Uranium (in burners) 2x 103 to 5*x 10 3'GW(e) 

Oil 1x 103*to 2x 103 GW(e) 

'3 3 Coal x 10 to 5x 10 CW(e) 
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9-3 Comparison of resource estimates and evaluation of ore costs 

The foregoing assessment implies that the currently and 

potentia2ly available amount of economically recoverable 

uranium resources for use in burner reactor power systems are 

rather limited as regards the lifespan of other resources and 

the type of world growth in nuclear power capacity expected by 

international planning organisations and the nuclear power 

industry. This conclusion appears to contradict the findings 

of certain other investigations. 

For example, this study indicates that the lowest grade ofore 

that can be used economically by burner reactors ist on average# 

50 ppm U308 and that the ultimate physical limit is typically 

15 ppm UO,. Some researchers have suggested that the economic 

and physical bounds are much lower - in particular, Brown 

and Silver (1955) concludep from order-of-magnitude calculationsg 

,.. that most of the granitic rocks in the earth's crust [on 

average containing 4 PPm U3081 are at mankind's disposal and 

can be processed for a net energy profiV. The opinions of 

other authorities, howeverl tend to support the conclusions of 

the present analysis Bowie (1974); 'the out-off grade 

lore grade limit) that may eventually be reached is difficult 
6 

to estimate but it could easily be of the order of Wparts/10 

metal 60 ppm U0V. 38 

Estimates of, theýresource base for , burner'reactors obtained by 

some'investigators disaýr6eýwith-the total'of 107 ýto 4 X'10 
7, 

tonnes U0 deduced here. - --'- Lewis'(1964)--claims that"siice 38 

the'tOtal-iibundance, of urýnium, iil the land-mass o'f'the earth's 
12, 

crust'is estimated at 1014 'tonnes'and'ýatleast: 2 x 10 tonnes 

within a mile ýOf_ the surfacev--. '... a very small. 'fraotion of the 
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resources would be needed for power in hundreds of centuries 

from thermal fission Lburner] reactors... '. Additionally, 

Brown and Silver (1955) assert '... that the reserves of 

uranium (and thorium) available to man can be considered for 

all practical purposes as infinite'. 

In similar vein the lifetime of uranium resources in relation 

to burner reactor fuel use is expected to be longer than the 

full period of between 55 and 85 years estimated in this study, 

Hurwitz (1974) reports that 'these uranium supplies 

appear adequate to accommodate the [nuclear power] industry 

without breeders at least into the first part of the 

twenty-first century' (of. figure 9.3). Park (1975) 

affirms that 'if the world's uranium is to be used in fission 

reactors like those now in operation and under construction 

[mainly burner reactors] , the supply of radioactive materialp 

uranium-235, will be exhausted at about the same time as the 

world's coal supplies (which, according to Hiibbert (1969), would 

be between 100 and 400 years)'. 

These significant disparities are probably caused by 

differences in the general conception of the role of ore costs 

in nuclear power economics. It is'an apparently fundamental 

tenet of some authorities that every type of resource can be 

assigned a finite cost and thatq provided the consumer is 

willing to pay the price, even common rocks and seawater which 

contaiii minute traces'of uranium'are perfectly practical 

sources of nuclear fuel for burner'reactors. This belief is 

supportedp to some extentp-by traditional resource'assessments 

which indicate thatýýas'the cost'of'producing uranium 

concentrate'from Ore'rises*, the totalgor cumulative, amount of 

uranium I available for use'increases without'check. 
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A commonly accepted resource evaluation (Hunt, 1974; Vauchan, 

1975) is presented in figure 9-4 which demonstrates the 

traditionally estimated variation of cumulative uranium 

resources with the maximum cost of extracting uranium 

concentrate from naturally-occurring sources such as ores, 

crustal rocks and seawater. For convenience, uranium 

resources are measured in this figure in the widely-used units 

of short tons U308 (1 short ton = 2000 lb = 0.907 tonnes) and 

costs are written in terms of US dollars (1965 - 70 values) 

per pound mass U308 ($/lb U 30 8= 
$2.6/kg U). 

Although figure 9.4 is based on very thorough analyses of the 

cost of producing uranium from numerous sources, it implies 

that economically recoverable uranium resources exceed 10 10 

tonnes U308. This obviously contradicts the results of this 

study which suggests that the physical limit to resources is 

about 109 tonnes U308 and the economic limit is in the region 

of 107 tonnes U30.9 The reason for this contrast is caused 

by the fact that the economic studies which form the basis of 

figure 9.4 indicate the'present cost of exploiting various 

sources of uranium. Consequently fixed fuel costs evaluated 

with current prices are incorporated into the results of these 

economic studies. Howeverp as indicated in chapter 8. the 

cost of producing uranium concentrate depends on the price of 

fuels and the cost of electricity generated from nuclear 

sources is also a function of the price of uranium ore. This 

two-way relationship suggests that, as ore grades declinep not 

only does the ajwunt of fuel used in explorationt mining and 

processing rise but also the price of the fuel, if it is 

nuclear-generated eleotricityp increases. By ignoring this- 

important feedback mechanism the effect of grade on ore costs 

is increasingly underestimated as ore grades fall. 
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Figure 9.4 : Traditional variation of cumulative world uranium 

resources with ore costs. 
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The actual variation of the fundamental ore cost with grade 

can be deduced by using the results of energy analysis. 

Assuming that the only fuel consumed by all operations 

involved in the production of uranium concentrate from ore is 

electricity and that all this fuel is supplied by burner 

reactor power stationsp then the ore cost can be represented 

by the following expression; 

00= cost of producing uranium concentrate 

= ore cost 

-(Euxpe)+cn 

where, 

Eu = n. e. r. of uranium concentrate (see 5.2-4) 

Pe r__ price of nuclear-generated electricity 

an= non-fuel costs of uranium concentrate production 

If pe=ae= cost of nuclear-generated electricity theng 

Eux0e)+0n 

This fundamental cost incorporates the effect of self-induced 

increases in the price of fuelsp but does not include rises 

in the price of other inputs. Such items are calculated at 

current (1965 - 70) levels. 

The amount of energy required to produce uranium concentratet 

Eu9 was evaluated earlier (see 5.2-4-) and values incorporating 

the relevant electrical substitution factor for thermal energy, 

Jp (see 8.2) axe illustrated in table 9,1, Estimates of the 

non-fuel cost of concentrate productiong c nj were obtained 

from economic data (eg. Eagineering and Mining Journal, 1961; 

lader et alt 1969; Youngberg, 1973) and results are summarised 

in table 9.2. Using the variation of the cost of 
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Table 9.1 : Fmergy requirement of producing uranium concentrate 

from ores. 

Value Energy requirement : EU (MJ[el/lb U308) 

Itinim= 6.9 + 0.2 
G 

Maximum 605 + 944 
G 

Average 68.5 + 13.5 
G 

including explorationg mining and ore processing, and assuming that 

electricity is the only fuel used in these operations. 

Note, G= ore grade in %U308 
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Table 9.2 1 Non-fuel costs of producing uranium concentrate from ores. 

Value Non-fuel cost :cn ($/lb U308: 1965 - 70) 

Ilinimum 0.43 + 0.50 
G 

Maximwa 3.20 + 1.00 
G- 

Average 0.75 + 0.75 
G 

* including explorationg mining and ore processing. 

Notel G= pre grade in %U3 080 
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nuclear-generated electricity,, ce. with ore grade, G, shown 

in table 8.8 and figure 8.2p the ore cost, c-p was deduced, 
c 

Results are illustrated in figure 9.5 which also demonstrates 

the traditional variation of cost with grade assuming a current 

(1965 - 70) fixed price for electricity of 2.5 ± 0.5 mills per 

MJ(e). The data points included in figure 9.5 refer to present 

estimates of the cost of concentrate from c urr ently operating 

plants and new proposed schemes (eg. Brown and Silver, 1955; 

Engineering and Mining Journal, 1961; Pinkney and Westwoodq 

1961; Cambell 1965; Hurst et alp 1966; Bieniewski et alp 1971; 

Andersson and Olssong 1975). 

Figure 9.5 indicates that, unlike traditional assessments 

based on present prices, ore costs rise steeply with declining 

grades to reach an ultimate limit between 1.5 ppm and 150 ppra 

U308. with an average of 15 PPm U308. Hence there are real 

constraints on the quality of ore that can be used in burner 

reactors. Practical ore grade limits subsequently reduce the 

quantity of uranium economically available from resources and 

figure 9.6 demonstrates this re-appraisal with the variation 

of cumulative resources with ore costs based in the results of 

energy analysis. 

Differences between traditional andýre-appraised estimates of 

cumulative resources may be examined by comparing figure 9.6 

with figure 9.4. Disparities are partly a result of the 

re-evaluation of ore costs. Additionally, uranium resources 

contained in seawater at a concentration of 3-3 ppb U are not 

included in figure 9.6. -A'similar analysis to that applied to 

ores may also be used to assess the cost of producing uranium 

from seawater by methods which are currently under development 
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Figure 9-5 : Variation of the cost of producing uranium 

I concentrate from ore with oregrade. 
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Figure 9.6 : Re-appraised variation of current cumulative world 

uranium resources with ore costs, 
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(see appendix E). Although initial studies of seawater 

treatment processes obtained order-of-ma6mitude costs between 

$10 and $100 per pound IJ . 
(Davies et alq 1964; Keen, 1968; 

Bieniewski et alt 1971)9 a more detailedv though traditional 

economic assessment assuming fixed fuel prices of 3.6 mills 

per MJ(e) indicated a minimum cost of $260 per pound TJ 308 

(Harrington et a3. # 1974). By contrastt a cost of 4500 per 

pound U308 for extraction techniques relying on tidal flow 

schemes was deduced from energy analysis. 

The use of such uranium in burner reactors would result in 

electricity costs of about 8.4 mills per MJ(e) (1965 - 70 

values). Figure 8.3 demonstrates that this is higher than the 

cost of electricity (7-5 mills per MJ(el) from ores of grade 

less than the practical economic limit (50 PPM U30 8), 

Consequently, since tidal flow extraction schemes can only 

achieve relatively poor rates of return on capital investment 

and as production is limited by the number of suitable sites 

(see appendix E)p it seems unlikely that much uranium will be 

obtained from the world's oceans by such methods, Hence these 

resources are excluded, from figure 9.6. It should also-be 

'noted that lowýcapital costp compact'seawater processing 

schemes'which achieve high production rates by, pumping require 

more electrical energy to produce uranium than a burner reactor 

using such'material can generate as fuel (see appendix E). 

Therefore it is-unlikely that-such'pumping schemes will make 

the vast resources of the oceans available for'use in burner 

reactor power systems. - 

I 
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10 CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Summary of results 

This study has demonstrated the general basic principles and 

type of information used to evaluate the amount of energy 

required in the production of electricity from uranium by 

nuclear fission in burner reactor power systems. The energy 

analysis indicates that such, systems currently consume 

substantially less energy in the form of fossil fuels than 

systems based on conventional coal-# gas-and oil-fired power 

plant. Additionallyt the results show that burner reactor 

power systems can be regarded as net producers of fuel with 

currently mined ores, since such systems also consume much 

less energy than they generate. 

However# this investigation illustrates that the net energy 

requirement of nuclear-generated electricityg or energy input 

per unit fuel output, depends on numerous factors such as the 

quality, or gradeq of the ore, reactor design, fuel cycle 

technologyv fuel management policies and the way, in which 

power stations are operated. The quality of ore, represented 

by the percentage uranium content, or ore gradeq is the most 

fundamental variable since a decline in. this particular 

parameter can cause the amount of fuel used by the system to 

rise above that consumed by fossil. fuel-fired systems and 

even exceed the electrical energy output of, the nuclear 

system itself. The role of reactor type,, enrichment 

technologyt fuel re-cycling and power station load factor in 

determining the net, energy requirement of nuolear-generated 

electricity is shown to be important but secondary in 

comparison with-the effect of the uranium ore grade. 
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Evaluation of the significance of certain improvements and 

changes in the the nuclear power industry for fuel conservation 

is an obvious practical application of the results of energy 

analysis. Attractive potential fuel savings can be achieved 

by many measures which include improving the use of fuel in 

ore mining and processing, installing newt more efficient 

isotope enrichment plants and re-cycling unused uranium and 

plutonium from spent nuclear material. The results indicate 

that the use of the gas centrifuge enrichment technique, 

instead of the widespread gas diffusion process would 

introduce the largest savings at present, although in the 

future fuel conservation in ore mining and processing could 

produce even greater reductions. Further examinationp' 

however, suggests that practical considerations such as the 

lack of incentives, long construction lead times and high 

capital expenditure may delay the implimentation of fuel 

conservation schemes. 

Investigation of the constraints on the sources of uranium 

that can be used effectively and profitably by burner reactor 

power systems is probably the most important feature of this 

study. The results of energy analysis demonstrate that there 

is an ultimate limit to the grade of, ore which can be 

utilised by such. systems. A practical economic boundary is 

indicated by the, variation# with ore gradep of the cost of 

nuclear-generated electricity based on a very, simple economic 

model which incorporates energy. analysis results. 

Limitations on the type of material that can be consumed by 

burner reactors impose constraints on the quantity of uranium 

which is physically and economically recoverable from resources. 

This suggests that the uranium resource base is not only 
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finite but also relatively small. Hence serious shortages 

may well develope before the turn of the century if the 

current forecasts of burner reactor power capacity growth 

materialise. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that 

the lifespan of uranium resources used in burner reactors 

alone will be considerably less than the predicted lifespan 

of fossil fuels. 

Although -the resource assessment of this study contradicts 

the findings of certain other previous investigations, 

results are used to explain these disparities. In particular 

ore costsq or the cost of producing uranium concentrate from 

natural sourcesq deduced by traditional methods which 

incorporate fixedo present-day fuel prices are compared with 

ore costs evaluated from the results'of energy analysis. 

Such costs take into account the fact that the price of ore 

can determine the cost of nuclear-generated electricity and 

that ore costs are a function of the price of fuelso including 

electricity. Ibcamination shows that traditional assessments 

inadvertently over-estimate the quality and quantity of 

uranium that can be used to provide fuel from burner reactors. 

Such results invite the conclusion that all attempts to 

evaluate the realistic extent of any energy resource should 

recognise that the price of fuel obtained, from such resources 

is likely to determineýthe_'cost at which they can be 

exploited. This study'demonstrates'that energy analysis is 

a fundamental means of exploring this vitalt self-reinforcing 

1 ink, 
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10.2 A brief summary of similar work 

Some aspects of the present study were originally discussed in 

a joint research report entitled "Energy inputs and outputs for 

nuclear power stations" (Chapman and 1-brtimer, 1974), which was 

first published in September 1974 and then revised in December 

1974. The principal aim of this report was 'to describe a 

method of analysing nuclear power systems so that some of the 

physical consequences of decisions can be understood'. This 

analysis consisted of evaluating the amount of energy consumed 

by individual power stations and of investigating the effect 

on total fuel supply of building a series of power stationsp 

that isq studying the dynamic energy analysis of power 

programmes. 

"he main conclusions of the report were that, at the moment, T 

burner reactor power systems use less energy than conventional 

fossil fuel-fired power systemsp that the amount of uranium 
0 

available from resources for such. nuolear systems ultimately 

depends on the total fuel efficiency. which is a function of 

uranium ore grýdej and, that the rate of growth of power 

station construction programmes can significantly alter the 

net power production or consumption of the entire system. The 

report and its conclusions were later summarised in "The ins 

and outs of nuclear powe2! '(Chapmang-1974) and "Energy analysis 

of nuclear power stations" (Chapman, 1975). 

Following this original reportt its calculations and subsequent 

results were checked, using the same data, in "Dynamic energy 

analysis and nuclear power", (Pricel, 1974) and "Nuclear aspects 

of energy accounting" (Hill and Wa. Ifordp 1975a). Additionally 
-1 1ý"ý",, -ý-,,, ,, ", - -,. - -'I ýI -- . 1ý 11 1ýI.. 
the analysis has been re-worked by other researchers using 
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different data. Similar results to those of the original study 

were obtained by Creagan (1974) in the Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation report "Net output of energy from nuclear souroes'll 

by Charpentier (1975) in "Toward a better understanding of 

energy consumption" and by Stohl in a verbal report to an 

international workshop on energy analysis and economics (IFIAS, 

1975). 'The only significant differences in resi4ta appear to 

have been discovered by Davies and the staff of the Bechtel 

Corporation whose initial claims, reported in "A nuclear plant 

pays back its energy investment in 2-3 months's (Nucleonics 

Weekly, 1975), were based ons, as yets, unpublished information. 

Other reports which have attempted detailed analysis include 

"Net energy from nuclear reactors" (von Hippelt Fels and 

Krugmann, 1975). "Net energy from nuclear power" (Institute 

for Energy Analysis, 1975)9 "The enerry budget of nuclear 

power" (Sorensen and Linderstrdm-Langg 1975), "Energie-analyse 

van de totale kernenergie cyclus gebaseerd op licht water 

reactoren" (Kistemakerg 1975) and "Der Energieaufwand fur 

den Bau und Betrieb von Kernkraftwerken" (Kolbt Niehausq 

St. Rath-Nagel and Vossq 1975). 

A number of studies have investigated the effect on fuel 

supply of various general and specific nuclear power 

programmes, Extension of the original analysis was provided 

by Price (1974) and a re-appraisal of conclusions# in the light 

of realistic rates of growth, has been presented by Leach 

(1974) in "Nucleax energy balances in a world with ceilings". 

General principles and results were re-examined in relation to 

fossil fuel savings by Wright and Syrett (1975) in "Energy 

analysis of nuclear power". The consequences of, building a 

power system based on different types of plant have been 
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studied by Hill and Walford (1975b) in the report "Energy 

analysis of a power generating system" which was based on data 

presented in "Energy cost of inputs to nuclear power" (Walford, 

Atherton and Hillp'1976). The fuel supply aspects of actual 

national power programmes have also been assessed by various 

reports which include "An input-output study of projections for 

nuclear power growth" (Marriamg 1974)t "Energy requirements for 

a nuclear power programme" (Crouch and Meng 1975) and "Sixth 

Report: Nuclear power and the environment" (Royal Commission 

on Environmental Pollutiont 1976). 

A few other studies have examined other features of nuclear 

power systems with energy analysis. Taylor and Walford (1974) 

in the Programmes Analysis Unit report "Uranium from seawater: 

an energy cost study" deduced the energy requirement, of 

producing uranium concentrate from seawater and assessed the 

implications of using such material in burner reactors. Both 

tidal flow and pumped schemes involving low rates of return on 

capital were considered and subsequent results agree with the 

estimates of this study (see appendix E). The effect on 

uranium resource availability of the ore grade constraints 

evaluated by energy analysis has been indicated by Chapman 

(1976a) in "Are the energy resources. guaranteed by nuclear 

power? ". In additiong the basic principles of estimating the 

effect of uranium ore grade on the costs of nuclear power have 

been outlined in "The all-electric dream" (Chapman, 1976b). 
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10.3 Suggestions for further work 

Energy analysis has been used in this study to assess the 

effect of fuel conservation schemes in burner reactor power 

systems. The role of fundamental factors which impose physical 

and economic restrictions on the type and amount of uranium 

available for such systems has also been investigated, From 

the results obtained it appears that energy analysiý is a 

particularly useful technique for studying various aspects of 

the production of fuel from energy resources and obviously such 

methods can be applied to other fuel supply systems as well as 

the current nuclear powerIndustry. Consequently this sort of 

analysis should aid energy resource assessmentp help in the 

appraisal of new resource extraction processes and provide 

important information for the formulation of fuel policy. 

Specific results of this study indicate that fuel resources for 

burner reactors are seriously limited in relation to the 

expected growth in uranium demand and current estimates of 

uranium resources. This implies that more efficient methods of 

using uranium other than burner reactorst which* at best, are 

only capable of consuming 0-71Y6 of the total massl are required 

if substantial amounts of. electricity are to be generated by 

nuclear fission up tog and duringg the next century. Better 

uranium utilisation can be achieved by new reactors such as the 

breeder and converter designs. In principle the breeder 

reactor uses uranium much more effectively since it can create 

fissile plutonium from non-fissile U-238, which accounts for 

99.281/o of the total mass of natural uranium. In contrast, the 

converter reactor conserves uranium by producing fissile U-233 

from non-fiSsile thorium. 
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It has been sug-, ested that both these designs will eventually 

provide cheap and abundant energy in the future. Although no 

analysis has been performed on the thorium-fuelled converter 

reactort some initial results have been obtained for the 

uranium-based fast breeder reactor. Basic estimates indicate 

that the ultimate physical ore grade limit for the type of 

breeder likely to be used in future power systems, that i8q a 

reactor with a mixed natural uranium and plutonium dioxide core 

surrounded by a natural uranium OblanketIq is about 300 ppb 

U30.9 The economic ore grade limit would be approximately 

I ppm U308 which implies a resource base of roughly 3x 10 11 

to=es U308. Such a vast amount of uranium could support the 

expected growth in world fuel demand for many centuriesq 

assuming technical and environmental aspects of the breeder 

fuel cycle could be solved. Howeverg there are a number of 

important restrictions on the use of breeder reactorst. such as 

projected costs, fuel availability and system growth ratesp 

which further energy analysis can identify and quantify. 

obviously more detailed study of uranium-fuelled breeder and 

thorium-fuelled converter reactor power systems is required to 

examine the physical implications of future development of the 

nuclear power industry. Howeverv the fundamental reasoning 

behind energy analysis is not simply confined to the evaluation 

of fuel use and its consequences. Although there are few raw 

materials that are as ubiquitously used and as irreplaceable as 

fuels, the generalised principles of energy analysis could also 

be applied to other items consumed by industrialised society. 

For exampleg the use of copper in machineryg plant and 

equipment which extractv refine and manufacture this important 

metal from natural sources could be investigated to deduce 
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fundamental constraints on economically recoverable copper 

resources. The resources of various inputs could be assessed 

independently, or even jointly, in this manner and eventually 

it may be possible to describe certain aspects of the operation 

of economic systems entirely in physical terms. The value of 

such detailed information for understanding the relationship 

between industrial activity and resources could prove to be 

considerable. 
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Appendix A: Drilling and blasting 

Rock boring, or drillingg and the fragmentation of rock 

with explosivesq or blasting, are fundamental operations 

in conventional mining, tunnelling and quarrying. Diiiiing 

can also be used separately in exploration to sample the 

ground for ore deposits. Since numerous techniques can be 

used in both exploration and rock breaking activities, the 

energy requirements of each can vary widely. Drill speedg 

hole diameter and lengthq bit configurationg equipment 

design and mechanica. 1 action can all affect the direct and 

indirect energy inputs to drilling. Energy inputs to 

blasting can be influenced by the, type of explosive and 

blast pattern used. Moreover, theýenergy requirements of 

both operations also depend on factors such as ground 

hardness9 rock composition and fragmentation 

characteristics.. 

. 
1hergy requirements of exploratory drilling and mine 

drilling and blasting were obtained from the widespread 

information available from research literaturel', industrial 

reports, mining articlest eto. Some direct energy 

requirement results for drilling, which were estimated 

from the fuel consumption data-of'different machines 

operating under various conditionst, are illustrated, in 

figure A, 1., '-An extensive range of data was used to, 

formulate-this figure (eg.. Daýe, '1960b' ;,, Misratý1960; 

Eagineering and 1-Uning Journal 1966; Sinclair, -, 1969; ', 

Chitwoodg''1971; Mining Magazinef* 1971a; Levettus and- 

Cagnionde, . 1974; Minifig Magazine, 1975c, - 1975dt 1976). - 
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Indirect energy inputs due to the use of drill bits9 spare 

parts and other items were deduced by combining basic 

operating data (eg. Deweyp 1961; Sinclair, 1969; Chitwood, 

1971; Levettus and Cagnionde, 1974; lUning Magazine, 19749 

19750,1975e) with specific results from the data base 

(see chapter 3) which are summarised in table A. 1. 

A typical range of gross energy requirements for most 

kinds of rock drilling was evaluated with this information 

and results for exploratory drilling in particular are 

shown in table A. 2. 

The contribution of drilling to the gross energy 

requirement of breaking a unit mass of rock was deduced by 

multiplying drilling g. e. r. results, given in terms of 

energy per unit length of hole drilledt by estimates of 

the drill penetration rateg or total combined length of 

holes drilled prior to blasting each unit of rock. 

Typical rates for various mines with widely differing 

ground conditions were obtained from mining literature 

(eg. Barrett et all 1958; Darep 1959ag 1959bj 1960a, 1960b; 

Dare and Lindstromq 1960; YcCutcheon and Putterert 1960; 

Pearseq 1961; Everettt 1962; Olsson, 1964; Mining Magazine, 

1975bo 1975f) and values are illustrated in figure A. 2. 

The effect of blasting operations on the total energy 

input to rock breaking was found. by analysing the 

production and use of explosives. The energy requirements 

of explosives and ancillary items were obtained from the 

data base and results, are shown in table A-3. The 

variation of explosivd consumption with, rock fragmentation 

size presented in figure A-3 was deduced from numerous 
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sources of data (eg. Barrett et all 1958; Darep 1959ar 

1959b, 1960at 1960b; Dare and Lindstrom, 1960; McCutcheon 

and Puttererg 1960; Pearseq 1961; Everettq 1962; Olssong 

1964; Hurstp Crouseq Brown and Ross, 1966; Mining Magazinep 

1975ag 1975bg 19750- 

The gross energy requirements of rock breaking under 

various conditions were calculated from the above results 

and the subsequent range of valuesq which reflect 

differences in many fundamental factorst is illustrated in 

table A-4 and A-5. Table A-4 shows the minimum and 

maximum estimates for underground small-bore percussion 

drilling and blasting. Table A-5 indicates a similar 

variation for surface medium-bore drilling and blasting. 
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Table A. 1 : Energy int! nsities of drillinE equipment,. (based on data from 

Casperg Chapman and Ibrtimer, 1974) 

Item Energy intensity (MJI$ s 1965-75) 

electrical thermal 

Underground drills and Jumbos : 

Surface drill rigs : 

Bitsp shankgv rods and extras : 

3 57 :L 18 

3 66 + 24 

3 65 :t 26 
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Table A. 2 Energy requirements 6f exploratory drilling. 

Input Enerjrjr requirement (MJ[tl/m) 

minimum maximum 

Fuel o. 6 1000 

Drill bits and extras 1 24.0 130 

Drill rig and other equipment 0-4 45 

Maintenance 25 

TOTAL 25-0 1200 
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Figure A. 2 : Variation of the drilling required for blasting 

with rock frarientation size. 
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Table A. 3 : Energy requirements of explosives. (based mainly on data 

from Casper et al, 1974) 

Item Units Energy requirement (W) 

electrical thermal 

Safety fuse metre 3.2 + 0.8 

Electric detonators each - 12.5 3-5 

Blasting powder kg, 1 83.0 19.0 

Blasting caps each - 3.5 1.5 

Ammonium nitrate kg. - 26.0 + 6.0 

Fuel oil kg. - 49.0 

litre - 46.0 

Gelatinous high explosive kg. 1 60.0 + 11.0 

Non-gelatinous high explosive : kg. 53.0 ± 17.0 

for AN-FO (Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil), a common mining explosive 

consisting of different proportions of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil. 
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Figure A-3 : Variation of the rate of use ofexplosives for 
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Table A. 4 : Mergy requirements of underground drillinC, and blasting. 

Item Energy 

minimum 

requirement (MJ/te) 

maximum 

Fuel 0.5 (e) 37.0 (e) 

Drill bits and extras 2.0 (t) 107.0 (t) 

Drill rJg and equipment 5.0 M 18.0 (t) 

acplosives : 15.0 (t) 107.0 (t) 

Detonators and extras 6.0 (t) 23.0 (t) 

TOTAL = 0.5 (e) + 28.0 (t) 37-0 (e) + 255.0 (t) 
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Table A. 5 : EnertZr requiremen s of surface drilling and blasting. 

Item Energy requirement (MJ/te) 

minimum maximum 

Fuel 0.1 (e) 1.0 (e) 

Drill bits and extras 0.3 (t) 9.1 (t) 

Drill rig and equipment 1.0 (t) 8.9 (t) 

Drill maintenance 0.5 (t) 2.0 (t) 

Explosives 3.2 (t) 20,0 (t) 

TOTAL 0.1 (e) 4.0 (e) + 40-0 (t) 
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Appendix B: Other mining activities 

Following drilling and blastingg broken ore and other 

material is extracted from the deposit and moved from the 

workface to storaCe areas and waste dumps. Excavation 

and haulage consiLmes significant amounts of fuel in the 

minep although additionalp ancillary operations can also 

require large energy inputs. These other activities 

include mine services such as ventilationp heating and 

cooling, water drainage, etc., and the subsequent 

transportation of ore from the mine to the next stage in 

the nuclear fuel cycle, the ore processing plantg or mill. 

The total amount of energy used in all these operations 

was estimated by combining the results of the data base 

(see chapter 3) with information from reports describing a 

number of uranium mines (Barrett et a19 1958; Dare, 1959at 

1959b; Douglas, 1959; Soulej 1959; Dare, 1960ap 1960b; 

Dare and Lindstrom, 1960; McCutcheon and Futtererg 1960; 

Nelson, 1960; Pearse, 1961; Everett, 1962; Olssont 1964, 

Hurst, Crouseq Brown and Rossp 1966; Bieniewskig Persse 

and Brauchp 1971). 

As with drilling and blastingg various basic factors such 

as ground conditions, type of mining, design and operation 

of equipment, etc., affect the energy input to these 

activities. This is reflected in the variation of the 

fuel consumption of different machines operating under 

various conditions in open-pit mines shown in figure B. 1. 

The indirect 'capital' energy input of excavation and 

haulage equipment was-deduced'from the results of the data 

base and information about the working life of machinery. 
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The ---ross energy requirements of typical mining equipment 0 

produced in the UK are illustrated in table B. 1. 

Estimates of the total amount of material handled by such 

I equipment and subsequent indirect enerGy inputs were 

calculated assuming typical operating lives from 104 to 

105 hours. 

To evaluate the total energy input of these operations it 

is also necessary to investigate the consumption of other 

items such as lubricating oil, tyipes and spare parts. An 

example of the effect of all such items on the total 

amount of energy required to excavate one cubic metre of 

earth with typical open-pit mining machinery is shown in 

fi, gvre B. 2. 

The direct and indirect energy requirements of 

miscellaneous activities are obviously influenced by such 

factors as the type'of nining, working conditionsq climate, 
I 

etc., which can vary widely. A num1ber of different mines 

were analysed to assess the extent of this variation and 

the results axe exemplified by table B. 2 which indicates 

the energy inputs to two particular uranium mines. 

The energy input of transporting, ore from mine to mill was 

deduced from transportation C, e. r. resultsp information 

about the distance travelled and estimates of, the 

operational load factor, ' The g, e. r. of transportation 

depends on the type of vehicle used and figure B-3 

illustrates the range of values available for typical 
I 

freight operations. The figure shows the variation of 

C, e, r. 's with system capacity which indicates the rate 
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that freirht can be handled. The distance between mine 

and mill is. obviously determined by location and, the 

current range for all the plants investigated was found to 

be from as little as 0.8 km to as much as 240 km. The 

actual amount of travelling involved in transportation 

was calculated by multiplying the mine-mill distance by 

the load factorg which is a measure of the freight 

capacity utilised. Since most freight vehicles travel to 

the mill full and return to the mine empty, the averaZe 

load factor was assumed to be 0.5. 

C, 
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Figure B. 1 : Direct energy requirements of typical medium-sized 

open-pit excavation machinery. 
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Table B. 1 : Gross energy requirements of mining equipment. (based on 

data from Casper, Chapman and Mortimer, 1974) 

Item Gross energy requirement (10 6 
Mj(tj) 

1-6 m3 excavators : 

2-8 m3 loading shovels 

2-8 m3 power shovels : 

150 - 450 kW crawler tractors : 

150 450 kW bulldozers 

10 20 m3 motor graders 

300 800 te/hr conveyor belts 

10 15 m 
3. 

pit trucks 

1.6 + 0.20 

1.4 ± 0.20 

1.4 + 0.70 

1.4 + 0.20 

0.2 + 0.05 

0.7 t 0.10 

ol +0- 70, 

1.3 :L0.50 
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Figure B. 2 : Energy inputs to a typical motor-scraping 

excavation operation. 
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Table B. 2 : Enerry inputs to an underground and an open: ý2it uranium 

mine. 

Item Energy input (NJ/te material) 

Canadian underground U. S. open-pit mine 
mine 

Drilling fuel : 17 (e) 

Excavation fuel 29 (e) 

Water pumping fuel 2 (e) 

Ventilation fuel : 16 (e) 

Heating fuel : 31 (t) 

Stockpiling fuel : - 

Explosives : 1 (e) + 79 (t) 

Plant and equipment 5 (e) + 100 (t) 

TOTAL 70 (e) + 210 (t) 

0.5 (e) 

8-5 (e) 

5-0 (e) 

6.0 (e) 

6.0 (t) 

4.0 (t) 

20,0 (e) + 10.0 (t) 
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Figure B-3 : Estimated variation of the g. e. r. of freight 

transport with system capacity. 
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Appendix C: Conventional treatment of urailium ores 

The aim of this appendix is to describe the analysis of all 

common processes used to treat uranium ores. Specific 

details of processes involved in the production of 

uranium concentrates from natural materials are basically 

determined by the particular characteristics of the initial 

source of uranium in question. Consequently numerous 

methods which are currently in use or under development 

were investigated. 

Many types of ore can be treated by conventional processing 

techniques and, for the purpose of analysis, these ores are 

divided into two distinct classes; orthodox and unorthodox. 

Orthodox ores are currently the most important sources of 

uranium, whilst unorthodox ores constitute potential sources 

for the future. There are two general categories of 

orthodox ore; acidic and alkaline. 
- 

Acidic ores contain 

iron sulphide, FeS 9. and other pyritic minerals. Such ores 2 

include most of the commonly-mined_uranium minerals as well 

as uranium-bearing granite, monazite sand and auriferous 

ores. Alkaline ores contain calcium carbonate, CaCO t and 3 

other acid-consuming materials. These ores are generally 

considered less important than acidic ores at present, 

although some large deposits are worked quite successfully. 

Unorthodox ores consist of all. the-remaining primary ore 

types which are presently mined on a small scale or are 

expected to be used more widely, in, the future. These ores 

include carboniferous minerals such as low-grade 

uranium-bearing coals; li6-nites and bituminous shales as 

well as uraniferous leached-zone. phosphate clays. 
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The conventional treatment of all these sources of uranium 

is basically similax. Ore from the mine is first crushed 

and ground to reduce the size of the material and expose 

uranium-bearing particles. Milled ore is then treated 

with appropriate leach reagents which dissolve uranium and 

the resulting mixture is thickened and filtered to produce 

a solid-free liquid. This is purified by various methods 

and an uranium-rich concentratet often called wet calce, is 

obtained by adding suitable precipitating agents. This 

intermediate product is then dried to form a finished 

materialp known as yellow cake. 

Actual details of the processes, chemicals, equipmentp 

etc., used depend on the particular type of ore under 

treatment. There are five important. methods available for 

the treatment of acidic ores and these are the dilute-acid 

leach process, the strong-acid leach processq, the 

sulphidic oxidation process, the microbiological leach 

process and-the acid cure process. 

rocess is a traditional technique The dilute-acid leach p 

which is currently used in most uranium mills. This 

method involves the milling of ore with water to a fine 

sizeg, leaching with relatively dilute sulphuric acid, 

purifying the leach liquor with ion-exchange resins or 

solvent extraction chemicals, and precipitating uranium 

concentrate with ammoniap, magnesium oxidet-ammonia and 

calcium hydroxide, or calcium oxide and, sodium hydroxide 

(Pinkneyq 1956;. Stuarti-1957;. ClegG and Foley, 1958; 

Pirýlmey and Westwood; 1961;, Everettg 1962;, Mattson, 1967;, 

YoungberSp 1973; U. S.,. Bureau of Mines, 1975) 
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The strong-acid leach process developed by the United 

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) consists of dry, 

coarse grinding and leaching with relatively concentrated 

sulphuric acid followed by treatment similar to the 

previously described dilute-acid process. Using this 

method, fuel consumptiong wear and capital spending are 

reduced in the grinding section as well as savings in 

acid requirements and leaching times (Smith and Garrett, 

1972; Lendrum, 1974; Engineering Xining Journal; 1975; 

Iammartino, 1975). 

The sulphidic oxidation process avoids the need for 

conventional chemical leach reagents by utilising the 

presence of sulphide minerals in acidic ores. Using air 

under high pressure and continuous agitationt iron pyritesq 

FeS 21 contained in the finely ground oret is oxidised to 

ferric sulphate, Fe 2(SO4 
) 
3' which actsýas a substitute for 

sulphuric acid (Dasherg 1972; Smith and Garrettq 1972). ' 

Apart from reagent savingsv it is also claimed that 

reductions in fuel consumption can be achieved with this 

method. 

The microbiological leach process is a variation on the 

above technique. Oxidation of iron pyrites by bacteria 

suchas-Thiobacillus ferroxidans is used to leach the ore 

(IqcCreedy, Harrison and Gow, -1969; Cow et al, 1970; 

Bruynesteyn and Duncan,, 1971). Although reagent 

consumption can be reduced by-this method, ' further 

development work is still required to eliminate'ý 

disadvantages such'aýs leaching-times which axe generally 

five times'lonGer than those of the dilute-acid brocess. " 
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The acid cure process developed by Oak Ridge National 

Laboratories (ORNL) is an improved version of current 

methods and is intended for use in treating hard, low 

grade material such as granite (Hurstq Crouse, Brown and 

Ross, 1966). In this process ore is dry crushed into 

very coarse lumps which are cured in sulphuric acid. 

Leach liquor is washed from the ore and treated in a 

similar fashion to leach liquor from the dilute-acid leach 

process. Although this process can reduce milling 

requirements, the relatively low uranium recovery rate of 

about 66% can be a siGnificant disadvantage. 

Since acidic ores are the main traditional sources of 

uranium, acid leach processesq of one sort or anotherp 

have been used extensively throughout the nuclear fuel 

industry. Initially such processes were also used to 

treat alkaline ores (Commonwealth Yining and Metallurgical, 

Congresst 1957; Cleg, 3 and Foley, 1958). However, calcium 

carbonate and similar compounds contained in these ores 

neutralise the leaching acid and this causes excessively 

high sulphuric acid consumption. Hence new techniques 

based on alkali leach reagents were developed, in 

particular the sodium carbonate leach process and the 

ammonium carbonate leach process., 

With both these methods the ore is finely milled with 

water prior to leaching. In the sodium carbonate process, 

sodium hydroxide is used to produce a mixture of sodium 

carbonate and bicarbonate which leaches uranium fro-, n the 

ore. Trhe resulting fiquor is thickened and uranium is 

recovered by adding excess sodium hydroxide (Butler, 1951; 
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Fomardq Halpern and Peters, 1953; Iiuttl, 1954; Hannay, 

1956; Clegg and Foleyq 1958; U. S. Dureau of Mines, 1975). 

The ammonium carbonate pressure leach process was 

developed for alkaline ores containing a high proportion 

of silica which would react with sodium carbonate. High 

reagent consumption is avoided by leaching such ore with 

aniionium carbonate solution under pressure to prevent the 

decomposition of soluble uranium salts. After thickeninS 

and filtration uranium is precipitated by simply heating 

the leach liquor with steam (LanEstont Flacdonald and 

Stephens, Jr-, 1957; Clegg and Foley, 1958). 

In addition to acidic and alkaline oresq uranium can occur 

in minerals containing materials that can interfere with, 

or obviate the need for, certain operations in theabove 

processes. Consequently, although processes for the 

treatment of orthodox ores have some aspects in common 

with previous methods, important' " differences doexist 

which depend on the specific characteristics of the ore in 

question. Three general classes of unorthodox ore are 

considered here; lignite, bituminous shale and leached-zone 

phosphate clay, 

The first step in producing uranium from uraniferous 

lignites involves roasting this low grade fossil fuel to 

obtain a heavy metal-rich residue ash. Crushing and 

grinding can sometimes, be, avoided or reduced andp since 

the following uranium recovery-is'based, 6n the'treatment 

of ash in'particul'ar, -wastes from furnaces burning 

uranium-rich'-coal-and oil"can itlso be Processed. After 
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the ash has been slurried with water it is treated like 

an acidic ore with techniques similar to the dilute 

sulphuric acid leach process (Clegg and Foley, 1958; 

Mitchell, 1965). 

Bituminous shales generally contain less carbonaceous 

material than lignites and consequently they are not 

usually burned to ash, as in the above process, prior to 

treatment. Oil can be extracted from the shale by 

retorting but unless conditions are carefully controlled 

the leachability of uranium from the resulting residue can 

be severely impaired. Hence processes have been developed 

primarily to recover uranium rather than oil from such 

shales and these incorporate techniques similar to those 

used in the processing of acidic ores (Swerke, 1955; Clegg 

and Foleyq 1958; Bieniewski, Persse and Brauchq 1971; 

Andersson and Olssong 1975)-ý 

The final source of uranium considered here is leached-zone 

phosphatic clay which overlies many phosphate rock 

deposits. Although uranium often occurs in association 

with phosphatic materialp such minerals are usually 

regarded as important sources of phosphate fertilizers and 

chemicals rather than uranium ores. Hence uranium is 

generally recovered as a by-product'from the phosphoric 

acid processing of phosphate rocks (see appendix 1)). 

Uranium could be produced as a main product from material 

which contains only small amounts of phosphate such as 

leached-zone phosphatic clay. Three processes have been 

developed to treat this material. In the first two 

methods, the ore is dry ground and calcinedp or simply wet 
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groundo then the uranium is digested with sulphuric acid 

and reprecipitated with a mixture of sulphuric acid and 

hydrofluoric acid. Quite pure uranium tetrafluorideq UF 4' 

or gTeen salt, is obtained by these methods. The third 

technique involves dry grinding followed by calcinationg 

nitric acid digestion and ammonia precipitation to produce 

ammonium diuranate (Clegg and Foley, 1958; Bieniewski et 

al, 1971). 

All the processes described above are being used or could 

be used on a commercial scale to extract uranium from 

quite co=on ores. Consequently all were investigated to 

deterraine the energy requirements of the conventional 

processing of uranium ore. A nirnber'of new methods were 

not examined in detail either because they have limited 

use or because little information is available about them. 

One particular process that has recently received much 

attention but was not included, in this analysis consists 

of standard acid leaching followed by chlorination, . 

electrolysis and hydrofluorination to produce'uranium 

tetrafluoride (Bodul 1971; lammartino, 1975). Despite 

eliminating several steps in the fuel cycle there are 

indications that this technique may be restricted to only 

certain types of ore. 

Energy analysis of ore processing involved examining 

research papers, plant operating reports and company data. 

Hany individual processes were investigated,, and,, - 

flowchartsp such. as the examples shown in figures C. 1, 

C. 2 and C-39 were used to deduce the total energy input. 

All operations in processinG were studied carefully to 
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assess the full extent of variations in the energy 

requirement. In particular, literature describing 

comminution - crushing and grinding - was examined in 

detail (eg. Lowrisonp 1974)9 since such processes can 

consume substantial amounts of fuel. The effect of ore 

characteristics on reagent consumption (Clegg and Foley, 

1958) was also assessed - see figure C-4 and C-5. 

For the purpose of analysis three particular results 

describing fundamental aspects of ore processing were 

evaluated. These are the energy requirement of producing 

wet uranium concentrate, or 'wet cake1v from oret the 

energy requirement of drying wet cake and the overall, 

uranium recovery efficiency. The energy requirement of 

wet cake production comprises energy inputs to all stages 

from ore crushing and grinding to uranium precipitation. 

The energy requirement of wet cake drying also includes 

the energy used in the handling and packing of, 

concentrates. The overall uranium recovery efficiency 

relates total uranium inputt in the form or orev to final 

output, as dry concentrater or, yellow cake.. - 

Table C, 1 illustrates wet c&e production enerey 

requirements for different conventional processing 

techniques. Differences in ore. characteristics are 

largely responsible for the minimum - maximwa variation 

shown and basic dissimilarities in processing are 

reflected in differences between e. r. values. ' The results 

indicate that the energy required to produce wet cake from 

one tonne of any conventional ore ranges. from about 300 

MJ(t) to 10000 MJ(t), assuming an electricity conversion 

factor of 4 MJ(t) per W(e). 
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The maximum energy requirement of drying wet cake for 

various ore processing methods is shown in table C. 2. In 

certain climates it is possible to dry concentrates using 

solar heating and consequently it is possible to achieve 

a minimum fuel input corresponding to the fuel consumption 

of yellow cake handling and packing. Hence the energy 

required to dry wet cake lies in the range 5 MJ(t) to 

552000 MI(t) per tonne triuranium octoxidet U30 a' 

The relative efficiency of each process investigated here 

is given in table C-3. Although most methods can recover 

a substantial proportion of the uranium available in the 

ore, the acid cure process for granites and the 

leached-zone phosphate clay process are noticeably less 

efficient. Hence the possible extent of recovery rates is 

from 0.42 and 0.98. 
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Figure C. 2 : Processing with solvent extraction recovery for 

a soft, alkaline ore. 
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Figure C-3 : Processing with ion-exchange and Resin--ýIn-pulp 

recovery for a very hard, alkaline ore. 
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Figure C-4 Effect of ore alkalinity on acid leach reagent 

consumption. 
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Figure C-5 Effect of ore acidity on alkali leach reagent 

consumption. 
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Table C. 1 : EnerKy requirements for the production of wet cake from ore. 

Process route Energy requirement (MJ/te ore) 

minimum maximum 

Dilute acid leach : 50 (e) + 250 W 295 (e) + 3040 W 

Strong acid leach : 6o (e) + 225 (t) 285 (e) + 2160 (t) 

Sulphidic oxidation 85 (e) + 240 (t) 350 (e) + 1520 (t) 

Microbiological leach 510 (e) + 195 (t) 1610 (e) + 3650 W 

Acid cure s 35 (e) + 130 (t) 70 (e) + '865 W 

Sodium carbonate leach 100 (e) + 835 W 395 (e) + 1220 (t) 

Ammonium carbonate leach 135 (e) + 1200 (t) 325 (e) + 1470 (t) 

Lignite treatment 45 (e) + 150 W 120 , (e) + 5530 (t) 

Bituminous shale treatment 40 (e) + 530 W 95 (e) + 1900 (t) 

Phosphate clay treatment 135 (e) + 980 (t) 165 (e) + 2300 (t) 
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Table C. 2 : Maximum energy requirements for the drying of wet cake. 

Route Energy requirement (MJ[tl/te U30 8) 

Acidic ore processing : 188000 

Alkaline ore processing : 196000 

Lignite proceS31ng : 192000 

Bitiminous shale processing 225000 

Phosphate clay processing : 552000 
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Table C-3 : Uranium recovery efficiencies. 

]Process route Recovery factor 

Dilute acid leach : 

Strong acid leach : 

Sulphidic oxidation 

lelicrobiological leach 

Acid cure 

Sodium carbonate leach 

Ammonium carbonate leach 

Lignite treatment 

Bituminous shale treatment 

Phosphate clay treatment 

0.85 - 0.95 

0-94 - 0.96 

0.95 

0.90'', 

0.66 

0.80 - 0.93 

0.98 

0.88 

0.70 0-80 

0.42 
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Appendix D: Unconventional treatment of uranium ores, 

In addition to the common techniques of ore processing 

discussed in appendix C9 a number of unconventional methods 

for the production of uranium from orthodox and unorthodox 

ores were also investigated. These included a technique 

for the recovery of uranium from deposits which avoids the 

usual mining and milling operationst a method for treating 

uranium-bearing phosphoric acid and a process for 

extracting uranium from the leach solution of copper 

processing mills. All three techniques are described in 

this appendix and the enerMr requirements of each are 

evaluated. 

The process which enables uranium to be extracted from the 

ground and separated from gangue without conventional 

mining and milling is known as 'in situ' leaching. This 

involves drilling a number of feed wells'into the deposit 

through which a reagent such as sulphuric acid is pumped. 

Uranium is leached fron the ore and pregnant liquor 

containing between 50 and 100 parts per'million (ppm) is 

recovered from suitably placed production wells. Common 

methods of thickeningo, clarification and precipitation are 

then used to obtain yellow calce (Miýing lhgazine, ', 1971b). 

Although the technique of in situ leaching is still under 

developmentlit is claimed to have a number of advantages 

over conventional mining and processing such as short lead 

times, low capital costp reduced labour requirements andý. 

negligible waste dispolsal'charges (Yarrsp 1970). However, 

serious problems curiýently restrict the application of 

this method. With present technology in situ leAching can 

only be used on ore'deposits which are highly-por'ous and 
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yet hydrologically confined. Very little ore can be 

leached from compact deposits containing few fractures 

whilst, too much reagent can be lost from deposits surrounded 

by very permeable strata. Even with reasonable geological 

conditions the amount of uranium that can be extracted 

from the deposit can be low and current recovery rates are 

about 20/16. The most common use of this method is 'heap 

leaching' which involves recovering uranium from the 

low-grade waste or tailings of conventional mills. Such 

techniques accounted for approximately 1% of US uranium 

concentrate production in 1971 (U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, 1972). 

As regards energy analysis, in situ leaching can be divided 

into three distinct operations; drilling feed and production 

wells, pumping leach reagent through the system and 

treating pregnant liquor to obtain uranium concentrate. ý To 

deduce the ranGe of energy inputsloperations under both'the 

best and worst conditions were investigated. For the best 

conditions it was assumed that the ore and surrounding' 

overburden was relatively soft and friable which. results 

in low drilling energy requirements, the well life. was 

long -6 months is the longest experienced -and the leach 

reagent consisted -of used or lbarren'l. solution frora a 

neighbouring mill. The worst conditions were characterised 

by hard, compact rock giving high drilling energy 

requirements, low well life due, to silting of about 1 month, 

and the use of fresh leach reagent that is easily lost 

through bad drainage. 

Minimum and maximum values for the total energy input to 

, in situ leaching were evaluated using these basic 
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assumptions. Results are shown in table D. 1 which also 

illustrates the range of g. e. r. 's for producing yellow 

cake from ore with conventional mining and traditional 

acid leach processing (see appendix C). Comparison shows 

that, on averagel in situ leaching consumes almost 5C% 

less energy than c urr ent methods. 

Ores other than those described in appendix C have been 

consideredg at one time or another, as significant sources 

of uranium and consequently processes have been designed 

and developed for their treatment. In particulart 

techniques for the recovery of uranium from certain types 

of phosphate minerals and copper ores are discussed here. 

Although the ore grades 'Of uraniferous phosphate rockt 

around 0.01 to 0.02yo U3 089 is generally much 11 ower than, 

current commercial levels, resources of such material 

appear to be quite substantial. US phosphate depositsp 

6 
for example, amount to roughly 2x 10 tonnes U0 which 38 

accounts for 20/16 of the current world uranium resources of 

ore with grades higher than 50 ppm U30. ýsee, appendix F). 

Uranium-bearing copper ores could offer similar'amounts' 
6 

of uranium with a possible world resource base of 2x 10 

tonnes U0 and a US suPP'lY of 3x 104 tonn'es U01"I 3838 
(Bieniewski, Persse and Brauchv, 1971, ). Such ores, 

'however, 
are very low grade, averaging 25 PPm U30 8' and resources are 

insignificant compared to similar grade material amounting 

to 3x 109 tonnes U0 38 

Uraniferous phosphate rocks, and copper ores are secondary 

sources of uranium. These minerals are primarily treated- 

for the recovery of phosphates and coppert respectively, 

and uraniwn is usually produced afterwards as a by-product.. 
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Table D. 1 : Enera requirements for the production of uranium from 

various sources by different methods (G = ore grade in 

YO U3 08). 

Route Energy requirement 

electrical 

(MJ/te U3 08) 
thermal 

Conventional mining and 

dilute acid leach treatment 

of orthodox ores - minimum (5400) tý (26500 t 5) 
G ' '' G 

- maximum,: (370000 + 390) + (550000'+ 190000) 
G G 

In situ leaching of orthodox 

ores minimum (MO-0) (6700 5) 
G G 

maximum (21500 + 390) +_ (830000'+'200000) 
G G 

Wet-process phosphoric acid 

treatment minimum (55000 + 120000) 
G G 

maximum (3500 + 820) + (111000 + 130000) 
G G 

Copper leach solution treatment, 

minimum (. U, jo (2604 47600) 
GI G 

maximum (800 + 580) + (800 + 74000) 
G 
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Consequently methods designed to extract uranium from these 

ores are largely dependent on initial processing techniques. 

A number of processes have been developed for the recovery 

of uraniwi during the production of phosphate chemicals 

(Clegg and Foleyt 1958; Bieniewski et 4.1971; Chemical 

Eng One apparently successful method is 
., 
ineeringg 1975). 

the wet-process phosphoric acid, process. Freshly-produced 

phosphoric acid contains approximately 100 ppm U0 and 38, 

uranium is extracted from this cooled acid by an absorbing 

reagent, such as alkyl pyrophosphate esterg dissolved in 

an immiscible organic solutiong tipically, kerosine., The 

uranium is recovered by adding dilute hydrofluoric acid to 
I 

precipitate uranium tetrafluoridep UP This 'green salt' 4 
has a high moisture contentand it must be treated by 

centrifuges and dryers to produce a final product which 

contains 50% equivalent U3 08. 

The energy required by this process was deduced, by 

investigating flowchart operating data (Bieniewski et alt 

ause there is much less 1971). Uranium isa, by- roduct bec - 

of this material than phosphate in the ore. Thereforeq 

only operations directly contributing to. the're, covery of 

uranium were included in the energy analysis. Since 

mining, comminution and phosphate, leaching operations are 

onlyassociated with phosphoric, acid productiong' subsequent. ' 

costs and energy inputs are avoided by the by-product 

treatment. This results in lower energy requirementsg-as 

indicated in table D. 11, compared with those of conventional 
, 

processing of orthodox ores. 

Although this method of producing uranium appears to be 

competitiveg in financial and energy terms, with more 
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common techniquesp. it has a number of important,, 

disadvantages that are expected, to restrict its wide-scale 

use. At the momentp the wet-process method is only one of 

many techniques used to treat phosphate minerals, In the 

USA wet-process phosphoric acid production only 

accounted for 25% of total phosphate manufacture during 

the period 1965 to 1968 (Bieniewski et a3., 'l971)- Mst of 

the remainder was supplied by the elemental phosphorus 

process or by the electric furnace phosphorus route (U. S. 

Bureau of Minesq 1972).. Since, there, are-currently. no 

techniques for the recovery of uranium'from these- 

processes, their continued use represents a loss of 

potential nuclear fuel resources. 

Even if uranium recovery methodsýcould be, developed for'all 

phosphate processesp, nuclear fuel supply would be 

dependent on the level of phosphate chemicals demand. " Atý'- 

present the world phosphate industry could, ýonly provide 
3 5x 10, tonnes U308 each year,, (von Kienling 1976),, which is 

about a quarter of current nuclear fuel requirements 

(Nuclear Energy. Agency, 1975)9 and there are indications, - 

that uranium demand will, further exceed, the production, of 

uraniferous phosphates in the near future (Emlerg 1976; 

Times, -1976). ýý,. If such minerals were treated as primary 

sources-of uranium, production could-more easily respond 

to nuclear fuel demand. However, in. that case-the financial 

advantages of the process would, be eroded since uranium 

production alone would then incur the full costs of mining, 

milling, etc. 

The copper leach solution process is a method-that has 

been developed'to'recover uranium from cuPriferous'ores' 
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(Bieniewski et al, 1971). Copper can be produced from 

certain ores by leaching followed by precipitation with 

iron and the resulting waste leach liquor has been found 

to contain between 1 and 2 ppm U30, * Uranium can be 

extracted from this solution by passing it over 

anion-exchange resins which selectively absorb uranium. 

These resins are then regenerated with dilute sulphuric 

acid and uranium is subsequently extracted with an organic 

solvent. So-called loaded strip liquor is formed, from 

which ammonium diuranate is recovered by adding ammonia. 

This wet precipitate is then dried with heaters and 

cyclones to obtain a finishedg low moisture content 

concentrate. 

The energy required by this process was deduced from pilot 

plant operating data (Bieniewski et al, 1971) and the 

results are shown in table D. 1. Comparison indicates that 

the copper leach process consumes, on average# only 1% of 

the energy of conventional techniques. Such low fuel 

consumption arises because the recovery process is a 

by-product technique (typical are content is 0.6% copper 

and 25PPm U30. ) and . in common with the wet-process 

phosphoric acid methodo avoids fuel contributions from 

energy-intensive operations such as mining and milling. 

This convention of discounting the costs and inputs of 

the main product process when analysing by-product methods, 

was simply adopted from standard financial accounting 

procedure. 

Although total costs reflect low energy consumption, it 

seems unlikely that the copper leach solution process will 

become a major source of uranium., Ore leaching is only 
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used to provide a small amount of copper - in the USA 

during 1971 just UP/S of copper output was produce4 by this 

method (U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1972) - and uranium recovery 

techniques are not available for the more common flotation, 

concentration and smelting production route. If new 

recovery methods could be developed all the world's copper 

mills could provide about half the current nuclear fuel 

demand. Uranium supply, howeverp would be determined by 

copper demand. Eence, 'ýalthough the copper leach solution 

process may be a relatively cheap way to produce uranium, 

this route is not expected to-contribute significantly to 

nuclear fuel supply and production is unlikely to exceed 

103 tonnes U0 per year in the near future (Bieniewski et 38 

alt 1971). 
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Appendix E: Extraction of uranium from seawater 

Previous appendices have described various processes for 

the production of uranium from land-based sources, 

Proposed methods for the recovery of uranium from seawater 

are considered here and the purpose of the appendix is to 

evaluate the energy required by these-techniques. 

Uranium occurs in seawater in the form of the tricarbonato 

uranyl complex iong UO CO 4- 
at a relatively uniform 233PII-- 

concentration of 3.3 parts per billion or 3.3 ppb U 

(Wilson et al. 1960). Seawater has frequently been 

suggested as an attractive source of uranium since the 

oceans appear to provide an easilya-accessible, vast 

reservoir of this material (eg. Greenfield, 1970; Lewis, 

1972). It has been estimated that the world's oceans 

contain an amount equivalent to almost 5x 10 9 tonnes'U 0 8 
(Haigh,, 1974). This is substantially more than current 

reserves of commercial ores aimounting to approximately 
6 4x 10- 

. 
tonnes,. U 30 8- 

(Nuclear Energy Agency, but 

less, than the estimated resources contained in low-grade 

14 land-based, rocks of 10 t. onnes U 08, (Lewisg, 1972), 
ý3 

The basic problem of obtaining uranium from seawater 

consists of selectively extracting significant amounts of 

uranium from a weak'solution of tricarbonato-uranyl ions 

Ahat'also contains many other dissolved minerals'and' 

elements. Numerous processes have been proposed but'the' 

technique which is currently receiving much attention" 

involves absorptiong followed by re-dissolvingor eluting,, ' 

and recovery of uranium concentrate by precipitation. 

Details of the extraction cycle depend on the type of 

absorber used and numerous'absorbers have already been 
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tested, ranging from cormion lead ore, or galenag to Cj 

cultured green algae (Laskorint Metalnikov and Terentiev, 

1958; Davies et al, 1964; Koyanaka, 1970; Heide, Wagner, 

Paschke and Wald, 1973). Although development work still 

continues, interest-has recently centred around the use of 

titanium hydroxide as a practical absorber, " 

Titanium hydroxide, H TO , hydrous titanium oxide, or 44 
titanic acid, as it is sometimes called, appears to satisfy 

most of the requirements of a commercial absorber. It is 

relatively cheap, capable of large scale manufacture, 

fairly selective, durable and requires inexpensive chemicals 

in the associated extraction cycle (Haij ; h9 1974). The 

method of extraction consists of contacting activated 

titanium hydroxide granules with seawater, possibly for a 

period of up to 4 days to achieveýmaximumýabsorption (von 

Kienlin, 1976). Current -procedure enables 5(y% of the- 

uranium to be extracted'from the seawater (Keeng'1968), 

Absorption is completed when the'absorber is saturatedg or,, ' 

$loaded', and it is'then washedt or eluted, with an eluant 

such as'ammonium carbonate solutione The eluant' 

re-dissolves the uranium and forms a'weak pregnant'liquor, 

Uranium can either be directly precipitated'from this 

liquor by adding excess common salt -a method referred to 

here as the Direct Solvent Extraction (D. S. E. ) process, 

Alternatively, salt consumption can be reduced considerably 

if the pregnant liquor, is pre-concentrated by removing, or 

Istripping', surplus ammonia with steam. This technique is 

called the Steam Stripping (S. S. ) process (Davies et al, 

1964; 'Harrington et al, 1974). 
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Apart from common technical and economic considerations, 

any proposed seawater treatment scheme must satisfy two 

basic requirements to be commercially feasible. The first 

is that the extraction plant must be able to handle large 

amounts of seawaterp since intial uranium concentration is 

so low. To produce even a, modest annual Output Of 500 

tonnes of U30., an extraction scheme would have to achieve 

an average throughput of 5 million litres of seawater per 

second. Consequently the scheme must either, have a large 

collection area to intercept the natural flow of seawater 

or it must incorporate huge high-speed water pumps. 

Whichever method is usedt'a large storage area will also be 

necessary, if absorption periods are longp and hence*all 

schemes are likely to need vast capital investment, "' 

The second requirement of any successful extraction plan is 

that the inflow and outflow of the plant must-not be allowed 

to mix. To'avoid. the re-cycling of treatedg'or, ispent', 

seawater and thus prevent the dilution of untreated seawatert 

ingoing and, outgoing streams must be carefully segregated. 

This could be achieved by a number, of methods, such as using 

the outflow, to feed a desalination plant or, by physically 

separating the two streams with some sort of barrier., 

Although numerous schemes have been put forwardq nolpilot 

or commercial plants, have yet been built. Economic studies 

of some proposals. have already been conducted, howeverg and 

early result's indicated total costs-of $10 to $100 per pound' 

U3 08 (Davies et, alq 1964; Keen, . 1968; Bieniewski, Persse. and, 

Brauch,, 1971). Ybre detailed analysis (Harrington et al, 

1974) has revealed'a minimum cost of $300 per pound U0 38 
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These estimates may be compared with typical prices for 

uranium from conventional ores of between $8 and $30 per 

pound U308 during the early 1970's. 

Energy analysis has also been performed elsewhere on two 

particular extraction designs (Taylor and Walford, 1974) 

and results indicated total energy requirements for yellow 

cake of between 2x 107 and 6x 10 8 MJ(t), per tonne U 08* 3, 
This is somewhat higher than the current energy requirement 

of uraniwa concentrate. 
6 

Mj(t) per tonne U 08* 10 3 

In contrast to other studies, the energy requirements of 

various schemes operating under differine conditions were 

deduced here by formulating, a general equation which 

describes all energy inputs'to the extraction process. 

Using information, on the details of operation and basic 

hydrodynamics, the, following expression was derived; 

E energy input perunit ma sU0 extracted 3 8,7 

from seawater E++ A 1ý3 

where, 

E e. r. of seawater pumping ý(10 
6 

MJ/te U0 A 3 

2 8 70)2ý+ (9, R . 8xH)] xO. 4 +1 X17ýý 
CC C 

6 
E e. r. Of'elution (10 W/te U0 'e 38 B1 

6 
EC=g. e. r. of chemical processing (10 MJ/te U3 08) 

=, (M''x e')+ (m xe 1 C1 2 C2) + (m3x'e 
C3) + (me e Cd 

6 Eý g. e. r. of'plant and equipment-00 W/te U308 

kxe+ (k xe+ (k xe+ (k xe x 1 Di 2 D2 3 
JDD. -4, 

D4 R 
2 
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Vote; 

total. capital cost of the scheme per unit 

collection area (s/m 2: 1965 - 1970) 

R= annual uranium production rate (tonnes U/year) 

K= total capital cost of the scheme ($ : 1965 - 1970) 

v0= average sea current velocity (m/s) 

H= effective pumping head (m)' 

P= fractional coefficient of frict ion of the pipework 

L= average length of pipework per duct (m) 

2 A= total cross-sectional area of ducts m 

eB, = average e. r. of elution'(10 
6 

MJ/te U 08) 3 

m absorber make-up rate . (tonnes/tonne U3 08) 

6 
e g. e. r. of the absorber (10 NJ/tonne) Cl' 

m2 = eluant mak . e-up rate (tonnes/tonne"U 
368 

ant (1 06 W/ton' e=g. e. r. of the el 11 ne) C2 

m= extractant consumption rate (tonnes/. tonne 
3 

eCr g,, e, r,, of the ex 
, 
tractant (10 MJ/to=e) 

steam consumption rate (tonnes/tOnne U0 
ý38 

N6 

eC4= g. e. r. of steam (10. 
_MJ/ton I 

ne) 

k= fraction of. capital cost attributed to civil works 

e D1 = e. i. of civil work construction 1965 1970) 

11 operational lifespan of civil works (years) 

k fraction of capital costs attributed to pumping 2ý 

machinery 

e D2 e. i. pumping'machinery1construction (MJI$ 1'1965 

19 710) 

12 operational lifespan of pumping machinery (years), 

k fraction of capital -costs attributed to chemical 3 
plant 
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e`e. i. of chemical plant construction (14J/$ : 1965 - D3*2 

1970) 1 

13= operational lifespan of chemical plant (years) 

k4= fraction of capital costs attributed to annual 

maintenance 

e D4 = e. i. of maintenance work (mj/$ : 1965 - 1970) 

The form and structure of the above equation enables the 

effect of various important parameters on thatotal energy 

requirement of seawater treatment schemes to be examined 

comprehensively. Although some parameters are obviously 

determined by the particular type of extraction technique 

and seawater handling scheme in uset others can be 

regaxded as independent, Parameters treated as independent 

in this study include the energy. intensities, e D1, to e D4' 

and lifetime estimates, 1 to 1 for capital plant and 1 3' 

equipment. Energy intensities obtained from the data base 

are shown in table E. 1 and lifetime estimates calculated 

from civil engineering data (Wilsont 1965; Overman, 1968) 

are illustrated in table E. 2. 

A number of parameters are determined by the particular 

extraction technique used and results for the, titanium 

"hydroxide absorber cycle are given in tables E. 1 and E. 2. 

Table E. 1 shows 
- 
energy requirementsv eB11 8C1P OC2 fe C3 

and e. The energy requirement of elution, e C4 B, 9 mainly 

consists of the energy input to eluant pumping and was 

deduced from projected operating figures (Harrington et al, 

1974). The g. e. r. 's-of titanium hydroxide absorbert, eC19 

ammonia eluant feedstockg e, common salt extractant, e C21 C3' 

and steamg-e . were obtained from the data base. C4' 
Chemical consumption rates, m to m illustrated in table 14 
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Table E. 1 : Energy requirements and energy intensity estimates for 

inputs to the titanium hydroxide seawater extraction proces_s. 

Parameter Units 

minimum 

Value 

maximum 

eB1 eluant pumping 14JIkg U308 15 (e) 460 (e) 
e. r, 

e Cl .: 
titanium MjAg 2 (e) + 0.41 (t) 16 (e) +7M 
hydroxide e. r. 

e C2 ammonia e. r. mjAg 0.15 (e) + 18 (t). 0.23 (e) + 26 (t) 

e C3 salt e. r. mjAg 0.01 (e) + 0.1 5 (t) 0.01 (e) + 0.47 M 

e C4 st 
,e. 

am e. r. MJlkg 3.5 Mý 
; 3.5 M 

e Di - 
civil works e. i. ? IJ/$ 2-4 (e)' + 52, (t) 6 '(e) + 70 M 

,e 3)2 pumping 4.8 (e) + 49 (t) 3.6 (e) + 76 (t) 
machinery e. i. 

e, D3 chemical plant XTA 3.6 (e) + 65 M 6 (e) + 70 (t) 
e. i. 

-e D4 maintenance e. i. mj/$ 2-4 (e) + 5_2 (t), 6 (e) + 70 W 
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Table E. 2 Operating parameters for the titanium hydroxide seawater 

extraction process. 

Parameter Units Value. 

m titanium hydroxide te H TiO /te 
4 4- U0 38 56 

make-up rate 

m 2 ammonia make-up rate te NH /te 
3 U0 38 260 

m3 salt consumption rate te NaCi/te U308 1700 (D. S. E. route) 

8.5'(S. S. route) 

steam requirement te/te U0 38 , 
(D. S. E. route) 

S. S. route 74000 

11 civil works life years 80 

12 pumping machinery life. 
1-- 

years ý35 

13 chemical plant life years 25ý 
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E. 2 were estimated from expected operating conditions 

(Davies et all 1964; Keen, 1968; Harrington et al, 1974). 

The basic parameters for titanium hydroxide treatment 

shown in table E. 1 and E. 2 were used to evaluate the energy 

requirement terms for elution, E. 9 and chemical processing, 

EC* Minimum and maximum values of these terms were deduced 

by combining the lowest and highest estimates of the basic 

-parameters. This enabled the full range of EB and EC to be 

calculated and results are illustrated in table E-3- 

Values of E for both the Direct Solvent Extraction (D. S. E. ) 
C 

technique and the Steam Stripping (S. S. ) method are also 

given in this table. In the following analysis the full 

extent of the total energy inputt Es9 was estimated by 

incorporating the minimum value of EC for the D. S. E. route, 

of E for the S. S. giving (E: )mint and the maxiimim value 81C, I- 
routeg resulting in (E 

8m ax 
in the general equation. 

Mst remaining parameters depend on the actual details-of 

the seawater handling scheme in question, -Such dependent 

variables include the factorsp k to k which describe 
%4 

the division of total capital costqýKq between the various 

types of equipment installed. The termp 1/Cg which is the 

ratio of capital costg K9 to total intake duct collection 

areaq A, is also a dependent variab. le, determined by design. 

The effective pumping headv H9 and duct pipework lengthq L9 

are influenced by the characteristics of the schemep whilst 

the value of the friction coefficient of the pipeworkqýF, 

is affected by the type of material used. ' Siting of the 

scheme determines the sea speedq voo 
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Table E-3 Energy requirement terms for the titanium hydroxide process, 

Term Value (1 06 MJ/tonne U3 08) 

minimum ma imum, 

e. r. of elution 0.015 (e) 0-460 (e) 

EC e. r. of chemical 
processing 

- D. S. E. route 0.170 (e) + 5 M 0.970 (e) +8 (t) 

- S. S. route 0.150 (e) + 260 (t), 0.955 (e) + 270 M 
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To investigate the. energy requirement of any particular 

scheme it is necessary to evaluate appropriate I values of 

the dependent variablesp k to kIv9 H9 P9 L and A. 140 

Consequently the resulting terms EA and Eý , which refer 

to seawater pumping and capital equipment respectively, 

depend on the specific scheme under examination. In 

contrast the terms Eý and EC, describing extraction 

operationst are scheme-independent. 

The term RA is the fundamental variable in the general 

equation. Since R is the annual uranium output and K is 

the initial capital costq the ratio R/K relates production 

to investment and subsequently indicates the rate of 

return on capital for any scheme. In addition to 

demonstrating the role of capital in produotionj this 

variable can be used to compare the unit capital cost of 

uranium produced by different techniqIxes. j. e.; - 

Capital cost (K) x-11 $m/torme U 
R Operating life in years 

Comparison of seawater extraction schemes and. conventional 

ore mining and processing operations can also be achieved 

thro - ugh the term RA and figure E. 1 shows'a plot of R/K' 

with ore, grade, G, for individual mines and mills. 

For seawater extraction schemes in particularg the 

variable RM influences the total energy input to uranium 

production, E, through the terms E and Eý in the'general, 
8A 

equation., The energy requirement of water pumping, E A, 
is proportional'to R/Kj whilst the energy requirement of 

plant and equipment EV is inversely proportional. ' 

Hence'RA can be used to distinguish schemes that achieve 

similar rates of output by different means. For example, 
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Figure E. 1 : Variation of the unit capital production rate with 

ore &Eade for conventional mines and mills 

103 
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a small scheme which relies on a high Pumping speed to 

produce a given output rate has a large value of R/K that 

increases EA and decreases Ey Converselyp a large, 

capital intensive scheme which attains the same output 

rate has a lower value of R/K that subsequently reduces 

EA and enhances ED. 

Using the general equation, the total energy input, Ea 

to various schemes based on the titanium hydroxide 

extraction process was deduced. - The following general 

schemes which appear to fulfil the basicloperating 

conditions of high throughput and influx-outflux 

segregation were investigated; - 

(1) Free-flow schemes 

(2) Man-made, barrier pumping scheme 

(3) Overland pumping scheme 

(4) Deep-sea pumping scheme 

Free-flow schemes rely on natural currents or the pumped 

flow of water through auxilary equipment, such as a 

desalination plant or coastal power stationi-to provide, a 

continuous-supply'of seawater for processing. Coastallý, 

tidal-flow schemes currently appear to. be, the, most popular 

type of, proposal, probably because of their relative 

simplicity (Keeng 1968;, Harrington et al. 1974), ' In 

general, -these schemes incorporate a multiple bay system 

filled by tidal motions to produce a steady flow of 

uranium-bearing seawater through the absorber beds. 

Consequently no large-scale pumpiýg'is required, Since 

natural flow rates are usually'comparatively lowt vast 

volumes of water must be processed to achieve a realistic 

annual uranium Output. Hence coastal tidal-flow schemes 
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are large -a proposed plant capable of Producing 1000 

tonnes U308 each year in the Mnai Straits off the North 

Wales coast would impound an area of roughly 100 square 

kilometres (Keenj 1968). 

Specific operating parameters and subsequent energy input 

terms describing typical coastal tidal-flow schemes are 

shown in table E-4 and these were used to evaluate the 

following upper and lower limits to the total energy 

requirement, E 
81; 

(% 
1)mie 2+ ox&qý (e) +5+1.2 ( t) lo 

6 
14JI teU308 )i 

10. 

RI 

IR] 

4+0.1 831E 106Mj/te 
RI(e) 

+ 
[270 

+, 2.1)ýK 
Max 

1. 
RI(t) 

U308 1R 

The variation of these limits with R/K is illustrated in 

figure E. 2 where a conversion factor of 4 WO per mi(e) 

is assumed. 

For coastal tidal-flow schemes the production rate per unit 

capital,, R/Kq is determined by the local sea current speedf 

v0. Consequently there is a limit to R/K fixed by, the 

ma imum achieveable sea speedg (vo)maxe', Using the 

hydrodynamic equation for E, the following relationship, A 

giving the maximum value of R/K9 was derived; 

(11)rmx = 3-P x (vo)max, tonnes U3O. /ým/year 
K 

where, (v highest current. velocity in metres/second 
o max 

Since the maximum current speed is approximately 0.8 metres 

per second (Neumann, 1968; Pickardl 1975)9 the maximum 

P08Sible annual extr4otion rate fOr such schemes is, 3 

tonnes U0 per million dollars invested. With this value 38 

of R/K the energy requirement of uranium production is 
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Table E-4 : Factors for natural-and 'free' flow seawater uranium 

extraction systems (scheme 1). 

Factor Units Value 

minimum maximum 

EA : 10 
6 
W/te U308 

EB : 10 
6 
MJ/te U308 0.015 (e) 0-46o (e) 

E : 10 
6 W/te U308 0.170 (e) +5 M' 0.955 (e) + 270 

kI - 0.20 0.35 

k2 

k3 0.30 0.50 

k 4 
0.005 0.005 
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Figure E. 2 Variation of the energy required to produce 

uranium from seawater with free-flow and 

assisted-flow schemes. 
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between 6x 10 
6 

and 3x 108 19 (t) per tonne U0. This 
138 

can be compared with a result of 2x 107 DU (t) per tonne 

U308 for a tidal scheme with R/K equal to 2, tonnes U308 

per million dollars per year, obtained by-other researchers 

(Taylor and Walfordg 1974). These values are, higher than 

the current energy requirement of uranium produced from 

commercial ores of 1 to 2x 10 
6 

MJ(t), per tonne U308 

High energy requirements, howeverv are - not I the main factors 

restricting the development and use of tidal-flow uranium 

extraction facilities. Other aspects such as high capital 

costs are serious disadvantages. Capital cost can be 

reduced by combining uranium extraction units with tidal 

power schemesq assuming no technical difficýulties are 

encountered. At, presentj, worldtidal, power capacity is 

relatively small and,: if modifiedýto process uranium as 

well as produce, electricityt could only provide an annual 

output of roughly 10 tonnes, U 0 Although tidal power 38 

capacity could be expandedg the number of feasible sites 

is limited (Wilson, 1973) and, it is unlikely. that 
-more 

than 

4 10, tonnes U0 could be produced yearly in this manner. 38 
This is almost half, the current world nuclear fuel demand 

and significantly'less-than the, forecast, demand. of 3x 10 5. 

tonnes, Tj 30 8- required 
. 
annually by 2000 (Nuclear, ýnergy- 

Agenayl, 1975).,, Consequentlyg although such schemes. may 

supplement local'nucleax, fuel supply, it seems1that. this - 

method-of. uranium production-will not make a major 

contribution to an expanding globa. 1 nuclear power -system. 

One method of-increasing the unit. capital production ratep 

R/K, and subsequently avoidin,; natural restrictions on 

uranium supply is to pump seawater through the extraction 
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system. Since pumping is likely to be expensivev schemes 

which rely on the pumped flow of associatedp ancillary 

equipment are obviously attractive. By combining an 

uranium extraction unit with a desalination plant (Khan, 

1972), a co astal power station (Haigh, 1974) or a coastal 

steel mill (Japanese Timesq 1975)9 seawater pumping can be 

regarded as 'free' in relation to both financial accounting 

and energy analysis. Consequentlyt the parameters given 

in table E-4 and the equation for E 
81 still describe the 

energy inputs to such schemes (E 0; k 0). Figure E. 2 A 

shows the variation of the total energy input, E. 19 which 

is Constant beyond the previous limit'of (R/k)' 'for 
max 

tidal-flow schemes. 

Hence, despite possible financial savings, combined 

free-flow schemes cannot achieve lower energy requirements 

than the most favourably sited V (v )max] tidal-flow 
00 

schemes. Although capital costs can be reduced. -there are 

a number of serious practical difficulties with puch, 

schemes. Storage is an important problem -a unit, 

extracting 1 tonne of U308 annually would require 

absorption beds equivalent in volume to 20 super-tankers, 

'The size of the combined plant can also restrict uranium 

production - it-has been estimated that the largest, 

commercial-desalination installation currently available 

-could, only produce 1 tonne of U 0. yearly-and that the 

cooling water used by a typioal'coastal burner reactor 

power station only contains 7% of the uranium it consumes 

(Haight 1974). The operation'of combined schemes also 

depends on the demand-for products_other. than uraniump 

such as water, electricityg steel, etc. Consequently, it 

appears that'such schemes' are unlikely to'be regarded'as 
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major primary sources of nuclear fuel. 

The main disadvantages of combined systems can be avoided 

by independent pumping schemes. These would probably be 

less expensive than tidal-flow systems and yet could produce 

realistic amounts of uranium. High-speed pumpingg however, 

can cause problems of influx-efflux mixing which would 

impair the efficiency of uranium extraction, To ensure 

that uranium-free seawater is not re-processed, schemes 

which rely on pumping must provide suitable means of 

segregating untreated and treated water, All remaining 

schemes considered here offer different solutions to this 

particular problem. 

Scheme 2. which involves pumping water through absorption 

beds situated in a man-made barrier that separates, two 

significantly large stretches of seat is a common proposal. 

Parameters which enable the energy requirement, E to be 
s2' 

evaluated for this technique are given in table E-5. To 

reduce the capital cost it was assumed that the barrier is 

narrow and lowt i. e. small values'of L//Aand, Hg and is made 

out of cheap raw materialst, i9e. a low value of 1/C and 

high value of F. The following maximum and minimum values 

of the total energy inputg E 
s2' were obtained from the 

general equation; 

; (E = (E and (E (E f or RIK vo s2)min s1 min s2)max -s 1 max 

for : VK)> v 

s2)min 

1 
[18 (R) 2+ 0.12(j) + 0.2 (t) 10 

.] 

(e) + 
. 
7W 11 MY/t eU3 08 

KRR 

(E 
s2)max 

[28(R5 
+-0.16ýK) + 9. (e) , 2c. 2(K) + 270](t) 10 MJ/te U308 

RR 
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Table E-5 Factors for the man-made barrier seawater pumping uranium 

extraction syste (scheme 2). 

Factor Units Value 

minimum maximum. 

1 */m2 0.36 C -0-45 

vo M/S 0.80 0 

M02 

F 0.003 0.009, 
- 

L 10-3 10-2 

F-B 10 
6 

MJ/te U308 0-015 (e) 0-460, (e) 

6 
EC 10 MY/te U 0.170 (e) +5 

ý'0-955 
(e). + 2701(t) 308 

0.2 k 

k2 

k3 0-3 

k 0.005 
4 
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Figure E. 2 shows the variation of these limits which rise 

rapidly for increasingly higher values of the unit 

capital production ratet R/K. Consequentlyt schemes 

which give a high rate of return on capital investment 

use quite substantial amounts of energy to produce uranium. 

These results may be compared with the theoretical amount 

of heat available from the complete fission of uranium - 

5x 10 8 MJ(t) per tome U 06 for U-235 fission and 38 
7x 10 10 Mj(t) per tonne U308 for U-235 fissiong U-238 

conversion and subsequent Pu-239 fission (see figure E. 2). 

High fuel consumption and the lackýof-suitable sites may 

restrict the-use of this type of scheme. The construction 

of a long, narrow barrier for influx-efflux segregation 

can be expensive and difficult. This can be avoided by 

using a natural barrier to separate the incoming and 

outgoing water. Hence scheme (3), which inv6lves pumping 

seawater overland, may seem an interesting solution., To 

investigate the effect of the pumping distancel LO on the 

energy input, E 
s3' 

to this sort of proposalt the general 

equation was re-written in terms of Lo Table E. 6 shows 

the parameters used to obtain the following average energy 

requirement; 

sdaverage ý'- 

[(50L 2+ 2L3)x(ý52ý10-4+' 0. l(i) +5 (e) +ý' 
[2(E) 

+ 14 (t) 
KýR, ý1. R 

01 

6 10 XY/te ý3q, 

The 
. 
variation of E 

83 with L for fixed values of R/k is 
, 

illustrated in figure E-3. This indicates that the. total 

energy required by-an overland pumping scheme is quite 

sensitive to the pumping distance, L, ' By comparing these 
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Table E. 6 : Average factors for an overland seawater Pumping uranium 

extraction syste (scheme 3). 

Factor Unit Value 

1 4, n/m3 0xL 

v 0 M/a 

H m 

m2 

FIB : 10 
6 YJlte U30, 

Ec 10 
6 MJ/te U30, 

k1 

k2 

k3 

k4 

6 

0 

5 

0.0025 

1 

0.24 (e) 

0.56 (e) + 140 (t) 

. 
0.2 

0.4 

0.3 

0.005 
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Figure E-3 : Effect of p umping distnnce o! j the energy required 

to produce uranium from seawater (scheme 3)- 
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results with the theoretical amount of energy available 

from uranium (see figure E. 3), it can be seen that schemes 

giving currently commercial returns on capital (R/K ), 10 

te U3O. /yr/tm) are impractical# in energy terms, for 

pumping distances greater than a few tens of metres. 

Consequently the seemingly attractive idea of an uranium 

extraction plant straddling the Panama isthmils (which - 

conveniently separates two vast oceans) is unlikely to be 

successfulg financially or 'energetically'. since a 

pumping distance of about twenty thousand metres is 

involved. 

The final method considered here is the deep-sea pumping 

technique, scheme (4), which consists-of a floating 

I. pumping and uranium processing installation with feed 

pipes that can extract water from the ocean depths*-; Such 

schemes may be regarded as practical propositions when 

surface currents promote the rapid, mixing of'treated and- 

untreated seawater and where barrier segregationt-of one 

form or anotherg is not feasible. 'Additionally. such 

schemes could be used to exploit the majority of oceanic 

uranium resources which lie at very low levels., 

Although the-world's oceans contain 5 x, 10 9 tonnes of 

uraniumt less than 1% of this is in the toP 30'metresý-' 

amenable'to coastal extraction schemes considered 

previously. 'The-total am6unt-of uranium'available for 

the5e'schemes is not limited to resourceB of 3x 107 

tonnes of uranium in the surfacet however, -, since this- 

layer is being continually replenished with uranium-bearing 

water'from rivers-and ascending ocean currents. 'These-- 

processes only restrict the rate at which uranium c, an be 
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taken from the surface layer. The maximum global 

extraction rate is determined by river flowq currently 

amounting to about 3x 10 4 tonnes of uranium annually 

(Davies et alt 1964)t and by the vertical mixing time, 

or number of years required for water from a given level 

to reach the surface. 

Mixing times vary according to depth ando although 

periods of half a year have been observed for layers only 

a few metres below the surfacet mixing times of a 

thousand years have been estimated for depths over five 

thousand metres (Broekerv 1974; King, 1975). Mixing 

times reflect the rate of exchange between lower levels 

and the surface and consequently they can be used to 

determine maximum extraction, rates. From basic 

oceanographic information (Strahlerg. 1963). the limiting 

rate for the majority (95/16) of oceanic resourcesp which 

occupy depths of 5000 metres or lessq was estimated to be 

between 10 
6 

and 10 a tonnes of uranium per year. 

Although this production rate is somewhat higher than the 

expected annual demand of about 3x 10 5 tonnes of uranium 

in 2000 (Nuclear Energy Agencyt 1975)9, technica3. factors 

may reduce this in practice. To achieve higher global 

production rates from the oceans it a'ppears that surface 

extraction schemes would be impractical and deep-sea 

pinkping installations would be necessary. The amount of 

energy9 E9 required to produce uranium by such methods 84 

was investigated by re-writing the general equation in 

terms of the p=ping depth or headq H (also putting L= H). 

Typical parameters for scheme (4) are shown in table E-7 

and these were uBed to obtain the following expression 
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Table E-7 AverMe factors for a deep-sea pumping uranium extraction 

system (scheme 4). 

Factor Units Value 

1 fm/m3 0.01 CxH 

v M/S 0 
0 

F 0.003 

rA m 

L *0 H" 

EB 06 l mj/te U398 0.24 (e) 

Ec 
6 

10 W/te U3P8 -(e) 140 (t) 0.56 

k1 0.2 

k 2 
0-4 

k 3 . 0.3 

k 4 
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for the average energy requirement; 

(Esdaverage : '- 

[#H 
+ 0.014x(h)x2+ 0.00045x (11)2xH3 + 0. j(K) + 0. (e) 

KKR 
EI) 

++ 140](t) 106Mj/te U39, 
R 

Figure E-4 shows the variation of this relationship, 

which is quite sensitive to the pumping head, for various 

values of R/K. This figure demonstrates that for 

realistic values of R/K (i. e. R/K>10 tonnes uranium per 

year per *m) the pumping depth must not exceed a few tens 

of metres if the energy required to produce a given 

quantity of uranium is to be less thaiý the theoretical 

amount of energy it can release by fission. Hencet with 

these sort of energy and capital-return criteriag it 

would appear that such schemes are not viable for_ 

exploiting deep-lying oceanic uranium resources. 

To conclude this analysis., results of 'all the various 

extraction schemes examined are. compared with the energy 

requirements of conventional ore mining and processing. 

The average energy requirements of uranium production by 

these methods are illustrated-in figure E-5. Data points 

for individual mines and mills were obtained from figure 

E. 1 and other empirical information sources. 

Figure E-5 shows that the-extraction of uranium from 

seawater only becomes comparablet in energy, terms, with 

conventional, methodsýof production for very low values of 

R/k. This implies that, on averagep seawater processing 

schemes would only begin'to be competitive when uranium 

is obtained, from low-grade oresl probablyiless than 10 ppm 
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Figure E-4 : Effect of pumping dep th on the energy required to 

produce uranium from seawater (scheme 4)- 
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Figure E-5 : Energy requirements of uranium-produption by 

conventional ore mining and processing and seawater 

extraction schemes. 
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U308 (see figure E. 1). As regards the theoretical energy 

available from uraniump man-made barrier, overland and 

deep-sea pumping techniques (schemes 2.3 and 4) axe all 

'unprofitable' for high values of R/K and only marginally 

'economic' for low values. Of all the schemes considered, 

tidal-flow and combined desalination operations (scheme 1) 

seem to be the most attractive. Using the energy-saving 

Direct Solvent Extraction process the average energy input 

to these schemes is reduced to about 107 MJW per tonne 

U308 which is similar to the energy requirement of uranium 

from ores with grades less than 0.05% U30 8ý 
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Appendix P: Uranium resources 

A resource is a natural source of materials which supports 

a given need and the total amount of a particular resource 

available at any one tim. e according to specified conditions 

is generally called the resource base, Many factors can 

determine the specific effort required to extract useful 

materials from resources and the variation of the amount 

of a resource with such factors is often referred to as a 

resource profile. Evaluation of resource profiles can play 

a fundamental role in the investigation of industrial 

growth and economic development. Estimation of the 

uranium resource profilet described here, is an important 

part of the study of nuclear power development, ,, 

Most previous assessments of uranium, resources have 

attempted to relate resources to the current estimated 

cost of their production (eg. Cambel, 1965; Boxer, 

Hausserrwm, Cameron and Roberts, 1971; Bowieq 1974, World 

Energy Conferenceg 1974; Nuclear Energy ACencyq 1975). 

In general, such studies have indicated the amount of 

recoverable uranium in certain cost categoriest, usually 

expressed in US dollars per pound triuranium octoxide 

($/lb U 0. ), Although presentation'of the uranium 3 

resource profile in terms of cost is obviously necessary 

for the study, of'nuclear power economicst this approach 

has important limitations,, 

Calculation of the I current costs of explorationg and ore 

mining and processing is usually based on numerous 

implicit assumptionsv changes in which fundamentally alter 

the, shape of the resource profile. - Technological 
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improvements can reduce costsp whilst inflation can 
increase them. Such changes can also affect different 

operations differently. The cost of uranium produced by 

an old mine which employs a large work force, for example, 

is more vulnerable to rising wage rates than the cost of 

uraniu: n from a newerv mechanised pit. Consequently 

traditional resource estimates based on c=ent production 

costs are sensitive to changes which are almost impossible 

to predict and therefore such results cannot be freely 

used in an unqualified manner to forecast the future 

effect of resources on nuclear power growth. 

The most fundamental disadvantage of these results is that 

estimated production costs implicitly incorporate current 

fuel price data. This approach cannot be used when 

discussing the future of a fuel supply industry such as - 

the nuclear power system,, since the price-of uranium 

concentrate influences the cost of nuclear electricity. and 

the price of electricity affects-the cost of uraniin 

concentrate. If all fuel used by all industries was 

generated by nuclear reactor power stations there would be 

an important economic feedback mechanism running back 

through the nuclear fuel cycle which would strongly 

influence the relative cost of resources. 

At the moment fuel costs are only a minor component of 

the unit cost of uranium concentratet generally less than 

29/6, -and nuclear power hardly supplies any of the fuel, 

used in most mines and mills., Hence the feedback effect 

is'weak and genera. Ily not apparent, This leads to the 

common beliefq usually fostered by traditional resource, 
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analysis, that every type of resource has a cost and that, 

provided the price is right, even rocks which contain 

minute amounts of uranium are viable sources of nuclear 

fuel. 

The presence of a potentially strong feedback effect 

contradicts this idea which implies a practically infinite, 

though expensive, uranium resource base, If the use of 

nuclear power were to increase and the quality, or ore 

gradep of commercially mined ore fallsp then both-the 

amount and cost of energy used to extract uranium from 

resources will rise. Hence the-energy require ment and 

cost of nuclear electricity increases rapidly as ore, 

grades decrease. Eventuallyo when the amount of-energy, 

required to manufacture nuclear material equals the tot. 

amount of fuel it can generate, ''the entire system becomes 

uneconomic and co sts reach- infinity, Such'reasoning 

suggests a finite and absolute limit to the quality and 

quantity of uranium resources that. can be used'in nuclear 

power systems, 

One purpose of energy, analysis is to identify this limit. '' 

This'can be achieved by describing the uranium resource 

profile in terms of the basic geological, and technical 

characteristics which, determine the cost and. 9 in 

paxticular, the energy requirement of producing uranium 

from resources. To'calculate accurately the amount of 

energy required to produCe, uranium from any particular ore 

depositj it would be'necessary, to completely specify all 

features of the deposit. Such detitiled information, is 
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not generally available for all deposits and in practice 

analysis must be confined to the most influential 

characteristics. 

From initial investigation it appears that the most 

important factors which determine the energy requirements 

of uranium production are the ore gradet rock 

characteristiesp the waste to ore ratio and ore mining and 

processing techniques. In this analysis ore grade, G, a 

commonly quoted parameter which indicates the amount of 

triuranium, octoxide in the ore, is regarded-as the 

fundamental variable. Whilst ore grades can vary over a 

wide range of values (from approximately one part per 

million upwards), other factors are, less variable. _ 
Consequently rock compositiong deposit characteri6tics and 

production methods superimpose fluctuations on the main 

variation of energy requirement-with ore grade andare 

generally treated as secondary variables. 

Estimates of the uranium resource profilev in terms. of ore 

gradet were deduced from research papersq geological, 

reportst resource assessments, etc. 9 and results are shown 

in table P. 1. Resource totals are divided into convenient, 

though arbitrarily defined ore grade categories and a 

number of different profiles are illustrated. 

Coll= (1) shows the most-recent estimate of resources 

commonly referred to as, lreasonably assured resources', 

(worl Cf ar Raergy Agency, I Energy con erencet 1974; Nucle 

1975). Reasonably. assured resources axe defined as the 

lurani= which occurs in known ore deposits of such grade' 

quantity and configuration that it could be recovered 
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Table F, 1 : Estimated uranium resource profiles. 

(2) (3) 

Average Reasonably Historical Current 
ore grade assured U. S. world 

resources orthodox total 
(U 

3 08) ore total 

(tonnes recoverable U30 8) 

(4) 

Extrapolated 
world 
total 

0.5P/6 - 2.01/6 1-5 x 10 5 
-- 1.5 x 105 1.5 x 105 

0- 2/"U -0- 51/, ) 4-7 x 10 5 6.9 x 105 8.8 x 105 8-7 x 10 
6 

0.1j'6 - 0.2% 8-7 x 10 5 1-7'X 10 
6 

2.2 x 10 
6 

2.1 x 107 

0.05/D/U 0-1ý0' 4-7 x 10 5 1 .4x1,05 7.8 X' 1*05 1.8 x 10 
6 

0.02% - 0-050% 3.8 x 105 4.5 x 105 4.5, x 105 

0.01% - 0.02% :- (6.8 x 105)*' 6.8 x 1'05 -, 4.5 x 10 6 

50 PPm 0-01% (4-9 X 10 6 4.9 x 10 6 4-9, x 10 6 

20 ppm 50 PPM (2.2 x'10' 
9 1, 

-2.2 x 109 " 392 X 109 

10 ppm 20 ppm (7-9-x 106 7.9 x 10 
6 

. 9.9 x 107 

5 PPM - 10 ppra (3-5 x, 10 
6 

1 6'7 
'x 1,0 11 1.7 x 10 11 

1 ppm ppm 5.6 10 
x 10 5.6 x 

10 10 

10 ppb -1 ppm 5.2 8. 
x 1,0 5 2' x 10 8 

.1 ppb -10 ppb 2,5 x 109, 2.5'X 109 

unorthodox ores including phosphates.. shales and granites. 

ppm parts per million ppb parts per billion 
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within a given production cost range, with currently 

proven mining and processing technology' (Nuclear Energy 

AgencYp 1975). The resources shown in column (1) indicate 

the amount of uranium currently available for extraction 

at a cost of less than $30 per pound U308 (1st. January 

1975). ' Included in this estimate are 1.3 x 10 
6 

tonnes 

U30 8 considered as reserves which could be produced for 

less than 415'per pound 'U 0, * In common with columns (3) 
3 

and (4) P column (1 ) gives - world resources which exclude 

uranium from the 'USSR, Eastern Europe and China. 

The historial orthodox ore resource base of the USA is 

shown in column (2). This indicates the total amount of 

uranium available prior to large scale mining in the USAt 

based on production as well as resource data'(Cambell 

1965; U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1972; Woodmanseeq- 

1972; Youngbergq 1973; World Energy Conference#-1974; 

Nucleax Energy Agencyq 1975). The total shown in table 

F. 1 represents the sura of reasonably assured resourcesp 

estimated additional resources andlother inferredy 

unappraised or undiscovered resources. Estimated 

additional resources are defined'as-the"uranium surmised 

to occur in unexplored extensions of known deposits or in 

undiscovered deposits in known uranium. districtsg"'and. 
-, 

which is expected to be discoverable and could be'produced 

in a given, cost, range"(Nuclear, Energy Agency. ' 1975). 

A compilation of current world resource estimates which 

covers all categories of uranium deposit is given in 

0, olurrm (3) In addition to standard information on 

orthodox resources (International'Atomic Energy Agency, '' 
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1970b; World Energy Conference, 1974; Nuclear Energy 

Agencyg 1975), this includes latest data on recent ore 

findsv assessments of unorthodox resources and estimates 

of the amount of uranium which occurs in common rocks and 

seawater. The data on new ore discoveries were based on 

geological survey results published in journals such as 

Mining 11agazinel Nuclear Engineering International, etc., 

and figures for unconventional resources were obtained 

from research papers (Hurstv Crouse, Brown and Ross', 1966; 

Bieniewski, Persse and Brauchp 1971). Estimates of the 

uranium contained in crustal abundance were deduced from 

geochemical data kPairbridge, 1972; Rosler and Langet 

1972) and lithological information (Strahlert 1963; 

Menard, 1974). Approximate values of the recoverable 

crustal uranium were evaluated assuming that practical 

operations could be expected to extract 1DY10 of the uranium 

in common rocks covering about 20%, of world land area to a 

currently mineable depth of roughly 0.3 kilometres, 

FiirL=es of recoverable oceanic resources were-calculated 

from a value of uranium concentration., equal to 3-3 ppb 

(Wilson et a2.9 1960), oceanoeraphic data'(Strahlerg. 1963) 

and an assumed extraction efficiency of 50% (Keen, ' 1968). 

Column Wo which shows extrapolated world, resources,,, 

represents a postulated estimate of the total amount of 

recoverable uranium. These, results; were based on current 

established. resource information. The, main assumption 

used is, that the USA9 as oneýof the most, thoroughly',. 

explored regions oflthe. earth, ', can, be regarded as a very-ý 

crude resource model for the rest'of the world (of. 

Cambelq 1965).. ' Consequently an order of magnitude 
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estimate of uranium potential at high grades can be found 

by increasing the US orthodox ore resource profile (column 

2) by the ratio of world land area (excluding the USSR, 

Eastern Europe and China) to US'land area (i. e. x 12.6). 

In additiong resources in grade categories which have no 

equivalent in column (2) were simply represented by the 

resources in column (3). World, resources' of unorthodox 

source of uranium were derived from separate, information. 

The amount of uranium contained in phosphatic minerals 

was deduced by multiplying total world, non-US, phosphate 

rock reserves of 2.5 x 10 10 tonnes (Slack, 1966) by an 

assumed average uranium ore grade of 150 ppm U0 and 38 

adding the result to similar US phosphatic resources of 

6.8 x 105 tonn'es U 308 
(Bieniewski et al', '1971) 

I-I. 
Uraniferous shale resources'were calculated in a similar 

manner using an assumed average ore grade of 35 PPm U 06 3P 

and oil shale reserve, information (Gustafson, 1969; 

Hubbert, 1969). Values for crustal and oceanic uranium 

were obtained from column (3). 

In common with most other resource assessments these 

results are subject to some, 
'degree 

of uncertainty. 

Although some resultso especially those'of column (4)9 may-, 

be regarded as, rather crude c ompared to the conclusions of 

othert more sophisticated geological analyses (see, -for-, 

example, Chapmant 1976a)q such estimates shouldq at'least,, 

give some impression of the potential scope, of uranium 

resources. This can be further demonstrated by figure P. 1 , 

which shows the variation of, -cumulative resources with ore 
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Figure F. 1 Variation of cumulative recoverable uranium resources 

with ore grade, ( excluding resources of the USSR, 

AL 
Eastern Europe and China). 
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grade., The lower bound represents reasonably assured 

resources (column 1). whereas the upper consists of 

extrapolated world resources (column 4). The fig-ure 

indicates that there is a wide difference between a: 

minimum amount of 2-3 x 10 
6 

tonnes of U308 currently 

available and a possible, ultimate potential of-2-3 x 10 

tonnes U308 
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-Appendix G Refining and conversion of uranium concentrate 

After it has been extracted from orejuranium concentrate 

must be refined and converted into material suitable for 

the production of nuclear fuel. Raw uranium concentrate 

received at the refinery generally contains upwards of 

SWo triuranium octoxidep U0 Certain important 38 

impurities such as the neutron absorberp boront are often 

present and must be removed-from uranium to 

obtain reactor-grade nuclear material. Refining processes 

which achieve this occupy the initial stages in the 

refinery plant. The remaining-function of the refinery 

consists of converting the purified-uranium into suitable 

compounds for further steps in the-fuel, cycles"", The'-type 

of conversion processes used, and, the form of, thelfinal' 

product obtained depend on the particular sort'of nuclear 

fuel required. - 

Reactor type determines theýphysical and chemical-, 

characteristics of nuclear. fuellmanufactured from uranium 

concentrates. The MAGNOX reactor uses uranium metal, clad' 

in a magnesium alloy known as. magnox, as a fuel. ' The- 

fission physics of this reactor are based on natural 

uraniumt or uranium containing the typical isotopic 

Consequently no enrichment, ' abundance of 0-71% uranium-235. 

or, enhancing of the U-235 nuclei, -is required and refineries,, 

which supply'such-reaetors produce purified, uranium metal 

ingots. The CANDU reactor also consumes, natural, uranium,, 

fuel, but'in the form' of pelletised, uranium dioxide, UO 

'This materialis converted from uranium compounds obtained- 

refining. ' '-from the early stages of 
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All other major reactor types which include the Advanced 

Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR), the Steam Generating Heavy Water 

or (SGHWR), the Boiling Water Reactor, (BWR) and the React 

Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR)-use enriched uranium 

dioxide fuel which contains an artificially increased 

proportion of the fissile isotope U-235. Ybst common 

enrichment techniques (8 ee appendix H) utilise the gaseous 

uranium compound uranium hexafluoride t UF 61 or $hex'. 

Hence refineries which produce material for such reactors 

include processes for the conversion ofIrefined uranium 

compounds to hex. 

Energy requirements of, refining and conversion of uranium 

for various reactor fuel cycles, were evaluated using- 

information from standard chemical engineering text bookst, 

industrial flowcharts and research papers. Chemistry 

handbooks (Shrevet 1967; Eister, and Kennedyt I 1974) anc 

analytical reports (US'Eavironmental ProtectionýAgencyt 1973; 

''for Economic n Pigfordv Kpaton and Manng. 1973; Organisatio, 

Co-operation and 3)evelopmentt, 1974; U. S. Bureau'of Minesq 

1975) were particularly useful" sources 'of data. Energy 

'for numerous processes'and, products were requirements. 

deduced by, combining figures on costs and-fuel'and chemical 

consumption with estimates from, the data base'(see chapter 

3)--, Results, are shown'in tables G. 19 G. 2t G-3, and G-4, 

Table G. 1'indicates the amount of energy required to refine'' 

raw uranium concentrate. Refining of impure concentrate,, 

or, lyellow 
_cakelv, 

which usually contains a mixture of 

ammonium diuranatep magnesium, diuranate and sodiumturanate, 

consists of dissolution in nitric, acid followed by solvent 

extraction. Very pure. uranyl nitrateg UO (NO-) 6Hp is 232 
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obtained by the selective extraction of uranium with 

organic reagents such as ethyl ether or tributyl phosphate 

(TBP) diluted in kerosene or hexane (Shreve, 1967). 

Uranium dioxide# UO 2' or black oxideýpowder,, is recovered 

from refined uranyl nitrate solution by denitration. 

Table G. 2 summarises the energy requirement of denitration. 

The removal of nitrate and the production of uranium 

dioxide can be accomplished by a nudIber of different 

procedures. At present, the most widelyusedmethod 

consists of heating uranyl nitrate to form uranium 

trioxide, UO or orange oxide-(Shreve, 1967), -which", is. - 3' 

reduced to uranium dioxide in a continuous fluidised, bed 

reactor furnace with hydrogen produced'from dissociated 

ammonia (Mattson, 1967). Alternativelyl denitration can 

be achieved by direct flame reduction using propane (Hedley, 

Roehrs and Traskq 1964) or by reactinguranium trioxide with 

carbon dioxide to form uranyl carbonatet-U0 CO which is 2 

then reduced to uranium dioxide by hydrogen. in the presence,, 

of'metal, catalysts and or, -anic-promoters. (Warren-'and, 

Forwardq 1961). "Uranyl nitrate-can also, be converted to, 

uranium dioxide by, ýthe, 'Ammonium DiUranate (ADU) process. 

This technique which is used'in conjunction with_yellowý 

cake containing a'high proportion of sodium; (Mattsonp 

1967) consists. of washing the uranyl nitrate, with ammonium 

su3. phate'to'produce'sodium-free'ammonium diuranater, 

(NH )U 0-., After filtering and'drYing uranium dioxide is 
4227 

obtained by hydrogen"reduction (Shreve', 1967). 

Uranium dioxide-powder can be used to produce fuel pellets, ' 

for CAIMU reactors or converted to uranium metal for 

MAMOX reactors. Additionally, it can be used-as a feed 
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material for the manufacture of uranium hexafluoride gas. 

This conversion involves reacting uranium dioxide with hot 

hydrogen fluoride gas in a hydrofluorination furnace to 

obtain the intermediary productv uranium tetrafluoride, 

UP 4' or green salt (Shrevep 1967). This is then reacted 

with very pure* dry fluorine gast produced electrolytically 

from hydrofluoric acidg in a fluorination reactor (Mattson, 

1967). Uranium hexafluoride gas which is formed is cooled 

and bottled into cylinders. The energy requirement of 

these processes is illustrated in table G-3. 

Numerous methods can be used to produce uranium metal in 

the refinery and various energy requirements are shown in 

table G-4. The fused-fluoride electrolysis route starts 

with uranium dioxide which is incorporated into 

consumable S=aphite anode. This'is used in, the electrolysis 

of a hot electrolyte containing barium difluoride, lithium 

fluoride and re-cycled scrap-uranium tetrafluoride. Very 

pure uranium metal is produced which is tapped directly from 

the molten electrolyte (Piper and Leifield, 
ý1962). 

One. of 

the most comz-ion techniques of producing reactor-grade metal 

uses uranium tetrafluoride as a starting material. This is 

mixed with magnesium and rapidly heated to a very high 

temperature in a thermit-type bomb furnace to. obtain molten 

uranium metal and magnesium slag (Mattson., 1967; Shreve, 

1967). An alternative route begins with uranium 

hexafluoride gas, which is directly reduced, with sodium_,. 

metal. Uranium metal and sodium fluoride slag are 

separated by dissolution in water (Scott, 1963). 
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Table G. 1 Energy input to the refinina of uranium concentrate'and 

production of urany l nitrate. 

Process input Energy requireme'nt'(Mi/te Tj) 

per te uranium output) minimum maximum 

DISSOLUTION 

electricity 8900 Whe 32000(e) 
. 

32000(e) 

nitric acid = 710-960 kg 64(e) 7500(t) 130(e) 

calcium oxide 280-380 kg: 20(e) + 2100(t). 27(e)'+ 3500(t) 

SOLVENT EXTRACTIO14 

sodium carbonate = 50 kg : 17(e) + 940(t)-, ' '23(e) + ". 1800(t) 

sodium hydroxide = 18 kg : 96(e)-+ "340(t), '120(e) + 350(t) 

sulphuric acid 20 kg 50(t) 250(t) 

organic chemicals 20 kg ý1400M, --6500(t)' 

water =4X 10 
5 

kg 3009(t) 3600(t)'- 
Total capital $110-210 70(e) + . 

-7300(t) 1330(e) + 

TOTAL (rounded) 32300(e), + 2260,0(t) 33600(e) + 44000(t) 
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Table G*2 Energy inputs to the production. of uranium dioxide from 

uranyl nitrate. 

Process input Energy requirement (MJ/te U) 

(per te uranium output) minimum maximum, 

.. 
DENITRATION 

3 natural gas 45 1800(t) 2400 m , 96000 (t), 

water 4x 10 kg 3600(t) 5 3000 W, 
Total capital $50 110 30(e) +-3700(t),, 670(e) +' 8400(t) 

TOTAL 30(e) + 8500(t)-, e 670 
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Table G. 3 Enera inputs to the conversion of uranium dioxide to 

uranium hexafluoride. 

Process input Energy requirement (MJ/te U) 

(per te uranium output) minirqum' maximum 

IffDROFLUORINKTION 

hydrogen fluoride 360 kg: 1200(e) + 12000(t) 2000(e)'+, '24000(t) 

3 
natural gas 2400 m 95000(t)', 96000(t) 

FLUORINATION 

hydrofluoric acid 170 kg. 0 580(e) + 5900(t), ',, 910(e) + 11000(t) 

electricity 2700 Whe 9300(e)- 10000(e) 

5 
water = 1.5 x 10 kg 1200(t) 130 OM 

Total capital $110 220: 60(e) + 7200(t) ý, ,, -, 1300(e) + '15000(t) 

TOTAL (rounded) 11100(e) +, 121000(t) 14200(e) + 147000(t)^ 
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Appendix H: Uranium isotope enrichment 

Uranium consists of two important isotopes; uranium-235 

(U-235) and uranium-238 (U-238). The natural abundance,, 

by mass, of these isotopes is 0-71% U-235 and 99,280/6' U-238. 

The isotope U-235 is fissile which means that it can take 

part in energy-releasing fission reactions with neutrons. 

In contrast, the isotope U-238 is fertile and can only 

produce fissile isotopes after conversion by-neutrons. 

Since fission reactions provide the basic source'. of energy 

in burner reactorsp the amount of U-235, present'in nuclear 

fuel determines the effectiýe'operation of'such'systems. ' 

Although some reactors such as MAGNOX and CANDU desiens- 

operate on natural uranium which contains 0.71% U-2359 

others such as the AGR, SOURP BWR and PWR systems use fuel 

which contains an increased proportion of U-235. 

Consequently uranium isotope enrichmentg which-involves 

enhancing the relative abundance of U-235, 
lin, 

urýanium, is 

an important part of, some nuclear fuel cycles. 

Isotope enrichment processes are based on slight physical 

dissimilarities caused by mass, differences between 

isotopes. For low mass elements the relative difference in 

mass between isotopes is large, 'and., discrimination can be, ', -. 

achieved via gross characteristics such as, differences'in 

boiling pointsl etc. ' With heavy elements such as uranium, 

howeverg the relative isotopic mass differences are small 

and hence the isotopes of such elements cannot be 

distinguished on the basis of simple gross properties. 

Insteadq sensitive teehniques must be used to separate the 

isotopes of uranium. 
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Uranium can be enriched by numerous methods. ý The most 

widespread commercial technique currently used is the gas 

diffusion process which is based on differences in the 

rates of diffusion of isotopically-different gaseous 

uranium compounds. Although simple in principle, the 

process requires vast capital investment and consumes 

large amounts of fuel. Moreoverg the process is 

relatively inefficientg consuming ten million times the 

theoretical minimum amount of energy needed to completely 

separate U-235 from U-238 (McGeoch, 1977), and since fuel 

costs are hight techniques which consume less'energy are 

obviously attractive. 

The gas centrifuge process which is currently being 

developed commercially separates isotopes by means of, 

differences in centrifugal forces acting on. gas. molecules 

in a spinning container. The technique uses roughly one 

tenth of the energy, required, by.. the gas diffusion process 

(McGeochq 1977)9 but-needs high-performance machinery made 

from special materials which can withstand very fast 

rotational speeds exceeding fifty thousand revolutions per 

minute (Barnabyt 1969; Brooksp 1970; Fishlock, 1974). 

These engineering problems can be avoided by 'stationary I 

walled centrifuge' processes such as the jet, nozzle and 

vortex tube techniques'. ý-,, In these methods the gas is 

rotated aerodynamically, inside'fixed containers'and' 

specially-designed components. separate the lighter 

isotopic gas from the natural mixtures JUthough each unit, 

of these types of centrifuge achieves a higher'degree of 

isotope'separation than'a-similarly-sized diffusion. unit, ' 
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early development work has indicated that such ý techniques 

may consume two and a half times as much energy as -, 

conventional enrichment methods-(Avery and Kehoe, 1970). 

Much faster rotational velocities and subsequently higher 

levels of isotope separation than possible, with. mechanical 

centrifuggs can, be accomplished with, the-plasma centrifuge 

process. Initial research with rotating, partially-and 

fully ionised hot -, ases,, Or plasmas,, suggests that energy 

requirements for enrichmentýwill be lower. than those of 

many other methods (Nuclear Engineering, Internationalg 

1975a). 

Research into the possibility of using laser light to 

separate isotopes is currently receiving much attention. 

Numerous techniques, are being, examined but all, r6ly, on,, 

much the same principle. - that different isotopes absorb 

slightly different wavelengths ofIlight, Laser, lightt 

which is highly-monochromatic radiationqýisýused because 

isotopic differences of-absorption, wavelengths are very 

small. The particular --isotope that has been selectively 

excited by the exactly correct wavelength of laser, light 

can be removed, from other, non-excited isotopic species by 

means of photoionisation, photodissociation. or-. 

photochemistry. -In'. the photoionisation method excited 

atoms become electrically*charged and are separated from 

neutral atoms by electromagmetic fields. 

Photodissociation, relies on the eventual splitting of , 

excitedmolecules and-the photochemistry technique is 

based on'-the fact that molecul*es. excited to high 

vibrational levels axe chemically more reactive than 
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unexcited molecules. It has been estimated that processes 

using laser light may be up to one thousand times more 

efficient than the diffusion enrichment method (McGeoch, 

1977)- 

The total amount of energy required by these commercial 

and experimental enrichment techniques was. evaluated using 

data from textbooksg technical articles, economic reports, 

industrial flowsheets and research papers. The'results of 

this analysis are shown in tables H. Vand H. 2. Table, H. 1, 

indicates the fuel consumption of different processes and 

table H. 2 illustrates the estimated indirect energy 

requirements for equipment. maintenance, ancillary supplies, 

etc. 

The results shown in tables. H. 1-and H. 2 are presentedýin 

two different types of enrichment units. Energy 

requirements of the gas diffusion,, gas centrifuge,, jet 

nozzle, vortex tube and plasma centrifuge processes are 

given in terms of mass units of separative work (ec. tonnes 

of Separative Work Units*,, -te SWU). Such. processes can 

achieve variable levels of isotope enrichment and the- 

separative work unit, is a function of, initial and final 

U-235 enrichmentg and the percentage of U-235 remaining in 

rejected wasteg or tails. Laser separation techniques can 

usually produce only one level of enrichmentv between 60/16 

and 1000116 U-235, and differently enriched products are 

obtained by mixing this material with natural uranium 

containing 0-Mu U-235. The energy required to'obtain a 

P/ desired enrichment level of p U-235 fron, material'', ' 

enriched to p V, )'U-235 by these laser processes can be 
e 
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r 

evaluatedv and compared with other results, by multiplying 

the values shown in tables H. 1 and H. 2, by'the following 

factor; 

p0- 71 
p 

-Pe 0.71 

where, 

Pe initial IJ-235 enrichment level, achieved 

p final % U-235 enrichment level desired 
p 

The direct energy requirements, unit capital costs and 

total costs of producing one tonne of 3-1% U-235 enriched 

uranium by various methods may be compared by referring to 

table H-3. This is a typical level of enrichment for P14R 

reactor fuels and a standard concentration of 0.251/a U-23,5 

in the enrichment wastesq or tails, was assumed. 

Table H-3 shows thatj although the widely used gas^, 

diffusion process can enrich uranium at a-favourable cost 

compared to other methodso its fuel'consumption is quite 

high. ýPhis arises because the uranium hexafluoride gas, 

used in the process must be passed through many separating. 

membranes to obtain suitable enrichment levels. High 

pressures must be maintained in'the membrane-compressor, 

units, or cascadesp and the gas'must be pumped, through_, 

many kilometres of pipework during treatment.. Fuel supply 

is so important that some enrichment plants are linked to 

their own power stations (eg. Madler, 1974; Owen, 19,75). 

Since present-day energy requirements are twice the 

theoretical m- inimum,, ýValeryj, 1ý71)9 there appears to be, ' 

little scope for improvement with this'method-compared with 

the reductions other processes can achieve. ' Consequently'. 

r 
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new techniques which offer much lower theoretical, and 

practical fuel consumptionp and hence reduced costs, ý 

attract much interest. 

The gas centrifuge process is one of the newer techniques 

that may eventually supplant the gas diffusion method, 

Uranium hexaflouride gas is the basic'feedstock for this 

process which uses rapidly rotating centrifuges'to 

separate U-235 from U-238. Gas which contains a higher 

proportion of U-235 is called the light, fraction and this 

is collected near the axis of the centrifuge. Many 

centrifuge units in series are required to obtain the 

desired level of enrichment but fewer cascades are needed 

than the diffusion technique. 
- 

Despite this, costs are 

high because the centrifuge machinery. is expensive 

(Mohrhauerg 1972; Robertsp 1973). costs are expected to 

fall, howeverv with cormnercialisation (Averyq Bogaaxdtp' 

Jelinek-Fink and Parryq 1971). 

Stationary-walled centrifuge-processes such as the jet 

nozzle and vortex tube methods, operate on similar 

principles to the gas centrifuge technique. Both use a 

mixture of uranium hexafluoride and hydrogen or helium gas 

and it is hoped that final commercial costs will compete- 

effectively with present costs. The jet nozzle process 

invented in West Germany uses. a. more concentrated gas 

mixture and lower pressures, than-the vortex tube technique 

currently being developed by the South African Atomic 

Energy Commission and the Uranium Enrichment Corporation 

of South Africa. At-the moment energy requirements of 

both processes are quite high (see tables H. 1 and H-3), ', 
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although the theoretical minimum energy required is 

roughly a tenth of current experimental values (Rippon, 

1975). 

Plasma centrifuge systems can apparently achieve. 

relatively low fuel consumptiont although final costs for 

these laboratory devices cannot yet be determined. The 

two versions of the plasmaýcentrifuge process presently 

being studied use partially ionised uranium, hexafluoride 

gas and fully ionised uranium metal, or uranium dioxide 

vapour, 

Many laser separation techniques are being examined since 

these processes offer substantial advantages over 

conventional enrichment methods. "' PartioularlY'pr'ominent 

are the Garching radial plasma isotope separation process, 

or laser Q-device (Nuclear lhgineering Internationalt 

1975a), and the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories laser 

two-step photoionisation pro'cess (Ozaki et* 
al. ý'1976). 

I-lore development work is required on such'techniques, 

howeverl before they can'be fully commercial ised. '. 

Numerous other processes have been investigated in the- 

past and are being researched at the moment. Separation 

of charged isotopes by electric and magnetic fields in 

devices known as calutrons was used to produce bomb-grade 

material in the early 1940's (Avery and Kehoev 1970). 

However, such devices can only achieve small, throughputs 

and the method is not economically'-compet itive with 

current processes. A new technique has been developed by - 

the French Atomic Energy Commission which is claimed to 
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produce reactor-grade enriched material using less energy 

and less sophisticated technology than the Gas diffusion 

route (14ortimerg 1977). 

Although improved techniquesýare continually being - 

invented, it is unlikely that these will have a marked 

impact on the supply of enriched uranium during the next 

decade. ' Gas diffusion technology, will-still provide most 

of the enriched uranium over this period and-a significant 

proportion of the new plant built after this time is 

likely to use centrifuge processes" 'Figure'Ho'l, shows, a 

forecast of world (excluding the USSR, 'Eastern Europe and. 

China) enrichment requirements and planned capacity 

(Roberts, 1973; Nuclear Energy Agency', 1975), ' By combining 

this information with the results'of tables'-H, 1 and H. 2 the 

average net energy requirement of enrichment during the 

period 1970 to 2000 can be deduced. This variation is 

illustrated in figure H. 2. 'It was assumed. that all new 

capacity installed after 1990 incorporates low fuel, 

consumption methods such as the gas centrifugeg improved 

jet nozzle and vortex tube, plasma centrifuge and laser, 

separation processes. The figure indicates thatt although 

new processes may use considerably less energy than 

conventional techniquesp the average energy requirement of 

enrichment is unlikely to fall to a level lower than'35% 

of current values before the turn of the century. 
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Table HA : Direct enerpy requirements of uranium isotope enrichment 

processes* 

Process unit Direct energy requirement (1,66 MWunit) 

Gas'diffusion te SWU 9! 85 1 38 

ýGas centrifuge te SWU 0.97 'O'll 

Jet nozzle te SWU 14-80 + 2.92 

Vo rtex tube te SWU 
_12.24, 0.36- 

Fully-ionised 
- plasma centrifuge te SWU 0.63 0.20 

Partially-ionised 
plasma centrifuge te SWU 1.03 0.19 

Laser Q-device te 100,16 U235: -67 
, 

Laser two-step 
photoionisation te 6C% U235 1100 500ý 
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Table H, 2 : Indirect energy requirements of uranium Asotope -enrichment 

processes* 

Process Units Indirect energy 

electrical 

6 
requirement (10 MJ/unit) 

thermal 

Gas diffusion te SWU 0.02 + 0.01 0.29 0.16 

Gas centrifuge te SWU 0 -0510.04 0.49 0.32 

Jet nozzle te SWU 0.18 +'-0.09 
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. Table H-3 Comparison of enrichment Processes Producing 3.1% U-235 

enriched uranium with 0.25% U-235 tails. 

Process D, e,, r 
6 (10 k1je/te-U): 

Capital cost* 

($/kg U: 

Total, coatt 

,, 
1965-70) 

Gas diffusion 39 45 126- 

Gas centrifuge 4 68 126, 

Jet nozzle 59 31 174 

Nortex tube 50 n. a. n. a. 

Ionised plasma centrifuge 3 n. a. n. a. 

Laser Q-device 2 63,, 

Laser two-step 
photoionisation 45 55 1ý95 

n. a. not available 

including chargesp interestj etc.. 
'ý'_, 

t assuming $0.006AWhe for power. 
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Figure H, I: World enrichment demand and capacity (excluding 

the USSR, Eastern Europe and China). 
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Figure H, 2: Estimated average energy requirement of uranium 

isotope enrichment. 
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Appendix I Fuel element manufacture 

The final stage in the nuclear fuel cycle prior to placing 

uranium in the reactor core is fuel element manufacture, 

This consists of processing the nuclear material into a 

suitable physical and chemical form and then incorporating 

it into fuel slugs or pellets. These are made into fuel 

rods which are surrounded by special cladding materials 

that protect the fuel from corrosion and oxidation and also 

provide containment for any products formed whilst the rod 

is in the reactor core. Finallyq fuel rods are assembled 

into arrays or fuel elements which are shipped to the 

reactor for use. 

The total amount of energy required during fuel element 

manufacture was calculated with data obtained from 

textbooks (Mattsong 1967; Shreve, 1 1967; Eister and Kennedy, 

1974),, environmental flowsheets (Pigford et al. 1973; U. S. 

Environmental Protection Agencyq_1973)v reactor manuals 

(Internaiional Atomic Energy Agency, 19679 1970av 1 1972t' 

Nuclear Engineering International, 1972) and research 

papers (Warien and Forward, 1961). 'This information was, 

combined with estimates from the data base (see chapter 3)', 

in particular those referring to the production of, 

cladding materials such as magnesium alloysp stainless 

steel and zirconium alloys. Results are summarised in 

tables I. 'l'p, I. 2 and 1-3- 

Details of fuel-element manufacture, cladding specificationg 

fuel rod design, etc. 9 depend on the type of reactor being 

supplied. The MAGNIOX-system uses natural -uranium metal 

clad in a magnesium alloy. Primary uranium metal ingots 

from the refinery are directly cast and machined into rods- 
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which are then surrounded by a sheath of magnox (Mattson, 

1967). CA14DU reactors use natural uraniwn dioxide clad 

in a zirconium alloy. Uranium dioxide powder obtained 

from the refinery is formed into pellets and placed in 

fuel rods made of. zircallOY-4 (Warren and Forwardt 1961). 

The energy requirements for both uranium metal and uranium 

dioxide fuel production are given in tables I. 1 and 1-3. 

Advanced Gas-cooled Reactort Steam Generating Heavy Water 

Reactorg Boiling Water Reactor and Pressurised Water 

Reactor designs use enriched uranium dioxide fuel. Hence 

fuel fabrication plants supplying such reactors start with 

uranium hexafluoride gas from the enrichment plant. The 

gas is first vaporised with steamg hydrolysed with water 

and mixed with ammonium hydroxide solution to form 

ammonium diuranate (AIDU). This precipitate is concentrated 

and filtered with centrifuges and dried with steam in a 

nitrogen atmosphere. The ammonium diuranate is then 

converted to ceramic uranium dioxide by calcination in'a 

reducing ammonia atmosphere (Mattson, 1967; Shreve, 1967; 

U. S. Environmental Protection Aggencyp 1973). - After 

sintering and grinding, uranium dioxide powder is- 

incorporated into fuel elements. Fuel for the AGR-is clad 

in stainless steel, that for the SGMIR, and BWR in 

zircalloy-2 and that for the PWR in zircallOY-4. Raergy 

requirements for uranium-hexafluoride - uranium dioxide 

conversion. are illustrated in, table 1,2 and the energy 

inputs to cladding operations are shown in table 1-3. 
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Table I. 1 : Estimated energy requirements for the fabrication of 

natural uranium metal fuel slugs and natural uranium 

dioxide fuel pellets. 

Input Energy requirement (DIT/te U) 

(per te U) minimum maximum 

Electricity =4x 10 4kWhe 
: 143000(e) 143000(e) 

Natural gas = 795-1100 m3: 31000(t) 43000(t) 

Capital = M400 - 1600 1000(e) + 67000(t) 10000(e) + 114000(t) 

TOTAL : 144000(e) + 98000(t) 153000(e) + 157000(t) 
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Table 1.2 : Estimated energy requirements for the conversion of 

uranium hexafluoride gas to uranium dioxide fuel 2ellets. 

Input Energy requirement (1, J/te U) 

(per te U) minimum maximum 

Electricity =5x 10 4kWhe 175000(e) 175000(e) 

Natural gas'= 9300 m3 115000(t) 115000(t) 

5 
Water = 6.8 x 10 kg 6000(t) 6000(t) 

Ammonia = 475 kg 8000(t) 13000(t) 

Calcium oxide 1500 kg 11000(t) 14000(t) 

Capital $1900 2000(e) + 94600(t) 11000(e) + 113000(t) 

TOTAL 177000(e) + 234000(t) 186000(e) + 281000(t) 
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Table 1-3 : Estimated energy req uirement for producing fuel element 

cladding. 

Fuel type Cladding Energy requirement (IIJ/te U) 
requirement 

minimum maximum 
(kg/te U) 

MAGNOX 
magnesium alloy 30 1000(e) + 4000(t) 1000(e) + 6000(t) 

AGR 
stainless steel 170 2000(e) + 4000(t) 4000(e) + 8000(t) 

SGINrR 
zircalloy-2 125 23000(e) + 26000(t) 37000(e) + 49000(t) 

CANDU 
zircallOY-4 147 27000(e) + 31000(t)- 43000(e) + 57000(t) 

BWR 
zircalloy-2 193', 36ooo(e) + 40000(t) 57000(e) + 75000(t) 

PWR 
zircalloY-4 204 38000(e) ^+ 43000(t) 60000(e) + 80000(t) 
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Appendix J Nuclear fuel reprocessing 

Nuclear fuel containing material such as uranium produces 

heat in the reactor core by fission reactions between 

neutrons and fissile isotopes like uranium-235 (U-235). 

Nuclei of intermediate mass called fission products are 

created by fission reactions and, in addition, fissile 

material such as plutonium can be produced from conversion 

reactions involving neutrons and the fertile i8otop e 

uranium-238 (U-238)- Fission products can impair the 

efficiency of the fuel by absorbing neutrons and causing 

mechanical and thermal defects. Consequently, after a 

given, period of, timeq fuel which has been exposed to 

neutron bombardment., or irradiation, is removed from the 

reactor for reprocessing. This Consists of separating 

'useful fissile material such'as uranium and plutonium 
from 

the fission, products. ', _ 

Irradiated, or Ispentl, 'fuel elements removed from the 

reactor are first cooled# usually under waterp to allow 

the residual heat to fall and short-lived fission products 

such as Neptunium-239 to decay. The spent fuel is then 

transported to the reprocessing plant in specially-cooled, 

crash-proof, lead-lined containers. Although'new 

reprocessing capacity has been planned-(Chartres,, 1976; 

Clark, 1976; Rippon, 1976; Vielvoyet 1976), 'only a-few 

commercial facilities are currently in operation. - Hence, 

much spent fuel-must be shipped over very large distances 

for reprocessing, (Wrightg'19'75;, 1.14rtinv' 1976; Owen, 1976). 

On arrival at the rep3cocessing plant the fuel elements are 

stored for a while under water and then prepared for 
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treatment by removing the cladding. This operation, known 

as de-canning or de-jacketingg can be achieved chemically 

ort more generallyq by mechanical means (Flagg, 1961). 

This cladding, which is radioactively contaminated, is 

taken away for storage and the remaining fuel rods are out 

into convenient lengths for dissolution in nitric acid. 

The resulting nitrate solution is filtered to remove any 

traces of insoluble cladding material and then treated by 

one of a number of solvent extraction processes for the 

recovery and purification of uranium and plutonium (Flaggp 

1961). 

Although numerous reprocessing methods are available, the 

Purex technique appears to be the most popular (Rippon, 

1976). In this method uranium and plutonium nitrates are 

separated from fission products at the first solvent 

extraction stage or cycle by tributyl phosphate (TBP) 

dissolved in kerosene, Fission products are removed as an 

aqueous solution, or raffinate, and decontaminated nitrate 

solution is pumped to the next stage for the, separation of 

uranium and plutonium. At this point acidified-ferrous 

sulfamate is added to extract plutonium from the organic 

TBP solution'.. Two separate streams are formed which can 

be treated to obtain purified'uranium and plutonium 

nitrate. Pure uranium nitrate is produced by repeated 

nitric acid. recovery and TBP extraction stripping cycles 

which remove traces of plutonium and fission products. 

Plutonium nitrate is purified. by successive acidification 

with nitric acidp oxidation with sodium nitrite and 

solvent extraction with-TBPI followed by washing in 

, -kerosene and evaporation (Shreve, 1967). ' 
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The amount of energy required to produce uranium and 

plutonium nitrate from spent nuclear fuel was evaluated 

from data presented in the relevant literature. Although 

information on this part of the fuel cycle is usually 

difficult to obtain, operating figures were deduced from 

certain textbooks (Flaggs 1961; Shreve, 1967; Stevenson, 

Mason and Greskyt 1970; Eister and Kennedy, 1974), 

industrial articles (Guecionet 1964; Nuclear Engineering 

International# 1975b)v environmental and economic analyses 

(Ipigford, Keaton and Mannt 1973; Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Developmentt 1974) and research papers 

(Taylor and Walford, 1974; Kistemaker, 1975). Results of 

the analysis are summarised in table J. 1 which shows 

energy requirements per uhit mass fissile-bearing material. 

reprocessed, that isq per tonne uranium or plutonium 

recovered from spent fuel. 
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Table J. 1 : Estimated energy requirements of spent fuel reprocessing 

for the removal of fission products and the recovery of 

uranium and plutoniun nitrate. 

Input Energy requirement 

(per te fissile-bearing (MJ/te fissile-bearing material) 
material) 

minimum maximum 

Electricity = 12000 
22000 kWhe : 45000(e) 80000(e) 

Nitric acid = 500 kg 5000(t) 

Transport =0- 50000 km : 

Capital $1400 2600 2000(e) + 82000(t) 

TOTAL 
, v47000(e) + 87000( t) 

7000(t) 

30000(t) 

10000(e) + 162000(t) 

90000(e), + 199000(t) 
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Appendix X: Nuclear waste management 

Many different types of waste products can be created in 

the nuclear fuel cycle. The most important are those 

which contain radioactive materials such as reprocessing 

wastes. These are composed of fission products as well as 

traces of plutonium and uranium. In generalq wastes can 

be divided into three categories; high intermediate - 

and low level wastes. 

High-level wastes include aqueous solutions of fission 

products such as americium, caesium, curiumt neptuniump 

strontiumg etc., called first cycle raffinates, from the 

early stages of reprocessingand cladding from spent fuel 

rods. Intermediate-level wastes consist of rejected 

solutions from later steps in reprocessing known as second 

and third cycle raffinates which contain fewer fission 

products than first cycle raffinates. Low-level wastes are 

composed of liquid effluents, which only contain very small 

amounts of fission products, and slightly contaminated 

materials such as packaging. 

Numerous schemes have been proposed for the use, or 

disposal of nuclear wastes obtained from reprocessing. 

Energy, requirements of these schemes were'estimated by 

analysing various proposals'(Schneider, 1970; Dillon, -Perona, 

and Blomeke, 1971; 'Clelland, 1972; Rubinq1972). Because many 

schemes have not yet been used in practice it was only 

possible to deduce order-of-magnitude energy inputs and 

approximate results for some of the most promising 

processes are'summariEred in tables X. 1 and K. 21. 
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Although high-level wastes contain certain isotopes that 

could be recovered and used in small quantities in some 

industrial and research applications (Stevenson, Mason and 

Gresky, 1970), such effluents are regarded as hazardous 

materials that must be removedg either temporarily or 

permanently, from the immediate human environment, First 

cycle raffinates from reprocessing form the majority of 

high-level wastes. Despite high recovery efficiencies in 

reprocessing operations of up to 99.5% (U. S. Environmental 

I 
Protection Agency, 1973)9 these effluents can contain as 

much as 0.59/6 radio-toxic plutonium by mass of all 

radionuclides present. Hence such wastes must be handled 

with great'care. 

Although the relative proportion of fission product 

radionuclides from spent fuel can be small, between 0.3yo 

and 3.5% of the initial mass (Atomt 1976), the actual 

volume of high-level wastes is large, amounting to about 

ten thousand litres per tonne of fuel reprocessed (Blomeke, 

1967). This arises because'the concentration of 

fissile-bearing solutions treated in reprocessing plants 

is-generally'kept very low. ' Consequently the first step 

in'the, treatment-of such wastes is concentration by' 

evaporation'to reduce the liquid volume by a factor of 

approximately one hundred (Hawkesp 1975). ', Following this 

the waste is placed in cooled storage tanks to await final 

disposal. 

Liquid'high-level wastes could, in factt be stored 

permanently in such tanks until, the radioactivity ofIthe 

most long-lived radionuclide had decayed to about one 
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thousandth of its initial value. The wastes might then be 

considered harmless and released into the environment. 

Howeverg containment for periods up to a quarter of a 

million years would be required andq since the waste is 

corrosiveg a continuous supply of new storage tanks would 

be needed over this time. Using data on current tank 

design and performance characteristics (Clellandg 1972; 

Hawkes, 1975) and assuming that the volume of the waste 

remains constantp storage in self-cooled tanks would 

contribute about 5x 10 
6 

PU(t) to the energy requirements 

of reprocessing each tonne of fissile-bearing material. 

If the waste was artificially cooled through the 

containment period by electric pumps rated at, 5 watts per 

litre and-the waste volume was repeatedly reduced in 

relation to its, radioactivityp the energy requirement 

would be approximately 10 8 YJ(t)ýper tonne of reprocessed 

fuel., -These I rough estimates may be compared with a 

theoretical,, energy content for the initial fuelýof between 

10 mi(t) Per tonnee 5x 10, W(t) and 7x 10 

Tank storage of high-level wastes is generally regarded as 

a temporary measure. -Otherg more permanent schemes are 

currently being researched and these include processes for 

the solidification of high-level liquid wastes by 

gla8sification tMellands' 1972; Wright, 1976a) or by 

calcination (Schneiderg 1 970; Dillon et alq 1971)-, -The 

estimated energy inputs to such schemes are illustrated in 

table K. 1. ý The proposals Consist of concentrating the 

waste by., evaporation followed by interim storage in tanks' 

for'about 1 to 5 years (Hawkest 1975; kistemaker, 1975). 

Theliquid would-then be solidifiedýinto stable material 
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such as glass or calcined powder and encased in stainless 

steel containers designed to promote natural cooling. 

Pliany suggestions have been put forward for the disposal of 

these canistersq ranging from using them as low grade 

sources of heat in greenhouses, etc., to launching them 

into space by rocket (Kenwardt 1974). However, the 

proposals which are being studied quite closely at the 

moment involve placing the waste in geologically stable 

structures such as disused salt mines (Schneiderg 1970), 

granite and clay formations (Wright# 1976b) and in or on 

marine sediments (Grimwood and Webb, 1976). The energy 

input of such operations would mainly consist of transport 

since provision of disposal sites may be 

regarded as free, in energy terms. 'The energy input of 

this transport element varies over a wide range depending 

on the distances involved . but it is much less than the 

estimated 107 M(t) required for the I proposed rocket 

disposal plan. 

In addition to liquid effluents from reprocessing, 

high-level wastes also include decladding residues. The 

form of these wastes depends on the type of decladding 

procedures used - most Ruropean techniques are mechanical 

and these leave solid wastest whilst acid dissolution is 

sometimes used in the U. S. A. which produces about ten 

thousand litres of liquid effluent. Solid wastes are, ý 

currently stored in concrete containers or under water and 

liquids are stored-underground in carbon steel tanks 

(Blomeke, 1967). Such procedures can add between 10 and- 

36000 19(t) to the total energy requirement of reprocessing 

one tonne of fissile-bearing material (see table K. 2). 
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Intermediate-level wastes are raffinates from the second 

and third stages of reprocessingg amounting to about a 

thousand iitres of liquid per tonne of fuel treated. 

Since such wastes contain fewer fission products than 

high-level wastes, they can either be discharged into the 

sea after a short period of storage or stored in tanks 

with de-cladding wastes (Blomeke, 1967). Neither method 

consumes as much energy as the disposal of high-level 

wastes, as table K. 2 indicates. 

Liquid low-level wastes from reprocessing can amount to 

one hundred thousand litres for each tonne of fuel treated. 

These contain only small amounts of radioactive material 

and such effluents are generally discharged directly into 

the environmentt whilst low-level solids are usually, buried 

in unlined pits (Blomeket 1967). As indicated in table K. 2 

the energy input of this type of disposal is negligible in 

comparison with other waste management operations. 
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Table X. 1 : Estimated energy inputs to the preparation, 

solidification and disposal of high-level liquid wastes. 

Operation Energy input (MJ/te fissile-bearing material) 

minimum maximum 

Concentration 14400(e) 14400(e) 

Interim storage 3610(e) + 10(t) 36000(e) 60(t) 

Solidification 200(e) + 1600(t) ' 7200(t) 

Containerisation 1200(e) + 2400(t) 2400(e) + 4800(t) 

Transport 2000(e) 

TOTAL (rounded) 19000(e) + 4000(t) 55000(e) + 12000(t) 
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Table K. 2 : Estimated energy requirement of nuclear waste management., 

Type of waste 1ýnergy requirement (MJ/te fissile-bearing material) 

minimum maximum 

High-level 19010(e) + 4000(t) 55000(e) + 48000(t) 

Intermediate-level 40(t) 4000(t) 

Low-level 5(t) 300(t) 

TOTAL (rounded) 19000(e) + 4000(t) 55000(e) + 52000(t) 
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Appendix L: Nuclear power plant construction 

A nuclear power plant, or nuclear power station, is a 

collection of machinery that extracts energy, and 

generates saleable fuelq from nuclear material such as 

uranium. The power plant basically consists of a reactort 

cooling system and turbo-generating machinery. 

I The reactor provides the conditions for heat-releasing 

fission reactions between neutrons and fissile nuclei such 

as uranium-235 (U-235) in-fuel elements. hmdamental 

components of the reactor include a core of such fuel 

elementsv moderator material that adjusts the speed of 

fission-producing neutrons and control rods that regulate 

theýrate-of fission reactions. These components are 

contained in a pressure vessel or in pressure, tubes 

surrounded by suitable shielding material. 

heat is extracted from the reactor by the cooling system 

which consists of a series of pipework and heat transfer 

equipment, The primary circuit of the system which passes 

through the reactor. itself-contains a liquid or gaseous 

coolant that mayp, in certain casesv also act as a 

moderator. Secondarycooling circuitsq which are connected 

to the primary circuit, by heat exchangersq supply steam to 

the turbo-generating machinery. 

Turbo-generating machinery enables heat energy obtained 

from the reactor-to be converted first into mechanical 

energy and then into electrical energy. Steam from the 

secondary cooling cirbuits rotates turbines which drive 

electro-magnetic generators. This section of the power 
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station also contains other electrical equipment which 

governs the supply of electricity to the transmission 

and distribution network. 

Six different types of burner reactor used in nuclear 

power stations are considered here; the FIGNOX reactor, 

the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR), the Steam 

Generating Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR)q the CANDU 

reactorp the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and the 

Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). ' As regards the basic 

constructional differences between these designs., the 

MAGNOX reactor uses a solid graphite, moderatorp carbon. - 

dioxide primary coolant and a stainless steel pressure 

vessel. The AGR also relies on a graphite moderator and 

carbon dioxide gas coolant but has a steel reinforced 

concrete pressure vessel*' The SGMM and. CANDU designs 

both incorporate deuterium oxide, or'heavy water't as, a'- 

moderator and zirconium pressure tubeso rather than 

pressure vessels, for containing, the fuel elements. The 

former reactor, however, has ordinary, or lightt water 

for coolant, whilst the latter combines the deuterium 

oxide moderator as a coolant. The BWR and PWR systems 

are types of Light Water Reactor (LWR) which use ordinary 

water as coolant and moderator in a core enclosed by'a% 

stainless steel pressure vessel. 

Many other materials axe used in'the nuolear'power plant. ' 

Cement, sandq gravel'and reinforcing steel are. included 

in the construction of, power station buildings. ' Mild 

and stainless steelst copperp aluminium and other metals, 

are Incorporated into cooling systemsq-turbine machinery 
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and electrical equipment. The type and quantity of such 

materials contained in the six main reactor designs was 

deduced by examining textbooks (Central Electricity 

Generating Board, 1971; Hunt, 1974)v reactor manuals 

(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1967,1970a, 1972; 

Nuclear Engineering International, 1972; Central 

Electricity Generating Board, 1973,1975). technical 

reports (Cabriel and Smitht 1970; Mooret Hicks'9 Bradley 

and Rowlands, 1973; McKeaguev 1974)v industrial articles 

(Steigelmanng 1969/70; Canadian Nuclear Agencyr 1973, 

1974; Budwani, 1974;, Fishlockg 1974; Russel, 1974) and 

economic assessments (Nuclear Power Adiisory ]Boardp 1974; 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmentt 

1974; Nuclear'Energy Agency, 1975). 

This information was standardised for typical power 

stations with a net electrical output power rating of a- 

thousand mega-watts "sent out" (1000 W(e]'_- so)* 

Estimates were then combined with results from the data 

base (see chapter 3). to deduce. the total'amount of energy 

required to build a nuclearýpower plant. Results for, the 

six main burner reactor types are given'in tables L. 1. 

L. 2# L-3t L-4 and L-5. These results include estimates 

of the energy used in, the manufacture-and transportation 

of, all important materials as well as'the fuel consumed 

by assembling components on the site of construction. 
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Table L. 1 Estimated energy inputs to the construction of a typical 

commercial MAGNOX power station. 

Input (per 100OW[e)- so) Energy contribution (10 6 
14J/10001. W[e]- so) 

minimum maximum 

Mild steel 

96 x 103 130 x 10 3 te 155(e) + 2550(t) 195(e) + 4015(t) 

Stainless steel 

12 x 103 _ 16 x 103 te 190(e) + 370(t) 315(e) + 640(t) 

Concrete 

280 x 103 330 x 10 3 te 20(e) + 270(t) 25(e) + 410(t) 

Graphite moderator 

11 x 103 te 165(e) + 635(t) 475(e) + 1220(t) 

Construction power 

47 x 10 
6 62 x 10 

6 
kWhe 170(e) 225(e) 

Construction fuel 
66 

54 x 10 - 77 x 10 1 2340(t) 3305(t) 

Miscellaneous metals 

and other items 155(e) + 3730(t) 200(e) 3830(t) 

TOTAL 855(e) + 9895(t) 1435(e) + '13420(t) 
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Table L, 2 Estimated energy inputs to the construction of a typical 

commercial AGR p ower station, 

Input (per 1000HW[el-so) Energy con tribution (10 
6 

MJ11OOOEW[ej- so) 

minimum ma imum 

Mild steel 

74 x 10 3 
110 x 10 

3 
te 120(e)'+, 2195(t), 145(e) +, 3110(t) 

Stainless steel 

11 x 103 13 x 10 
3 te 150(e) + 290(t) 240(e) + 475(t) 

Concrete 

280 x 103 300 x 10 
3 

te 20(e)'+ -240(t) '25(e) + 380(t), 
- 

Graphite moderator' 

-3 x 103 te 50(e) + 185(t) 140(e) + 350(t). 

,, Construction power 
66 

39 x 10 49 x 10 kWhe.: 140(e), 175(e) 

Construction fuel 

66 
47 x 10 - 6o x lo 1 2020(t) 2595(t) 

Miscellaneous metals 

and other items 115(e) + 2165(t) 145(e) + 2740(t)' 

TOTAL 595(e) + 7095(t) 870(e) + 
-9650(t) 
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Table L-3 : Estimated energy inRuts to the construction of a typical 

commercial SGHWR power station. 

Input (per 100OWlel- so) Energy contribution (106 MJ11000MW[el- so) 

minimum maximum 

Mild steel 

85 x 103 - 110 x 103 te 120(e) + 2220(t) 155(e) + 3550(t) 

Stainless steel 

12 x 103 18 x 103 te 265(e) + 355(t) 270(e) + 725(t) 

Concrete 

215 x 103 3 250, x 10 te 20(e) + 250(t) 20(e) 300(t) 

peuterium. oxide moderator 

320 te 510(e) + -6840(tY 880(e) + 10800(t) 

Constructi on power 
6 

35-x 10 49 x 106kWhet 
-125(e) 

175(e) 

Constructi on fuel 
6, 

41 X 10 
6 

56 x 10 1775(t) 2400(t) 

Miscellane ous-metals 

and, other. items, 95(e) + ý1830(t) -130(e) 
-246o(t) 

TOTAL., 1135(e) +-13279(t) 1,630(e) 20235(t) 
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Table L-4 Estimated energy_ inputs to the construction of a typical 

commercial CANDU p ower station. 

Input (per 1000 DW[ej- so) Energy contribution (10 6 
Y1J/1OOODV[ej- so) 

minimum maximum 

Mild steel 

70 x 103 97 x 10 3 te 125(e) 1940(t) 150(e) + 2955(t) 

Stainless steel 

13 X 103 23 x 10 3 te 190(e) NOW 490(e) 965(t) 

Concrete 

3 355 x 10 3 410 x 10 te 20(e) 310(t) 35(e) 470(t) 

Deuterium oxide moderator 

970 te 1535(e) + 20740(t) 2675(e) + 32730(t) 

Construction power 

42 x 10 
6 

58 x 10 
6 
Whe 150(e) 210(e) 

Construction fuel 

'49 x, 10 
6 66 x. 10 

61 
2125(t)- 2835(t) 

Miscellaneous metals 

and other items 90(e) 1690(t) 
_': 

125(e) 
.+ 

2295kt)- 

TOTAL 2110(e) + , 
27175(t) '3685(e) + 42250(t). 
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Table L-5 : Estimated energy inputs to the construction of ty2ical 

commercial BWR and PWR power stations. 

Input (per 1OOOMW[ej- so) Energy contribution 

minimum 

(10 
6 

MJ/1000W(e]- so) 

maximum 

Mild steel 

53 x 103 - 55 x 10 
3 

te 70(e) + 1360kt) 105ke) + 2325kt) 

Stainless steel 

25 x 103 - 31 x 10 
3 

te 325(e) + 660kt) 680ke) + 1355k1t) 

Concrete 

175 x 10 
3 

265 x 10 
3 

te 10(e) + 150(t) 30(e) 3155kt) 

construction power - 
6 

33 x 10 
6 

- 47 x 10 kWhe 120(e) 170, ke). 

Construction fuel 

30 x 10 
6 

50 x 10 
61 

1280(t) 2160(t) 

Miscellaneous metals' 

and other items 65(e) 
,, 
+ '1265(t) 95ke) + 1955(t) 

TOTAL 590ke) + 4715(t) 1080ýe) + 
-8150(t) 
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Appendix M: The electricity supply network 

All large scale commercial systems which generate 

electricity require some form of supply network to 

deliver the fuel from the site of production to the 

point of use. host national electricity generation 

systems consist of a number of individual power stations 

interconnected by a transmission networklor 'grid'. This 

grid generally enables. a steady flow of electricity to be 

delivered to specific distribution points despite 

fluctuations in the balance between local supply and 

demand. The grid is linked to consumers by means of a 

distribution$or Imains'q network. 

In physical terms the supply network consists of many 

kilometres of electrical cables and wiring. The grid is 

usually comprised of overhead copper cables suspended from 

steel tower pylons or of underground copper and aluminium 

cables carried in specially designed pipes. Transformer 

equipment is installed at particular points to effect 

changes in voltage. The mains are composed of more 

copper cabling carried overground by smallýeteel towers 

and timber poles or laid beneath the ground in 

distribution channels, More, transformers are used to 

connect individual users or groups of consumers to the 

electrical circuit. In addition to these basic components, 

ancillary buidings, equipment and machinery'are required'. 

to facilitate the control and maintenance of the system. 

The, provision of, an electricity supply neývork can 

influence the: energy analysis of electricity generation-- 

and delivery in, three different ways. The amount of 

energy required to, I construct the system, introdi, icesla 
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preliminarygor 'capital', energy contribution and the 

energy used in all controlg maintenance and repair work 

creates a concurrent, or 'operating'. energy contribution. 

Additionally the efficiency of the transmission and 

distribution network determines the total amount of 

electrioity actually available from the system, since 

losses due to resistance heating, current leakageg etc. 9 

cause the quantity of fuel delivered to consumers to be 

less than the amount initially supplied to the grid by 

power stations. The purpose of this appendix is to 

estimate the magnitude of these energy contributions 

and electrical network inefficiencies for the supply 

system of a typically industrialised country such as the 

United Kingdom. 

The preliminary energy contribution can be sub-divided 

into the energy requirement term describing the 

construction of; the gridp the mainsp the link between 

the power station and the gridg and miscellaneous 

buildings and equipment. Ihergy inputs to the first three 

items were deduced by assessing the amount of energy, 

required to construct standard lengths of typical grid 

and-mains line.. Estimates obtained by tombining results' 

of the, data, base (see chapter 3) with basic, information 

on the use of materials and. fuel in construction are 

shown, in, table M. 1 and M. 2. The amount of energy required- 

to build sufficient transmission'and distribution network 

for a typical-one thousand mega-watt output capacity 

(1000111 e so) power'station was calculated by 

multiplying these, unit energy requirements by the 

appropriate'ratios of line length to power station 
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capacity (i. e. circuit-metres per 1000W[e]- so) and 

lifetime estimates illustrated in table M-3. These 

factors were obtained from statistical information 

(Central Electricity Generating Board Statistical 

Yearbookst 1952 - 1976; Handbook of Electricity Supply 

Statistics, 1976). Subsequent estimates of the total 

preliminary energy contribution, which include the energy 

requirements of constructing miscellaneous buildings and 

equipment deduced from financial data (Report on the 

Census of Production, 1968; The Electricity Council 

Annual Report, 1974 - 75). are presented in table M-4. 

Estimates of the annual concurrent energy contribution of 

operating and repairing the system were obtained by 

combining basic information (Report on the Census of 

Production, 1968; The Electricity Council Annual Report, 

1974 - 75) with figures from the, data base'ksee chapter 3)- 

Results are shown in table M-5. The ratio of the 

electricity delivered by the system to that originally 

supplied to it from power stations was evaluated from. 

statistical information (Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development, 1971; Report, on the Census 

of Production, 1968; Department of Ehergy, 1975). This 

ratio was found to be; 

, electricity delivered to consumers 0.90 + 0.05 
electricity, produced by power plant 
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Table M. 1 : Estimated energy requirements for constructing a typical 

section of transmission grid 

Item Input Energy requirement (NJ/circuit-m) 

(per circuit-m) minimum maximum 

Copper 15.0 kg 117(e) + 532(t) 171(e) + 757(t) 

Steel 6.7 kg : 16(e) + 167(t) 18(e) + 326(t) 

Cement 19.0 kg : 7(e) + 116(t) 8(e) + 124(t) 

Insulation 0.5 kg : 1(e) + 7(t) 2(e) + 22(t) 

Transformers 7x 10 -5 units: 2(t) 2(t) 

misc. items 7(e) 41(t) 30(e) 185(t) 

TOTAL 148(e) + 865(t) 229(e) + 1416(t) 
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Table N. 2 Estimated energy requirements for constructing a typical 

section of distribution mains. 

Item Input Energy requirement (W/circuit-m) 

(per circuit-m) minimum maximum 

Copper 0.78 kg 6(e) + 28(t) 9(e) + 39(t) 

Cement 16.0 kg 6(e) + 97(t) 7(e) + 104(t) 

Transformers 2x 10-3 units: 2(e) + 38(t) 3(e)'+ 51(t) 

Steel 0.21 kg 

Insulation 0.05 kg 10(t) 1(e) + 25(t) 

Timber -3 3 
3x 10 M 

Misc. items 9(t) 3(e) + 
-33(t) 

TOTAL 14(e) + 182(t) 27(e) + '252(t)' 
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Table M-3 : Estimated factors for UK transmission grid and 

distribution lines. 

Network Ratio of Ratio of 

line length to unit capaoity power plant life 

(oircuit-metres/10001-U[e)-so) to line life* 

Grid 3x 10 5-5x 105 12 

Plains 5x 10 
6_1x 

107 0.5 1 

Power plant 

to grid 2x 104 1 

assuming an average power station life, of 30 years. 
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Table M-4 : Preliminary energy contribution of the electricity sup2ly 

network. 

Item Energy input (10 6 

minimum 

MJ/100014W(el -so) 

maximum 

Grid network 45(e) + 260(t) 230(e) + 1415(t) 

Mains network 35(e) + 455(t) 230(e) + 2520(t) 

Network from power plant 

to 6Tid 15(e) + 220(t) 35(e) + 500(t) 

Miscellaneous buildings 

and equipment 30(e) + 765(t) 40(e) + 1095(t) 

TOTAL 125(e) + 1700(t) 535(e) + 5530(t) 
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Table M-5 : Concurrent eneria contribution of the electricity supply 

network. 

Item Energy input (10 
6 

MJ/100OMW[e)-so/year) 

minimum maximum 

Maintenance and repair 

of the network 50(t) 5(e) + 60(t) 

Maintenance and repair 

of ancillary equipment 

and buildings 20(t) 25(t) 

Operation of 

miscellaneous plant 

and vehicles 50(t) 55kt) 

TOTAL 120(t) 5(e) + 140(t) 
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